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JUMP SETS IN LOCAL FIELDS
C. PAGANO
Abstract. We show how to use the combinatorial notion of jump sets to parametrize the
possible structures of the group of principal units of local fields, viewed as filtered modules.
We establish a natural bijection between the set of jump sets and the orbit space of a
p-adic group of filtered automorphisms acting on a free filtered module. This, together
with a Markov process on Eisenstein polynomials, culminates into a mass-formula for unit
filtrations. As a bonus the proof leads in many cases to explicit invariants of Eisenstein
polynomials, yielding a link between the filtered structure of the unit group and ramification
theory. Finally, with the basic theory of filtered modules developed here, we recover, with
a more conceptual proof, a classification, due to Miki, of the possible sets of upper jumps
of a wild character: these are all jump sets, with a set of exceptions explicitly prescribed by
the jump set of the local field and the size of its residue field.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we introduce jump sets, elementary combinatorial objects, and use them to
establish several fundamental results concerning two natural filtrations in the theory of local
fields. These are the unit filtration and the ramification filtration. We subdivide our main
results into three themes and introduce each of the themes with a basic question. We use
the answer to each question as a starting point to explain our main results.
1.1. Three questions.
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2 C. PAGANO
1.1.1. Principal units. Let p be a prime number. A non-archimedean local field is a field K,
equipped with a non-archimedean absolute value | ¨ |, such that K is a non-discrete locally
compact space with respect to the topology induced by | ¨ |. Write O :“ tx P K : |x| ď 1u for
the ring of integers and m :“ tx P K : |x| ă 1u for its unique maximal ideal. We assume that
p is the residue characteristic of K, i.e. the characteristic of the finite field O{m. Denote by
fK the positive integer satisfying p
fK “ #O{m. Recall that O is a discrete valuation ring,
and denote by vK : K
˚ Ñ Z the valuation that maps any generator of the ideal m to 1.
The inclusions K˚ Ě O˚ Ě U1pKq “ 1 `m “ tprincipal unitsu split in the category of
topological groups. So, as topological groups, we have K˚ »top.gr. Z ˆ O˚, O˚ “ pO{mq˚ ˆ
U1pKq, where Z is taken with the discrete topology. This paper focuses on U1pKq. The
profinite group U1pKq is a pro-p group, thus, being abelian, it has a natural structure of
Zp-module. As a topological Zp-module U1pKq is very well understood. If charpKq “ 0 then
U1pKq » ZrK:Qpsp ˆµp8pKq, while if charpKq “ p then U1pKq » Zωp . Here ω denotes the first
infinite ordinal number and µp8pKq denotes the p-part of the group of roots of unity of K.
In both cases the isomorphism is meant in the category of topological Zp-modules. For a
reference see [3, Chapter 1, Section 6]
The Zp-module U1pKq comes naturally with some additional structure, namely the filtra-
tion U1pKq Ě U2pKq Ě . . . Ě UipKq Ě . . ., where UipKq “ 1 ` mi. In order to take into
account this additional structure we make the following definition. A filtered Zp-module is
a sequence of Zp-modules, M1 Ě M2 Ě . . . Ě Mi Ě . . ., with
Ş
iPZě1
Mi “ t0u. We will
use the symbol M‚ to denote a filtered Zp-module. A morphism of filtered Zp-modules is
a morphism of Zp-modules ϕ : M1 Ñ N1 such that ϕpMiq Ď Ni for each positive integer i.
A filtered module can be also described in terms of its weight map w : M1 Ñ Zě1 Y t8u
attaching to each x the sup of the set of integers i such that x PMi.
Question p1q What does U1pKq look like as a filtered Zp-module?
In other words, we ask what is, as a function of K, the isomorphism class of U1pKq in
the category of filtered Zp-modules. We will sometimes use the symbol U‚pKq to stress the
presence of the additional structure present in U1pKq, coming from the filtration. Denote by
GK the absolute Galois group of K. Thanks to local class field theory, the above question
is essentially asking to describe GabK as a filtered group, where the filtration is given by the
upper numbering on GabK . Equipping any quotient of GK with the upper numbering filtration
and studying it in the category of filtered groups is a natural thing to do. Indeed it is a fact
that the local field K can be uniquely determined from the filtered group GK , see [7].
1.1.2. Galois sets. Fix Ksep a separable closure of K. Denote by GK :“ GalpKsep{Kq the
absolute Galois group. Denote by | ¨ | the unique extension of | ¨ | to Ksep. Take L{K finite
separable. Thus L naturally comes with a Galois set : ΓL “ tK-embeddings L Ñ Ksepu.
Recall by Galois theory that this is a transitive GK-set with |ΓL| “ rL : Ks. This holds for
any field K. But, if K is a local field, there is an additional piece of structure, namely a
GK-invariant metric on ΓL, defined as follows: dpσ, τq “ maxxPOL|σpxq ´ τpxq| pσ, τ P ΓLq.
Here OL denotes the ring of integers of L. Observe that the maximum is attained since OL
is compact and the function in consideration is continuous. If L{K is unramified then the
metric space ΓL is a simple one: dpσ, τq “ 1 whenever σ ‰ τ . Since every finite separable
extension of local fields splits canonically as an unramified one and a totally ramified one,
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we go to the other extreme of the spectrum and consider L{K totally ramified: in other
words we put L “ Kppiq, with gppiq “ 0, where g P Krxs is Eisenstein. We can now phrase
the second question.
Question p2q Which invariants does the metric space impose on the coefficients of g?
As we shall see, the answer to our second question comes often with a surprising link to
the answer to our first question.
1.1.3. Jumps of characters. A character of U1pKq is a continuous group homomorphism
χ : U1pKq Ñ Qp{Zp » µp8pCq. Define Jχ “ ti P Zě1 : χpUipKqq ‰ χpUi`1pKqqu “
tjumps for χu. Since U1pKq is a profinite group, a character χ has always finite image.
Moreover it is easy to check that at each jump the size of the image gets divided exactly by
p. So one has that orderpχq “ p|Jχ| ă 8. In particular Jχ is always a finite subset of Zě1.
We can now phrase our third question.
Question p3q Given a local field K, which subsets of Zě1 occur as Jχ for a character of
U1pKq?
Thanks to local class field theory this question is essentially asking to determine which
sets A Ď Zě1 occur as the set of jumps in the upper filtration of GalpL{Kq, for some L, a
finite cyclic totally ramified extension of K, with rL : Ks a power of p. This connection is
articulated in Section 6.
1.2. Shifts and jump sets. The goal of this subsection is to explain the notion of a jump
set. Jump sets are defined using shifts. A shift is a strictly increasing function ρ : Zě1 Ñ Zě1,
with ρp1q ą 1. If Tρ “ Zě1 ´ ρpZě1q is finite, put e˚ “ maxpTρq ` 1. The example of shift
relevant for local fields is the following:
ρe,ppiq “ minti` e, piu for p prime, e P Zą0 Y t8u.
In this example one has that if e ‰ 8, then e˚ “ r pe
p´1
s. The case e ‰ 8 will be used for local
fields of characteristic 0, and the case e “ 8 will be used for local fields of characteristic p.
The following property explains how this shift can be used to express how p-powering in
U1 changes the weights in the filtration.
Crucial property : If K is local field, e “ vKppq, then
U
p
i Ă Uρpiq for ρ “ ρe,p.
This follows at once inspecting valuations in the binomial expansion p1`xqp “ 1`px`. . .`xp.
For a local field K we denote by ρK the shift ρe,p.
We can now provide the notion of a jump set for a shift ρ and respectively, in case Tρ is
finite, of an extended jump set for ρ. A jump set for ρ (resp. an extended jump set for ρ) is
a finite subset A Ď Zě1, satisfying the following two conditions:
pC.1q if a, b P A, and a ă b then ρpaq ď b,
pC.2q one has that A´ ρpAq Ď Tρ (resp. A´ ρpAq Ď T ˚ρ “ Tρ Y te˚u).
Write Jumpρ “ tjump sets for ρu (resp. Jump˚ρ “ textended jump sets for ρu). The jump
set A can be reconstructed from the following data.
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paq IA “ A´ ρpAq.
pbq The function βA : A´ ρpAq Ñ Zě1, iÑ |ri,8q X A|.
The pair pIA, βAq satisfies the following three conditions.
pC.1q1 One has that IA Ď Tρ (resp. IA Ď T ˚ρ ),
pC.2q1 the map βA is a strictly decreasing map β : IA Ñ Zě1,
pC.3q1 the map i ÞÑ ρβpiqpiq from IA to Zě1 is strictly increasing.
Conversely, given any pair pI, βq satisfying properties pC.1q1, pC.2q1 and pC.3q1, we can
attach to it a jump set for ρ denoted by ApI,βq (resp. an extended jump set for ρ). The
assignments A ÞÑ pIA, βAq and pI, βq ÞÑ ApI,βq are inverses to each other. Namely we have
ApIA,βAq “ A,
and
pIApI,βq, βApI,βqq “ pI, βq.
We will refer also to the pair pI, βq as a jump set.
1.2.1. Answer to question p1q. We will answer question (1) exploiting the following analogy
with usual Zp-modules. We denote by µppKq :“ tα P K : αp “ 1u. It is not difficult to show
that µppKq “ t1u if and only if
U1pKq »Zp-mod
ź
iPTρK
ZfKp .
Suppose that µppKq ‰ t1u. Then U1pKq has a presentation:
0Ñ Zp Ñ ZrK:Qps`1p Ñ U1pKq Ñ 0.
Denote by v0 the image of 1 in the inclusion of Zp into Z
rK:Qps`1
p . One can obtain a differ-
ent presentation using the natural action of AutZppZrK:Qps`1p q on EpiZppZrK:Qps`1p , U1pKqq,
which denotes the set of surjective morphisms of Zp-modules from Z
rK:Qps`1
p to U1pKq.
In this way all presentations are obtained. That is, AutZppZrK:Qps`1p q acts transitively on
EpiZppZrK:Qps`1p , U1pKqq. Thus knowing U1pKq as a Zp-module is tantamount to knowing
the orbit of the vector v0 under the action of AutZppZrK:Qps`1p q. But recall that for all
v1, v2 P ZrK:Qps`1p one has that
v1 „AutZp v2 Ø ordpv1q “ ordpv2q.
Here ord of a vector v P ZrK:Qps`1p denotes the minimum of vQppaq as a varies among the
coordinates of v with respect to the standard basis of Z
rK:Qps`1
p . Therefore we have that
tv : ZrK:Qps`1p {Zpv » U1pKqu “ tv : |µp8pKq| “ pordpvqu.
We will see that in the finer category of filtered Zp-modules the story is very similar. To
reach an analogous picture we need to introduce the analogues of the actors appearing above.
Namely we need a notion of a “free-filtered-module”.
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As we shall explain in section 3.2.1, with filtered modules one can do the usual operations of
direct sums, direct product, and when the modules are finitely generated of taking quotients.
Having this in mind, one defines what may be thought of as the building blocks for “free-
filtered-modules”, namely the analogue of rank 1 modules over Zp (but now there will be
many different rank 1 filtered modules), as follows. Let ρ be a shift, and let i be a positive
integer.
Definition 1.1. The i-th standard filtered module, Si, for ρ, is given by setting Si “ Zp,
with weight map
wpxq “ ρordppxqpiq.
The analogues of a “free-filtered-module” used to describe U1pKq will be
Mρ “
ź
iPTρ
Si,
M˚ρ “
ź
iPT˚ρ
Si.
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let K be a local field, with |O{m| “ pfK . Then U1 » MfKρK as filtered
Zp-modules if and only if µppKq “ t1u.
So we are left with the case µppKq ‰ t1u. In particular we have that charpKq “ 0. We
proceed in analogy with the case of Zp-modules described above.
To describe U‚ as a filtered Zp-module one constructs a filtered presentation:
MfK´1ρK ‘M˚ρK ։ U‚pKq.
Just as with Zp-modules, one can obtain a different presentation using the natural action of
AutfiltpMfK´1ρK ‘M˚ρK q on EpifiltpMfK´1ρK ‘M˚ρK , U‚pKqq. As established in Proposition 3.32 we
obtain a statement in perfect analogy with the case of Zp-modules explained above. Namely
we have the following crucial proposition.
Proposition 1.3. LetK be a local field with µppKq ‰ t1u. Then the action of AutfiltpMfK´1ρK ‘
M˚ρK q upon the set EpifiltpMfK´1ρK ‘M˚ρK , U‚pKqq is transitive.
For a local field K as in Proposition 1.3 knowing the filtered module U‚pKq is tantamount
to knowing the set of vectors v PMfK´1ρK ‘M˚ρK such that
pMfK´1ρK ‘M˚ρK q{Zpv »filt U‚pKq.
Thanks to Proposition 1.3 the set of such vectors v consists of a single orbit under the action of
the group AutfiltpMfK´1ρK ‘M˚ρK q. Thus we are led to study the orbits of AutfiltpMfK´1ρK ‘M˚ρK q
acting on MfK´1ρK ‘M˚ρK , just as we did above in the case of Zp-modules. In particular we
are led to find the filtered analogue of the function ord. It is in this context that jump sets
come into play. For two vectors v1, v2 PMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ we will use the notation
v1 „Autfilt v2
to say that v1 and v2 are in the same orbit under the action of AutfiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q. Observe
that if ϕ P EpifiltpMfK´1ρK ‘M˚ρK , U‚pKqq, then in particular kerpϕq Ď p ¨ pMfK´1ρK ‘M˚ρK q.
Therefore we proceed to describe only orbits of AutfiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q acting upon p ¨ pMf´1ρ ‘
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M˚ρ q. However there is no loss of generality in doing so. Indeed it is clear that given v1, v2
in Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ one has that v1 „Autfilt v2 if and only if p ¨ v1 „Autfilt p ¨ v2. We attach to each
extended jump set pI, βq a vector in p ¨ pMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q defined as follows:
vpI,βq “ pxjqjPT˚ρ P p ¨M˚ρ “
ź
jPT˚ρ
p ¨ Sj
by xj “ 0 if j R I, xj “ pβpjq if j P I.
Theorem 1.4. ( Jump sets parametrize orbits) Let ρ be any shift with #Tρ ă 8 and f be
a positive integer. Then there exists a unique map
filt-ord : p ¨ pMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q Ñ Jump˚ρ
having the following two properties.
p1q For all v1, v2 P p ¨ pMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q one has
v1 „Autfilt v2 Ø filt-ordpv1q “ filt-ordpv2q.
p2q For each pI, βq P Jump˚ρ, we have that
filt-ordpvpI,βqq “ pI, βq.
In fact the proof of Theorem 1.4, as given in Section 3, provides us with an effective way
to compute the map filt-ord. This goes as follows. Let v be in p ¨ pMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q. Firstly
define the following subset of Z2ě1
Sv :“ tpi, ordpviqquiPT˚ρ :vi‰0,
where vi is the projection of v on the factor S
f
i if i ă e˚ρ and on Se˚ρ in case i “ e˚ρ . Next, for
any shift ρ consider the following partial order ďρ defined on Z2ě1. We let pa1, b1q ďρ pa2, b2q
if and only if
b2 ě b1 and ρb2pa2q ě ρb1pa1q.
Finally define S´v to be the set of minimal points of Sv with respect to ďρ. One can easily
show that there is a unique extended jump set pIv, βvq P Jump˚ρ such that
S´v “ Graphpβvq.
It is shown in Section 3 that filt-ordpvq “ pIv, βvq. This phenomenon of a jump set arising
as the set of minimal or maximal elements of some finite subset of Z2ě1 is a leitmotif of
this paper. Another instance of this phenomenon will emerge at the end of this sub-section
in Theorem 1.13, in the context of Eisenstein polynomials. We mention that this way of
computing filt-ord is used in [1] where, among other things, algorithmic problems of this
subject are explored.
From Theorem 1.4 one concludes the following.
Theorem 1.5. Let K be a local field, with µppKq ‰ t1u and |O{m| “ pfK . Then there is a
unique pIK , βKq P Jump˚ρK such that
U1pKq »MfK´1ρK ‘ pM˚ρK{ZpvpIK ,βKqq
as filtered Zp-modules.
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So when µppKq ‰ t1u, knowing U1pKq as a filtered module is tantamount to knowing the
extended ρK-jump set pIK , βKq.
The next theorem tells us, for given e, f , which orbits of the action of AutfiltpMf´1ρe,p ‘M˚ρe,pq
on Mf´1ρe,p ‘M˚ρe,p are realized by a local field K with µppKq ‰ t1u, eK “ e and fK “ f . In
other words, together with Theorem 1.2 this provides a complete classification of the filtered
Zp-modules M‚ such that
U‚pKq »filt M‚,
for some local field K, therefore answering Question p1q.
Theorem 1.6. Let p be a prime number, let e, f P Zą0, and let pI, βq be an extended ρe,p-
jump set. Then the following are equivalent.
(1) There exists a local field K with residue characteristic p and
µppKq ‰ t1u, fK “ f, e “ vKppq, pIK , βKq “ pI, βq.
(2) We have that p´ 1|e, I ‰ ∅ and
ρβpminpIqqe,p pminpIqq “
pe
p´ 1 p“ e
˚q.
For a shift ρ such that Tρ is finite, the extended jump sets pI, βq P Jump˚ρ such that I ‰ ∅
and ρβpminpIqqpminpIqq “ e˚ are said to be admissible. The implication p2q Ñ p1q, in the
above theorem, is proved in Section 5 in Theorem 5.4. The implication p1q Ñ p2q follows
from Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 3.38 combined.
Our next main result provides a quantitative strengthening of Theorem 1.6. Once we fix
e P pp´1qZě1 and a positive integer f , then, thanks to Theorem 1.6, we know precisely which
pI, βq P Jump˚ρe,p occur as pIK , βKq for some local field K with µppKq ‰ t1u, eK “ e, fK “ f .
But Theorem 1.6 doesn’t tell us “how often” each pI, βq occurs. To make this point precise
we should firstly agree in which manner we weight local fields. A very natural way to do
this is provided by Serre’s Mass formula [10]. We briefly recall how this works.
Let E be a local field. Write q “ |OE{mE |. Let e be a positive integer. Let Spe, Eq be
the set of isomorphism classes of separable totally ramified degree e extensions K{E. To
K P Spe, Eq one gives mass µe,EpKq :“ 1qcpK{Eq|AutEpKq| , where cpK{Eq “ vKpδK{Eq ´ e ` 1,
and δK{E denotes the different of the extension K{E. Serre’s Mass formula [10] states that
µe,E is a probability measure on Spe, Eq, i.e.ÿ
KPSpe,Eq
µe,EpKq “ 1.
Now we can make the “how often” written above precise. Namely given e P pp´1qZě1, f P
Zě1 and pI, βq P Jump˚ρ, write Ef :“ Qpf pζpq. Here Qpf denotes the degree f unramified
extension of Qp. We can ask to evaluateÿ
KPSp e
p´1
,Ef q:pIK ,βKq“pI,βq
µ e
p´1
,Ef pKq,
in words we are asking to evaluate the probability that a random K, totally ramified degree
e
p´1
extension of Ef , has pIK , βKq “ pI, βq.
Observe that, thanks to Proposition 1.3 and Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 combined, we know
that for K P Sp e
p´1
, Efq the set of vectors O :“ tv P MfK´1ρK ‘M˚ρK : U‚pKq »filt pMfK´1ρK ‘
M˚ρK q{Zpvu is precisely equal to the orbit of the vector vpIK ,βKq under AutfiltpMfK´1ρK ‘M˚ρK q.
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Moreover MfK´1ρK ‘M˚ρK viewed as a topological group is compact, and hence has a Haar
measure. It is then natural to think that, for a given admissible extended ρe,p-jump set
pI, βq, a randomly chosen totally ramified degree e
p´1
extension K of Ef , satisfies
pIK , βKq “ pI, βq
with probability proportional to the Haar measure of the orbit of vpI,βq. Our next theorem
shows that this turns out to be exactly right.
For pI, βq P Jump˚ρe,p , with I ‰ ∅, it is easy to see that the set filt-ord´1ppI, βqq is an open
subset of Mf´1ρe,p ‘M˚ρe,p . Normalize µHaar, imposing that
µHaarp
ď
pI,βq admissible
filt-ord´1pI, βqq “ 1.
In other words, choose the unique normalization of the Haar measure that induces a proba-
bility measure on the union of the orbits of the vectors vpI,βq as pI, βq runs among admissible
extended jump sets for ρe,p. We call admissible those orbits of M
f´1
ρe,p
‘ M˚ρe,p , under the
action of AutfiltpMf´1ρe,p ‘M˚ρe,pq, that contain a vector vpI,βq with pI, βq admissible. Let Ef
be Qpf pζpq, the unramified extension of Qppζpq of degree f .
Theorem 1.7. Let e P pp´ 1qZě1, f P Zě1 and pI, βq P Jump˚ρe,p be an admissible jump set.
Then the probability that a random totally ramified degree e
p´1
extension K of Ef satisfies
pIK , βKq “ pI, βq, is equal to the probability that a vector v PMf´1ρe,p ‘M˚ρe,p , randomly chosen
among admissible orbits, is in the orbit of vpI,βq. In other wordsÿ
KPSp e
p´1
,Ef q:pIK ,βKq“pI,βq
µ e
p´1
,Ef pKq “ µHaarpfilt-ord´1pI, βqq.
From the first proof given by Serre [10], Theorem 1.7 can be equivalently expressed as
a volume computation in a space of Eisenstein polynomials. Namely for e P pp ´ 1qZě1
and f P Zě1, denote by Eisp ep´1 ,Qpf pζpqq the set of degree ep´1-Eisenstein polynomials over
Qpf pζpq. This can be viewed as a topological space equipped with a natural probability
measure, simply by using the Haar measure on the coefficients. For a gpxq P Eisp e
p´1
,Qpf pζpqq,
denote by Fgpxq :“ Qpf pζpqrxs{pgpxqq. We can reformulate Theorem 1.7 in the following
manner.
Theorem 1.8. Let e P pp ´ 1qZě1, f P Zě1 and pI, βq P Jump˚ρe,p be an admissible jump
set. Then the volume of the set of gpxq P Eisp e
p´1
,Qpf pζpqq satisfying pIFgpxq, βFgpxqq “ pI, βq,
equals
µHaarpfilt-ord´1pI, βqq.
The above two Theorems are implied by Theorem 9.1. As a bonus, the method of the proof
of Theorem 9.1 allows us to explicitly compute the jump set pIFgpxq, βFgpxqq out of the valuation
of the coefficients of gpxq, for a large class of Eisenstein polynomials gpxq. This will be the
class of strongly separable Eisenstein polynomials, which are defined right after Proposition
1.10. To state our next Theorem, we begin attaching to any gpxq P Eisp e
p´1
,Qpf pζpqq, an ele-
ment pIgpxq, βgpxqq P Jumpρ8,p . Under certain conditions, given below, we have that actually
pIgpxq, βgpxqq P Jump˚ρe,p and pIFgpxq, βFgpxqq “ pIgpxq, βgpxqq. We shall begin by explaining the
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construction of pIgpxq, βgpxqq. Write
gpxq :“
e
p´1ÿ
i“0
aix
i.
Firstly consider the following subset of Z2
Sgpxq :“ t
`vEf paiq ep´1 ` i
pvQppiq
, vQppiq ` 1
˘u1ďiď e
p´1
:vQppiqďvQppeq and ai‰0
.
Recall the definition of the partial order ďρ attached to a shift ρ given right after Theorem
1.4. We denote by S´
gpxq the set of minimal elements of Sgpxq with respect to the order ďρ8,p .
One can prove that there is a unique pair
pIgpxq, βgpxqq P Jumpρ8,p ,
such that S´
gpxq “ Graphpβgpxqq. It turns out that if gpxq is strongly separable, a notion that
we are going to provide right after Proposition 1.10, then the pair pIgpxq, βgpxqq is also in
Jumpρe,p.
We next make a definition that will have the effect of sub-dividing the characteristic 0
local field extensions into two sub-categories. Loosely speaking, when the ramification of
E{F will not be “too big” compared to vEppq, then the arithmetic of this extension will be,
for our purposes, indistinguishable from the arithmetic of a characteristic p extension. We
make this notion precise in the following definition, while the relation with characteristic
p fields will only become visible in Theorem 1.14. For an extension of local fields F {E we
denote by δF {E the different of the extension.
Definition 1.9. Let F {E be any extension of local fields of residue characteristic p. We say
that F {E is strongly separable if
vF pδF {Eq ă vF ppq.
Observe that in characteristic p the notions of strongly separable and separable coincide.
One can easily show the following general fact.
Proposition 1.10. Let n be a positive integer. Consider F {E a monogenic degree n exten-
sion given by an Eisenstein polynomial gpxq :“ řni“0 aixi. Then F {E is strongly separable if
and only if there exists i P t1, . . . , nu such that pi, pq “ 1 and vEpaiq ă vEppq.
An Eisenstein polynomial gpxq P Eispn,Eq giving rise to a strongly separable extension
is itself called strongly separable. So Proposition 1.10 says that gpxq is strongly separable
if and only if it has a coefficient ai with pi, pq “ 1 and vEpaiq ă vEppq. We can now state
our next result. For a positive integer f , recall that Ef denotes Qpf pζpq, the unramified
extension of Qppζpq of degree f .
Theorem 1.11. Let e P pp ´ 1qZě1, f P Zě1 and gpxq P Eisp ep´1 , Efq be strongly separable.
Then
pIgpxq, βgpxqq “ pIEf rxs{gpxq, βEf rxs{gpxqq.
As explained at the end of Section 10, the assumption of being strongly separable cannot
be omitted. Theorem 1.11 is deduced in Section 10 from a slightly finer result. Moreover
in that Section we provide a procedure that allows one to compute pIgpxq, βgpxqq very quickly,
even by hand. See [1] for an actual implementation of this as well.
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The moral of Theorem 1.11 is that in a portion of the space of Eisenstein polynomials,
the assignment K ÞÑ pIK , βKq can be read off very explicitly from the valuations of the
coefficients of an Eisenstein polynomial giving the field K. In general this is not the case,
but nevertheless one is able to establish the exact counting formula as in Theorem 1.7 by
means of a genuinely probabilistic argument.
1.2.2. Answer to question p2q. Let n be a positive integer and let L{K be a degree n totally
ramified separable extension of local fields with residue characteristic p. Suppose L{K is
given by gpxq P Eispn,Kq, i.e. L “ Krxs{gpxq. Denote by ΓL the metric space introduced in
1.1.2. One can find invariants of gpxq from the structure of the metric space ΓL as follows.
Fix pi P Ksep a root of gpxq. Denote by σpi P ΓL the corresponding embedding
σpipxq “ pi.
Consider the polynomial
gtwistptq “ gppi ¨ t` piq P Krpisrts.
The knowledge of the Newton polygon of gtwistptq tells us precisely how the distances are
disposed around σpi in ΓL. But recall that ΓL is a transitive GK-set, and every element of
GK acts as an isometry on ΓL. Hence the Newton polygon of gtwistppi ¨ x` piq is an invariant
of the metric space ΓL independent of the choice of pi and of g. Denote this polygon by
NewtpL{Kq.
Observe that in case L{K is Galois, then the knowledge of NewtpL{Kq amounts to the
knowledge of the map Zą0 Ñ Zą0
u ÞÑ |GalpL{Kqu|, pu P Zą0q
where GalpL{Kqu denotes the lower u-th ramification group as defined in [9]. But NewtpL{Kq
makes sense also for non-Galois extensions.
This Newton polygon is called the ramification polygon in the literature, and, among other
things, a complete survey on this subject can be found in [13]. In that paper the polynomial
in consideration is instead gppit`piq
pin
. Of course this has simply the effect of shifting the polygon
vertically by ´n. As it will become clear to the reader in a moment, we have chosen our
normalization since the form of our results is slightly more pleasant with our convention.
The following fact, certainly folklore, can be shown by direct inspection. We refer the
reader to Section 10 for how to calculate in practice pIgpxq, βgpxqq: this together with the
basic properties of NewtpL{Kq, which can be found in [13], gives the following fact quite
rapidly.
Theorem 1.12. Let n be a positive integer and let K be a local field with residue character-
istic p. Let gpxq P Eispn,Kq be a strongly separable polynomial. Then
Lower-Convex-Hullptppβgpxqpiq´1, pβgpxqpiq´1iq : i P Igpxqu Y tpn, nquq “ NewtpKrxs{gpxq{Kq.
In other words Theorem 1.12 gives us a way to read off NewtpKrxs{gpxq{Kq from pIgpxq, βgpxqq,
in case gpxq is strongly separable. Hence combined with Theorem 1.11 we obtain the follow-
ing surprising result.
Theorem 1.13. Let L{Qpf pζpq be a strongly separable totally ramified extension. Then
Lower-Convex-HullptppβLpiq´1, pβLpiq´1iq : i P ILu Y tpn, nquq “ NewtpL{Qpf pζpqq.
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Hence for a strongly separable extension L{Qpf pζpq the knowledge of the filtered Zp-module
U‚pLq implies the knowledge of the ramification polygon NewtpL{Qpf pζpqq. Moreover we see
something else going on: for such an extension the full object pIgpxq, βgpxqq is an invariant of
the extension. This indeed follows from Theorem 1.11: that Theorem is telling us that the
object pIgpxq, βgpxqq encodes the structure of U‚pQpf pζpqrxs{gpxqq as a filtered Zp-module. But
in the more general case of Theorem 1.12 we see a priori only a way to deduce an invariant
from pIgpxq, βgpxqq, without any structural information provided for pIgpxq, βgpxqq itself. In
particular it gives us no a priori guarantees that pIgpxq, βgpxqq is the same as gpxq varies
among polynomials representing the same field. In Section 11 we pinpoint this additional
structural information. Namely to any strongly separable extension L{K of local fields,
we will attach pIL{K , βL{Kq, a ρ8,p-jump set that encodes structural information about the
filtered inclusion
U‚pKq Ď U‚pLq.
In particular, if µppLq “ t1u then pIL{K , βL{Kq has the following simple interpretation. In this
case one can attach, essentially by means of Theorem 1.4, to any element u of U1pKq´U2pKq
a ρeL,p-jump set pIL{Kpuq, βL{Kpuqq. The jump set pIL{Kpuq, βL{Kpuqq tells us the orbit of u
under the action of AutfiltpU‚pLqq. Let u be any element of U1pKq ´ U2pKq and let gpxq be
any Eisenstein polynomial giving L{Knr, where Knr is the maximal unramified extension of
K in L. It turns out that pIL{Kpuq, βL{Kpuqq “ pIgpxq, βgpxqq. In particular all the elements of
U1pKq´U2pKq are in the same orbit for the action of AutfiltpU‚pLqq. This orbits correspond
to a single jump set pIL{K , βL{Kq.
For general strongly separable extensions of local fields we have the following joint gener-
alization of Theorem 1.11 and Theorem 1.13.
Theorem 1.14. Let L{K be a strongly separable totally ramified extension of local fields of
residue characteristic p. Then
Lower-Convex-HullptppβL{Kpiq´1, pβL{Kpiq´1iq : i P IL{Ku Y tpn, nquq “ NewtpL{Kq.
Moreover if L{K is given by an Eisenstein polynomial gpxq, then
pIL{K , βL{Kq “ pIgpxq, βgpxqq.
Therefore Theorem 1.14 provides an intrinsic description of pIgpxq, βgpxqq as a filtered in-
variant of the corresponding inclusion of groups of principal units. In particular this says
that pIgpxq, βgpxqq is an invariant of the Eisenstein polynomial gpxq as long as gpxq is strongly
separable.
1.2.3. Answer to question (3). Denote by JK the set of possible sets of jump for a character
of U1pKq. Clearly JK is determined by the structure of U1pKq as a filtered Zp-module. So
one can use the answer to question (1) in order to answer question (3). The first step is
answering the same problem for free filtered modules. The main idea for doing this is again
to exploit the action of the group of filtered automorphisms. Denote by
y
M
f
ρ the group
of characters of Mfρ . There is a natural action of AutfiltpMfρ q on yMfρ . The action clearly
preserves the set of jumps of each character. It turns out that conversely one can reconstruct
the orbit of the character from the set of jumps: two characters in
y
M
f
ρ are in the same orbit
under the action of AutfiltpMfρ q if and only if they have the same set of jumps. Moreover the
possible sets of jumps are exactly the ρ-jump sets. This fact is expressed in the following
theorem.
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Theorem 1.15. ( Jump sets parametrize orbits of characters) Let ρ be a shift, and f be
a positive integer. Then the set of possible sets of jumps of characters of the free-filtered
Zp-module M
f
ρ is exactly Jumpρ. Moreover two characters have the same set of jumps if and
only if they are in the same orbit under the group AutfiltpMfρ q.
So in particular we have the following result.
Theorem 1.16. Let K be a local field with µppKq “ t1u, then JK “ JumpρK .
We now consider the case µppKq ‰ t1u. By Theorem 1.5, we first look at the possible sets
of jumps of characters of Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ . These are precisely the extended jump sets, as we
next explain.
Theorem 1.17. ( Jump sets parametrize orbits of characters—part 2) Let ρ be a shift with
#Tρ ă 8. Let f be a positive integer. Then the set of possible sets of jumps of characters of
the free-filtered Zp-module M
f´1
ρ ‘M˚ρ is exactly Jump˚ρ. Moreover two characters have the
same set of jumps if and only if they are in the same orbit under the group AutfiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q.
We then show that this, essentially thanks to Proposition 3.11, implies that JK Ď Jump˚ρK
always, i.e. a set of jumps for a character is always an extended ρK-jump set. The remaining
task is to classify which orbits of characters of Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ admit a representative killing
a given element of Mf´1ρ ‘ M˚ρ . In this way we obtain the final classification, which is
Theorem 6.2. This Theorem says that JK consists of the elements of Jump
˚
ρK
that are
pIK , βK , fK , pq-compatible. Compatibility is an explicit combinatorial criterion that consists
in a comparison between a jump set pI, βq and the jump set of the field pIK , βKq: in the
comparison an important role is played by the case distinction of whether fK ě 2 or not and
whether p “ 2 or not. For a precise definition see Definition 6.1. In the rest of Section 6 we
establish several explicit applications of this criterion, stressing especially the first dichotomy.
As an example we give here the following result.
Theorem 1.18. Let K1, K2 be two totally ramified extensions of Qppζpq. Then JK1 “ JK2
if and only if U‚pK1q »Zp-filt U‚pK2q.
In other words, for totally ramified extensions K{Qppζpq, not only do we have an ex-
plicit criterion to compute JK from the filtered Zp-module U‚pKq, but we can conversely
reconstruct the filtered Zp-module U‚pKq from JK .
Finally we remark that, by the reciprocity map, this criterion gives an explicit classification
of the possible sets of jumps in the upper numbering of a cyclic wild extension of a local
field. We explain this in further detail in Section 6.
1.3. Further results and questions. We hope to have shed some light on the role that
the jump set pIK , βKq plays in the arithmetic of the local field K. This makes some basic
questions about this invariant worth investigating. A very basic one is the following. Let K
be a local field with µppKq ‰ t1u. Let e be in eKZě1 and let f be in fKZě1.
Question: For which pI, βq P Jump˚ρe,p does there exist an extension L of K such that
eL “ e, fL “ f and pIL, βLq “ pI, βq?
We have made some progress on this question, see Section 12. In that Section we establish
some peculiarly specific rules that constraint the possible changes of a jump set under a
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totally ramified extension. As the reader will learn in that section, the interesting case,
among totally ramified extensions, is only that of wild extensions. In the present paper
we leave open a complete characterization of which jump sets occur under such extensions,
providing only necessary conditions. From further calculations, not included in the present
paper, we believe that a full classification might be within reach, but the final result might
look quite intricate.
In a different direction, we would like to mention that most of the results of the present
paper can be viewed as an investigation of the filtered Zp-modules arising from taking points
of one of the simplest formal groups, namely Gm. The theory in Section 3 should be general
enough to cover the case of other Lubin-Tate formal groups giving rise to filtered OK-modules
with cyclic torsion sub-module, where K is any other local field, and OK its ring of integers.
It would be an interesting investigation to see which of the results of the present paper
extend to this context. For instance, it should be possible to provide a theorem on the lines
of Theorem 5.4.
Finally we would like to conclude with yet another potentially worthwhile direction of
investigation. Our mass formula, contained in Theorem 1.7, follows the first interpretation
of Serre’s weight for local fields, namely using volumes of Eisenstein polynomials. But Serre
[10] established also a different interpretation of these weights, by means of division algebras.
This suggests the possibility of studying the filtered pro-p group U‚pDq of principal units of a
central division algebra over a local field, and to study the action of the group AutfiltpU‚pDqq
on the set of maximal abelian filtered Zp-sub-modules. It would be very elegant to reach in
this manner a different proof of Theorem 1.7.
1.4. Comparison with the literature. An explicit classification of the possible upper
jumps of wild characters of a local field K, i.e. of the set JK , was given in a series of
papers, by respectively Maus, Miki and Sueyoshi [5], [6], [11]. The first author has given the
criterion for characteristic p local fields. The full classification was given by Miki, and some
of Miki’s arguments in [6] were simplified by Suyeoshi in [11], where the reader can find also
a neat statement for Miki’s criterion. Two points come here in order. The first point is that
in [6] and [11] the invariant pIK , βKq was already introduced. This is buried in [6, Lemma
17]. In the language of this paper, we can say that pIK , βKq was understood as the unique
element of Jump˚ρK such that there is an equation of the form ζp “
ś
iPIK
u
pβKpiq´1
i , where
vKpui ´ 1q “ i, and in case peKp´1 P IK , then u peKp´1 R K
˚p. The uniqueness was proved in an
ad hoc manner in the above mentioned [6, Lemma 17]. The present work is the first place
in the literature where the structural meaning of the invariant pIK , βKq is established: it
gives, together with fK and p :“ charpOK{mKq, the structure of U‚pKq as a filtered module.
Apart from being conceptually more satisfying, this slightly more abstract approach has
two practical advantages. Firstly it leads naturally to all the above mentioned additional
results: the interpretation of jump sets in terms of filtered orbits of vectors, see Theorem 1.4,
leads to the mass formula for unit filtrations, Theorem 1.7, which in turns leads naturally
to Theorem 1.13, which links the filtered structure of U‚pKq with ramification theory. To
the best of our knowledge all these results are new. Secondly the interpretation of jump sets
as parametrizing filtered orbits of characters, see 1.15, makes it an easy job to deduce, from
first principles, our classification of the possible sets of jumps for a character, contained in
Theorem 6.2. This brings us to the second point. Namely the combinatorial criterion of
[6] is not tautologically equal to the one contained in Theorem 6.2. We check, by direct
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combinatorial inspection, that they coincide in Proposition 6.7, showing in this way that the
tools of this paper give, among other things, a simple unified approach to deduce all the
results in [5], [6] and [11], by means of a general theory of filtered modules.
Coming to more recent literature, in 2014, I. del Corso and L. Capuano [2] have obtained
a classification of all possible upper jumps in an exponent p extensions of a local field K.
It would be interesting to push this further obtaining a classification, for any finite abelian
p-group A, of the possible structures A‚ as filtered group on A such that EpifiltpU‚pKq, A‚q ‰
∅. For instance, this might be useful in counting the average number of extensions with
prescribed ramification data at p, in families of number fields containing ζp. For a first work
in the direction of such counting with “prescribed ramification”, see [12].
Finally we would like to mention that the ramification polygon of an Eisenstein polynomial
has been the object of study of several papers [4], [8], [13], especially in relation to the problem
of calculating Galois groups of Eisenstein polynomials. In his Ph.D. thesis, D. Romano [8]
provided a characterization of strongly Eisenstein polynomials in terms of their Galois group.
In a sense these are the polynomials with the simplest possible ramification polygon. It is
then interesting that strongly Eisenstein polynomials gpxq over Qpf pζpjq with pp, jq ‰ p2, 1q
and vQppdegpgpxqqq ą j, can be also characterized in terms of filtered modules, see Theorem
10.3. Under the assumption pp, jq ‰ p2, 1q and vQppdegpgpxqqq ą j, these polynomials are
the ones giving the simplest possible filtered module, which is also the most frequent one,
in the sense of Theorem 1.7: it occurs p
f´1
pf
of the times, just as the probability for an
Eisenstein polynomial over Qpf pζpjq to be strongly Eisenstein. The work of Romano has
been substantially refined by S. Pauli and C. Greve [4].
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2. Jump sets
The goal of this section is to define and explain the notion of a jump set, which is the key
object of this paper. Jump sets are defined in terms of shifts. A shift is a strictly increasing
function ρ : Zě1 Ñ Zě1, with ρp1q ą 1. For a shift ρ, we denote by Tρ the set Zě1 ´ ρpZě1q.
If Tρ is finite, we denote by e
˚ the positive integer maxpTρq`1. We denote by e1ρ the positive
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integer ρ´1pe˚q. The shifts that will be relevant for local fields are the ones explained in the
following.
Example 2.1. For p a prime, and e P Zą0 Y t8u denote ρe,ppiq “ minti ` e, piu. It is a
shift. Clearly Tρe,p is finite iff e is finite. Indeed one has always e “ |Tρe,p |. If e ‰ 8, then
e˚ “ r pe
p´1
s. The reason why these shifts will play a role is due to the following property.
Crucial property : let K local field, of residue characteristic p, let e “ vKppq, then we have
that
U
p
i Ă Uρpiq,
for ρ “ ρe,p p“ ρKq. One can see this by inspection of the valuations in the expansion
p1` xqp “ 1` px` . . .` xp.
We now define ρ-jump sets (resp. extended ρ-jump sets).
Definition 2.2. A jump set for ρ (resp. an extended jump set for ρ) is a finite subset A Ď Zě1
such that:
‚ if a, b P A, and a ă b then ρpaq ď b,
‚ A´ ρpAq Ď Tρ (resp. A´ ρpAq Ď T ˚ρ “ Tρ Y te˚u).
Write Jumpρ “ tjump sets for ρu (resp. Jump˚ρ “ textended jump sets for ρu).
A jump set for ρ will also be called ρ-jump set (resp. an extended jump set for ρ will also
be called an extended ρ-jump set).
If A is a ρ-jump set (resp. an extended jump set) then we denote by IA the set A´ ρpAq,
and by βA the map βA : IA Ñ Zě1, i Ñ |ri,8q X A|. This allows us to express the notion
of jump sets in different, but equivalent, terms. Namely the pair pIA, βAq evidently has the
following three properties.
p1q IA Ď Tρ “ Zą0 ´ ρpZą0q (resp. IA Ď T ˚ρ “ Tρ Y te˚u),
p2q βA is a strictly decreasing map β : IA Ñ Zě1,
p3q the map i ÞÑ ρβpiqpiq from IA to Zě1 is strictly increasing.
Suppose now we have a pair pI, βq with the three above properties p1q, p2q, p3q. We can
attach to such an pI, βq an element ApI,βq of Jumpρ (resp. of Jump˚ρ) defined as follows. If
I “ ∅ then ApI,βq “ ∅. Suppose now that I is not empty. Then put
ApI,βq :“ tρnpiquiPI´tmaxpIqu,0ďnăβpiq´βpspiqq Y tρnpmaxpIqqu0ďnăβpmaxpIqq,
where, for i P I ´ tmaxpIqu, the element spiq denotes the successor of i in I. The following
proposition follows in a straightforward manner from the definitions.
Proposition 2.3. The assignments A ÞÑ pIA, βAq and pI, βq ÞÑ ApI,βq are inverse to each
other yielding a bijection between Jumpρ (resp. Jump
˚
ρ) and the set of pairs pI, βq having the
following properties:
‚ I Ď Tρ “ Zą0 ´ ρpZą0q (resp. I Ď T ˚ρ “ Tρ Y te˚u),
‚ β is a strictly decreasing map β : I Ñ Zě1,
‚ the map i ÞÑ ρβpiqpiq from I to Zě1 is strictly increasing.
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From now on, we shall often write pI, βq to denote a jump set (resp. an extended jump
set), meaning implicitly that we are identifying it with an actual jump set via the above
mentioned bijection.
Example 2.4. ‚ There is a unique jump set having |I| “ 0, namely the empty set A “ ∅ P
Jumpρ.
‚ A ρ-jump set (resp. extended ρ-jump set) pI, βq with |I| “ 1 is given by the choice of an
element, a, of Tρ (resp. T
˚
ρ ), and of a positive integer m “ βpaq. The actual jump set will
then be ta, ρpaq, . . . , ρm´1paqu.
‚ A ρ-jump set (resp. extended ρ-jump set) pI, βq with |I| “ 2 is given by the choice of two
elements, a ă b, of Tρ (resp. T ˚ρ )), and of two positive integers m1 “ βpaq ą βpbq “ m2,
such that ρm1´m2paq ă b (or equivalently ρm1paq ă ρm2pbq). The actual jump set will then
be ta, ρpaq, . . . , ρm1´m2´1paqu Y tb, ρpbq, . . . , ρm2´1pbqu.
Example 2.5. We now explain a general procedure to inductively construct any jump set
A for ρ (resp. extended jump set). As a first step one decides whether A “ ∅ or not. In case
A “ ∅ one has obtained a jump set and stops. Suppose instead that one wants to construct
a jump set A ‰ ∅. Then pick an i1 P Tρ (resp. in T ˚ρ ) and a positive integer n1. Consider
the set
A1 :“ tρjpi1qu0ďjăn1.
Now you can stop and have obtained a jump set A :“ A1. In this case I “ ti1u and
βpi1q “ n1. If you want instead a jump set with |I| ą 1, then you check whether there is a
y P Tρ (resp. in T ˚ρ ) such that ρn1pi1q ă y. If such a y doesn’t exist, then we set A :“ A1
and we stop having obtained a jump set (resp. an extended jump set). Otherwise you pick
any such y and put y :“ i2 and pick a positive integer n2. Then write
A2 :“ A1 Y tρjpi2qu0ďjăn2.
Now you can stop and have obtained a jump set A :“ A2. In this case I “ ti1, i2u and
βpi1q “ n1 ` n2, βpi2q “ n1. If you want instead a jump set with |I| ą 2, then you check
whether there is a y P Tρ (resp. T ˚ρ ) such that ρn2pi2q ă y. If such a y doesn’t exist, then we
set A :“ A2 and we stop having obtained a jump set (resp. an extended jump set). Otherwise
you pick any such y and put y :“ i3 and pick a positive integer n3. Then write
A3 :“ A2 Y tρjpi3qu0ďjăn3.
In this case we have I “ ti1, i2, i3u and βpi1q “ n1 ` n2 ` n3, βpi2q “ n2 ` n3, βpi3q “ n3.
One continues inductively as follows. Having arrived at Ak, together with ik, nk, for
k P Zě3, either we set A :“ Ak and we have obtained a jump set, or we verify whether there
exists a y P Tρ (resp. in T ˚ρ ) such that ρnkpikq ă y. If such a y doesn’t exist then we set
A :“ Ak and we stop having obtained a jump set (resp. an extended jump set). Otherwise
we pick any such y and set y :“ ik`1, we choose a positive integer nk`1 and write
Ak`1 “ Ak Y tρjpik`1qu0ďjănk .
The set Ak`1 is a jump set for ρ (resp. an extended jump set). In this case we have
I “ ti1, . . . , ik`1u with βpi1q “ n1 ` . . . ` nk`1, βpi2q “ n2 ` . . . ` nk`1, . . . , βpikq “
nk ` nk`1, βpik`1q “ nk`1.
Jump sets will often arise as the set of maximal or minimal of certain sets, with respect
to the following partial order. This partial order will also play an important role in the
classification of the possible sets of jumps of a character.
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Definition 2.6. Let pa1, b1q, pa2, b2q be in pZě1q2. We let pa1, b1q ďρ pa2, b2q if and only if
b2 ě b2 and ρb2pa2q ě ρb1pa1q.
Let now A be a subset of Tρ (resp. of T
˚
ρ ), and let b : AÑ Zě1. Let MaxpA, bq and MinpA, bq
be the subsets of Graphpbq consisting of, respectively, the maximal and the minimal elements
with respect to ďρ. Then the following fact follows from the definition of a jump set.
Proposition 2.7. There are unique jump sets pI`pA,bq, β`pA,bqq and pI´pA,bq, β´pA,bqq (resp. ex-
tended jump sets) such that Graphpβ`pA,bqq “ MaxpA, bq and Graphpβ´pA,bqq “ MinpA, bq.
Proposition 2.7 is repeatedly used throughout this paper. Moreover it occurs always in
the same manner, namely to recover an intrinsic description of an object presented in a non-
canonical fashion. This will firstly apply in the context of filtered modules in Proposition
3.34, to reconstruct from a coordinate representation, with respect to a filtered basis (see
3.24) the orbit of a vector of a free filtered module (see 3.26) acted upon by the group of
filtered automorphisms. Another example is given by Proposition 4.3, where Proposition
2.7 is used to determine the set of jumps of a character. Finally it is used in the context of
Eisenstein polynomials in Theorem 1.13 and Theorem 1.14.
3. Filtered modules
3.1. Overview. The goal of this section is to use jump sets to parametrize quasi-free filtered
modules (see definition 3.27). As stated in Proposition 5.1, principal units give rise to a free
or quasi-free filtered module. So the material of this section will provide exactly the amount
of general (elementary) theory of filtered modules sufficient to classify, in terms of jump sets,
the possible structures of U1, as a filtered module.
The rest of the section is organized as follows:
In 3.2 we will collect very general facts about filtered modules that will be applied in the
other sections.
In 3.3 we will specialize to the case where the base ring, R, is a complete DVR.
In 3.3.1 we explain how one can attach to a filtered module M a non-decreasing function
ρM , by looking at the action of piR, a uniformizer in R, on the filtration.
In 3.3.2 we introduce the notion of free filtered modules: in a precise sense they stand
as universal modules among those having a fixed ρ-map (see 3.22 for the precise universal
property). Next we will introduce the notion of quasi-free filtered modules, which in a
precise sense are just one step more complicated than the free ones. The goal of the rest of
the section is classifying quasi-free modules.
In 3.3.4 we will provide presentations of a quasi-free filtered module via a free filtered
module and exploit the action of the filtered automorphism group of the free filtered module
on the set of presentations of a given quasi-free filtered module.
In 3.3.5 we will parametrize the set of orbits of lines in a free filtered module, under the
filtered automorphism group, via jump sets.
In 3.3.6 we will use 3.3.4 and 3.3.5 to explain how jump sets parametrize the set of quasi-
free filtered modules.
In 3.3.7 we explain an internal procedure to reconstruct the jump set of a quasi-free filtered
module. This will suggest a generalization which will be exploited in later sections. This
will be used to detect a more general connection between phenomena in the filtration and
ramification theory. See also Theorem 1.14.
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3.2. General facts about filtered modules. Let R be a commutative ring with unity.
Definition 3.1. A filtered R-module is a sequence of R-modules,M1 ĚM2 Ě . . . ĚMi Ě . . .
with
Ş
iPZě1
Mi “ t0u.
We will usually denote by M‚ a filtered R-module M1 Ě M2 Ě . . . Ě Mi Ě . . .. A
filtered module comes with a weight map w : M1 Ñ Zě1 Y t8u, defined as wpxq :“ supti P
Zě1 : x P Miu. The weight map w enjoys the following conditions: w´1pt8uq “ t0u and
if x, y P M1, a P R, then wpx ` yq ě mintwpxq, wpyqu and wpaxq ě wpxq. Clearly one
can recover the filtration from the knowledge of w, and conversely given an R-module M ,
together with a map w : M Ñ Zě1 Y t8u enjoying the above conditions, one can define
the filtration Mi :“ tx P M : wpxq ě iu. It follows that one can equivalently speak of a
filtered R-module as a pair pM,wq, where M is an R-module and w is a map with the above
properties. We will interchangeably denote a filtered module as M‚ and as a pair pM,wq.
Definition 3.2. Given M‚, N‚ two filtered R-modules, a morphism of filtered R-modules
ϕ :M‚ Ñ N‚ is a morphism of R-modules ϕ :M1 Ñ N1, such that, for each positive integer
i, ϕpMiq Ď Ni.
With definitions 3.1 and 3.2, filtered R-modules form a category, which we will denote as
Filt-R-mod. We next explain basic constructions in this category which we will use later in
this section.
3.2.1. Direct products and direct sums. Let tMh‚uhPH be a collection of filtered R-modules.
The filtration
ś
hPH Mh,1 Ě
ś
hPH Mh,2 Ě . . . Ě
ś
hPH Mh,n Ě . . . gives to
ś
hPH Mh,1 the
structure of a filtered R-module. This filtered module behaves as a categorical direct product.
The filtration
À
hPH Mh,1 Ě
À
hPH Mh,2 Ě . . . Ě
À
hPH Mh,n Ě . . . gives to
À
hPH Mh,1 the
structure of a filtered R-module. This filtered module behaves as a categorical direct sum.
3.2.2. Metric structure. Let pM,wq be a filtered module. Fix a real number c P p0, 1q. Then
we have a distance on M , defined as dpx, yq “ cwpx´yq, which gives to M the structure of a
metric space and of a Hausdorff topological group. In the notation M‚, the topology can be
alternatively described by saying that the tMiuiPZě1 form a fundamental system of neighbor-
hoods of 0M1 .
It is with respect to this metric that we will perform, in the rest of this paper, any metric or
topological operation on a filtered R-module. For instance a filtered moduleM‚ will be said to
be complete, ifM1, with the above metric, is a complete metric space. There is a completion
functor from R-filt-mod to the full subcategory whose objects are complete filtered modules,
Compl-R-filt-mod, which consists simply of completing the underlying metric space. We
denote this functor by p . It is left adjoint to the inclusion functor Compl-R-filt-mod Ď
R-filt-mod which is the identity on both objects and morphisms. Thus one has a natural
transformation of the identity, which we denote by compl : idR-filt-mod Ñp . This natural
transformation consists of the natural inclusion of a filtered module M‚ in its completion,
which we denote by xM‚.
3.2.3. Sub-modules. If pM,wq is a filtered R-module, and N Ď M an R-sub-module of M ,
then pN,w|Nq is a filtered R-module. If the filtration for M is M1 Ě M2 Ě . . . Ě Mi Ě . . .,
the one for N is N XM1 Ě N XM2 Ě . . . Ě N XMi Ě . . .. It is in this sense that we will
speak of a filtered R-sub-module.
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3.2.4. Quotients. LetM‚ be a filtered R-module and N ĎM1 an R-sub-module ofM . Then
the filtration M1{N “ pM1 ` Nq{N Ě pM2 ` Nq{N Ě . . . Ě pMi ` Nq{N Ě . . ., gives to
M1{N the structure of a filtered R-module if and only if N is closed. Indeed this filtration
defines a fundamental system of neighbours of 0M1{N corresponding to the quotient topology
coming fromM1: the requirement of being a filtered module is equivalent to the requirement
that this topology is Hausdorff, and the quotient of a topological group by a normal subgroup
is Hausdorff iff the normal subgroup is closed, since a topological group is Hausdorff iff the
origin is closed.
We now introduce the functors which will play an important role in the rest of the section.
Definition 3.3. (a) Let M‚, N‚ be two filtered R-modules, and i, j two positive integers
with i ď j. Denote by Fi,jpM‚q :“ Mi{Mj . Given a morphism of filtered R-modules
ϕ : M‚ Ñ N‚, denote by Fi,jpϕq, the induced morphism Fi,jpϕq : Mi{Mj Ñ Ni{Nj . Denote
by Fi,j the functor, Fi,j : Filt-R-mod Ñ R-mod, obtained in this way. Denote by Fi the
functor Fi,i`1.
The rest of this section describes the relations between a morphism ϕ :M‚ Ñ N‚ of filtered
R-modules and the sequence of morphisms tFjpϕq : FjpM‚q Ñ FjpN‚qujPZě1 of R-modules.
We begin by describing the effect of Fj on the completion morphism:
Remark 3.4. For every positive integer i, the natural transformation compl induces an
isomorphism of functors Fi ˝p»functors Fi.
Next we determine basic properties when applying Fj to the inclusion of the direct sum
in the direct product.
3.2.5. More on direct sum and direct product.
Remark 3.5. For each positive integer j and tpMi, wiquiPI any collection of filtered R-
modules, we have that
‚ Fjp
ś
iPIMiq “
ś
iPI FjpMiq
‚ Fjp
À
iPIMiq “
À
iPI FjpMiq
‚ Fjp
À
iPIMi Ď
ś
iPIMiq “ p
À
iPI FjpMiq Ď
ś
iPI FjpMiqq, where in both cases we mean the
natural inclusion of the direct sum in the direct product.
Proposition 3.6. Given tMi,‚uiPI any collection of R-filtered modules, the following are
equivalent:
(a) The inclusion of filtered modules
À
iPIMi,‚ Ď
ś
iPIMi,‚ induces a dense inclusion of
metric spaces.
(b) For each m P Zě1 there are only finitely many i P I such that minpwMi,‚pMi,1qq ď m.
(c) We have that Fmp
À
iPIMi,‚ Ď
ś
iPIMi,‚q is an isomorphism for all m P Zě1.
Proof. (a) Ñ (b) Fix m P Zě1. Pick a vector v “ pviqiPI P
ś
iPIMi,1 such that, for all i P I,
vi “ 0 or wMi,‚pviq ď m holds. By assumption we can find a finite subset, J , of I, and a
vector pyiqiPI P
ś
iPIMi,1, such that yi “ 0 if i R J and pwśiPIMi,‚qpvi´ yiqiPI ą m. It follows
that for all i R J , wMi,‚pviq ą m. Thus for every v “ pviqiPI P
ś
iPIMi, wMi,‚pviq ď m holds
for only finitely many i P I, that is minpwMi,‚pMiqq ď m holds for only finitely many i P I.
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(b) Ñ (a) Observe that assumption (b) implies that Mi “ 0 holds for all but countably
many i P I: indeed, by assumption, the function Mi,‚ Ñ minpwpMi,1qq has finite fiber over
every positive integer, so, except for a countable set of indices, wMi,‚pMi,1q “ t8u holds,
which is equivalent (by definition of filtered module) to Mi,1 “ 0 for all but countably many
indices. So we can assume that I “ Zě1. Thus fix v :“ pvnqnPZě1 P
ś
iPZě1
Mi,1. Consider
the sequence thlulPZě1 :“ tpwl,iqiPZě1ulPZě1 , where wl,i “ vi if i ď l, 0 otherwise. One has
that for all m P Zě1, pwśiPZě1 Miqpv ´ wlq ą m, holds for all but finitely many values of
l. This means exactly that hl Ñ v as l Ñ 8. Thus the inclusion of filtered modules
pÀiPIMi, dÀiPIMi,‚q Ď pśiPIMi, dśiPIMi,‚q induces a dense inclusion of metric spaces. For
the equivalence between (b) and (c) see Remark 3.16. 
Finally we look at the relation between injectivity/surjectivity of ϕ and the pointwise
injectivity/surjectivity of the sequence tFjpϕqujPZě1 :
3.2.6. Surjectivity and injectivity.
Proposition 3.7. Let M‚, N‚ be two filtered modules, and ϕ P HomfiltpM‚, N‚q. Then the
following holds:
(a) AssumeM‚ complete. If for all i P Zě1 we have that cokerpFipϕqq “ 0, then cokerpϕq “ 0.
(b) We have that for all i P Zě1 the module kerpFipϕqq is 0 if and only if for all x P M1 the
weights wM‚pxq and wN‚pϕpxqq coincide.
(c) If for all i P Zě1 we have that kerpFipϕqq “ 0, then kerpϕq “ 0.
(d) If ϕ is an isomorphism then for all i P Zě1 the map Fipϕq is an isomorphism. If M‚ is
complete, the converse holds as well.
Proof. (a) Let x P N1. We construct inductively sequences txnunPZě0 , tynunPZě0 respectively
N1,M1-valued, which will do for us the following: t
řn
i“0 yiunPZě1 will be a convergent se-
quence, with ϕpřni“0 yiq ´ x “ xn`1, with limnÑ8xn “ 0. Since ϕ is a filtered morphism and
in particular continuous, and M‚ is complete, we can conclude then that ϕp
ř8
i“0 yiq “ x.
The construction of txnunPZě0 , tynunPZě0 goes as follows. Put x0 “ x, y0 “ 0; construct
xn`1, yn`1 from xn in the following way. If xn “ 0 put xn`1 “ yn`1 “ 0. Otherwise
wN‚pxnq P Zě1 holds. Since the map FwN‚ pxnqpϕq is surjective, pick y P MwN‚ pxnq such thatpϕqpyq ” xn mod NwN‚ pxnq`1, and denote yn`1 “ y and xn`1 “ ´ϕpyq`xn. By construction,
the sequences txnunPZě0 , tynunPZě0 both converge to 0. So by the ultrametric inequality and
completeness of M‚ the series
ř
nPZě0
yn converges to an element of M1, which we denote by
y. By construction ϕpř1ďjďn yjq ´ x “ xn`1 Ñ 0, so, since ϕ is continuous, ϕpyq “ x. So
cokerpϕq “ 0.
(b) By definition Mi ´Mi`1 “ tx P Mi, wM‚pxq “ iu, on the other hand kerpϕqi “ 0 iff
ϕpMi ´Mi`1q Ď Ni ´ Ni`1 “ ty P Ni, wM‚pyq “ iu, thus kerpϕqi “ 0 for all i P Zě1 iff
wM‚pxq “ wN‚pϕpxqq for all x P M1.
(c) Thanks to (b) the hypothesis in (c) is equivalent to ϕpMi ´Mi`1q Ď Ni ´Ni`1, which
implies that kerpϕq Ď ŞiPZě1 Mi “ t0u.
(d) The first implication follows from the general fact that a functor preserves isomor-
phisms, applied to the functors Fi. For the second implication: assume M‚ complete, then
(a) implies that ϕ is surjective. On the other hand (c) implies that ϕ is also injective. Thus
ϕ is a filtered isomorphism. 
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Remark 3.8. Suppose ϕ : M‚ Ñ N‚ is a filtered epimorphism. Then F1pϕq is surjective.
Indeed by definition of filtered epimorphism, and the fact that 1 is minimal in Zě1 we have
ϕ´1pN1´N2q ĎM1´M2: since ϕ is surjective, applying ϕ to both sizes of this relation one
gets N1 ´N2 Ď ϕpM1 ´M2q, which proves that F1pϕq is surjective.
Definition 3.9. Let i be a positive integer and let M‚ be a filtered R-module. We define
M‚`i to be the filtered R-module
Mi`1 ĚMi`2 Ě . . .
Proposition 3.10. Let M‚, N‚ be two filtered modules. Let ϕ : M‚ Ñ N‚ be a filtered
epimorphism. Let i be a positive integer such that Fjpϕq is an isomorphism for every j
such that 1 ď j ď i. Then ϕ|M‚`i : M‚`i Ñ N‚`i is a filtered epimorphism and Fi`1pϕq is
surjective.
Proof. Indeed, by Proposition 3.7, the hypothesis is equivalent to F1,i`1pϕq being a filtered
isomorphism. Thus ϕpM1´Mi`1q Ď N1´Ni`1. Thus, since ϕ is an epimorphism, it follows
that ϕpMi`1q “ Ni`1, in particular by remark 3.8 we have that Fi`1pϕq “ F1pϕ|M‚`iq is
surjective, proving the statement. 
Proposition 3.11. Let M‚, N‚ be two filtered modules with M‚ complete. Let ϕ be an
element of HomfiltpM‚, N‚q. The following are equivalent:
(a) For every positive integer i, we have that cokerpFipϕqq “ 0.
(b) For every positive integer i, we have that cokerpϕ|Mi :Mi Ñ Niq “ 0.
Proof. (a) Ñ (b) Let i be a positive integer. For a positive integer j ą i, the equality
Fjpϕ|M‚`iq “ Fi`j´1pϕq trivially holds. Thus assumption paq is preserved by restriction of ϕ
to the filtered submodule M‚`i. So Proposition 3.7 implies that cokerpϕ|Mi :Mi Ñ Niq “ 0.
(b)Ñ (a) The statement trivially follows applying remark 3.8 to every filtered morphism
ϕ|Mi :M‚`i Ñ N‚`i since they are all assumed to be epimorphisms. 
Proposition 3.12. LetM‚, N‚ be two filtered modules,M‚ complete, and ϕ P HomfiltpM‚, N‚q.
Assume i P Zě1 is such that kerpFjpϕqq “ cokerpFjpϕqq “ 0 for all j ą i. Then kerpϕq X
w´1M‚ti,8u is an R-submodule, and the inclusion in Mi induces an isomorphism kerpϕq X
w´1M¨ti,8u » kerpFipϕqq.
Proof. Since kerpFjpϕqq “ 0 for all j ą i, it follows that kerpϕq XMi “ kerpϕq X w´1M¨ti,8u
proving thus that is an R-submodule, and that the inclusion in FipM‚q is injective. Suppose
x PMi´Mi`1, ϕpxq P Ni`1 holds. Thanks to the assumption kerpFjpϕqq “ cokerpFjpϕqq “ 0
for all j ą i, and to Proposition 3.7, we see that ϕ|M‚`i`1 is an isomorphism and thus it follows
that there is exactly one y PMi`1 such that ϕpxq “ ϕpyq. Thus, since x ” x´ y mod Mi`1,
and x ´ y P kerpϕq we obtain that the natural map from kerpϕq X w´1M‚ti,8u to FipM‚q is
also surjective. 
Corollary 3.13. Let M‚, N‚ be two filtered modules, M‚ complete, and ϕ P HomfiltpM‚, N‚q.
Assume i P Zě1 is such that cokerpFjpϕqq “ 0 for all j ą i and kerpFjpϕqq “ 0 for all
j ‰ i. Then kerpϕq Ď w´1M¨ti,8u, and this inclusion induces an isomorphism kerpϕq »R-mod
kerpFipϕqq.
Proof. Clearly the assumption that kerpFjpϕqq “ 0 for all j ‰ i implies that kerpϕq Ď
w´1M‚ti,8u. Thus lemma 3.12 implies that this inclusion induces an isomorphism
kerpϕq “ kerpϕq X w´1M‚ti,8u »R-mod kerpFipϕqq.
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
Remark 3.14. Part (a),(c) of Proposition 3.7 do not hold without the assumption of com-
pleteness. An example is given as follows: take a collection of filtered modules tpMi, wMiquiPZě1
such that for all m P Zě1 there are only finitely many i P I such that minpwipMiqq ď m.
Now consider
À
iPIpMi, wiq Ď
ś
iPIpMi, wiq. Then FmpMiq “ 0 for all but finitely many i.
Thus, by remark 3.5, we have that the inclusion of the direct sum of the direct product is
preserved by Fm, but since it is over a finite set of indices (the ones where Fm does not
vanish) it is also an isomorphism. But if Mi ‰ 0 for infinitely many i P Zě1 the inclusion
of the direct sum in the direct product is not an isomorphism. This suggests the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.15. Let M‚, N‚ be two filtered modules, and ϕ P HomfiltpM‚, N‚q, denote by
ϕˆ : Mˆ Ñ Nˆ the map induced on the completions. Then the following hold:
(a) If cokerpFipϕqq “ 0 for all i P Zě1, then cokerpϕˆq “ 0.
(b) If kerpFipϕqq “ 0 for all i P Zě1, then kerpϕˆq “ 0.
(c) Fipϕq is an isomorphism for every i P Zě1 iff ϕˆ is an isomorphism.
Proof. From remark 3.4, we know that Fi and Fipcomplq are isomorphic functors. Thus
cokerFipϕq “ 0 for all i P Zě1 is equivalent to cokerFipϕˆq “ 0 for all i P Zě1, and kerpFipϕqq “
0 for all i P Zě1, is equivalent to kerpFipϕˆqq “ 0 for all i P Zě1. Thus the proposition follows
from Proposition 3.7. 
Remark 3.16. Proposition 3.15 implies the equivalence between (b) and (c) in Proposition
3.6. Indeed if we have (c) of Proposition 3.6 then we conclude that the completion of
ś
iPIMi
is also the completion of
À
iPIMi. Hence in particular
À
iPIMi is dense in
ś
iPIMi. This
gives that (c) implies (a). But we have shown in Proposition 3.6 that (a) is equivalent to
(b), hence (c) implies (b). Conversely it is an immediate verification that (b) implies (c).
3.3. Filtered modules over a complete DVR. Now we specialize to the case where
R is a complete DVR: we ask completeness because in what follows, we want to apply
Propositions 3.7, 3.11, 3.13, and moreover it will be handy when taking filtered quotients of
finitely generated modules (see 3.2.4). We fix a uniformizer of R, and we denote it by piR.
3.3.1. The ρ-map. Let M‚ a filtered R-module, denote by w its weight map. Define ρM‚ :
Zě1 Ñ Zě1 Y t8u as follows: ρM‚piq :“ suptj P Zě1, piRMi Ď Mju. In terms of the weight
map we have that ρM‚piq “ minxPMitwppiRxqu.
Remark 3.17. The condition that ρM‚ is a shift map is equivalent to the conjunction of the
following two conditions:
(a) For all positive integers i, one has that Mi{Mi`1 is an R{ppiRq-vector space. Moreover
piRMi ‰ 0.
(b) For all positive integers i the R-linear map piR|Mi :Mi ÑMρM‚ piq, given by multiplication
by piR, is a filtered morphism.
Definition 3.18. We call a filtered R-module linear if it satisfies (a) of remark 3.17. We
call a filtered R-module strictly linear if it satisfies both part (a) and part (b) of remark
3.17.
Let M‚ be a linear filtered R-module. Multiplication by piR induces a map FipM‚q Ñ
FρM‚ piqpM‚q, which we denote by rpiRsi. One has by definition that rpiRsi “ F1ppiR|Miq
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Observe that the right hand side is well defined thanks to part (b) of the definition of a
linear filtered R-module.
Definition 3.19. Let M‚ be a linear R-filtered module and let i be a positive integer.
(a) We denote by fipM‚q “ dimR{ppiRqpFipM‚qq.
(b) We denote by defectM‚piq :“ dimR{ppiRqpkerprpiRsiqq.
(c) We denote by codefectM‚piq :“ dimR{ppiRqpcokerprpiRsiqq.
3.3.2. Free filtered modules. Fix ρ a shift map. Here we introduce the class of free filtered
R-modules with respect to ρ. Free filtered modules play a role in the category of filtered
modules similar to the one played by free R-modules in the category of R-modules. We thus
recall the role of the latter to clarify the introduction of the former.
Free R-modules. Recall that if X is a set, then we have a covariant functor HX : R-modÑ
Set, defined on an object M P R-mod as HXpMq :“ HomSetpX,Mq, and defined on a
morphism ϕ :M Ñ N as HXpϕqpfq :“ ϕ˝f for each f P HomSetpX,Mq. In other words HX
is the restriction of the functor HomSetpX,´q to the image of R-mod in Set via the forgetful
functor. This functor is representable in R-mod: up to isomorphism there is a unique R
module, NX , such that HX »functor HomR-modpNX ,´q. This module is called the free module
over X , and concretely it is the module of finite formal R-linear combinations of elements
of X . By Yoneda’s Lemma the different choices of an isomorphism Φ : HomR-modpNX ,´q Ñ
HX , correspond to the different choices of ΦNX pidNX q : X Ñ NX , which are the different
choices of a basis B for NX together with a bijection between B and X . Again, by Yoneda’s
Lemma, the set IsomfunctorspHX , NXq is a torsor under AutR-modpNXq.
Free R-modules are the easiest R-modules, and once we trivialize IsomfunctorspHX , NXq, by
the choice of a basis Φ, then, by construction, for any R-moduleM , the set HomR-modpNX ,Mq
is in natural bijection with HomSetpX,Mq, via Φ. Thus we can easily use suitable free R-
modules to present other modules. The ease in defining presentations NX ։ M , once a
trivialization Φ is chosen, has the price of obscuring structural information about M . Thus
one is led to look for properties of the presentation which are invariant under AutR-modpNXq.
This is exactly the path we will follow in attaching jump sets to special filtered modules. So,
first, we need to define the analogue of a free filtered module, which we do next.
Free filtered R-modules. First we introduce the analogue of the functors HX of the previous
paragraph. Consider pairs pX, gq, where X is a set and g is a map g : X Ñ Zě1. Denote by
ρ-Filt-R-mod the full sub-category of Compl-Filt-R-mod, having as objects complete linear
R-filtered modules M‚ such that ρM‚ ě ρ. Consider the functor HpX,gq : ρ-Filt-R-mod Ñ
Set, defined on an object M‚ P ρ-Filt-R-mod as HpX,gqpM‚q :“ tf P HomSetpX,M1q :
for all x in X , wpfpxqq ě gpxqu, and defined on morphisms by left composition. The goal of
this paragraph is show that this functor is representable. We start with the simplest possible
case of a pair pX, gq with X “ txu being a point. Put n :“ gpxq. Clearly the functor depends
only on n, so, for simplicity, we will denote it by Hn.
Definition 3.20. The n-th standard filtered module, Sn, for ρ, is given by: Sn “ R, with
weight map defined as wpxq “ ρordRpxqpnq, for all x in R.
Observe that Sn is an object of ρ-Filt-R-mod (recall that R is assumed complete). It turns
out that it represents Hn.
Proposition 3.21. The functor Hn is represented by Sn.
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Proof. Observe that by definition Hn is simply the functor sending M‚ to the set Mn, and
sending a morphism ϕ :M‚ Ñ N‚ to the restriction ϕ|Mn :Mn Ñ Nn. So it suffices to prove
that given M‚ P ρ-Filt-R-mod, and given v P Mn, the unique R-linear morphism from R to
M1 sending 1 ÞÑ v, is a filtered morphism from Sn to M‚, and that these are all the possible
filtered morphism from Sn to M‚. But this follows directly from the definition of Sn and the
fact that M‚ is an object of ρ-Filt-R-mod. 
Now we can prove that HpX,gq is representable for any set X and any map g : X Ñ Zě1.
For a positive integer i denote by cpX,gqpiq :“ |g´1piq|. Given c a cardinal number and N‚ a
filtered module, denote by N
pcq
‚ the direct sum of c copies of N‚.
Proposition 3.22. The functor HpX,gq is represented by the filtered R-module
ś
iPZě1
{
S
pcpX,gqpiqq
i .
Proof. The functor HpX,gq is isomorphic to the direct product of the functors Hgpxq as x
varies in X . So it follows from Proposition 3.6, Claim 3.21 and the universal property of the
completion, that HpX,gq is isomorphic to the functor Homfiltp
ś
iPZě1
{
S
pcpX,gqpiqq
i ,´q. 
Remark 3.23. Let i be a positive integer. If cpX,gqpiq finite, then we can omit the completion
of the factor S
pcpX,gqpiqq
i , since it is already a complete filtered module. In our application
cpX,gqpiq will always be finite.
An objectM‚ in ρ-Filt-R-mod, representing HpX,gq (so by Yoneda’s Lemma and by Propo-
sition 3.22, isomorphic to
ś
iPZě1
{
S
pcpX,gqpiqq
i ), is said to be free on pX, gq. Motivated by the
discussion in the above paragraph on free modules, we introduce the following notion.
Definition 3.24. Let M‚ be in ρ-Filt-R-mod a free module on pX, gq. A filtered basis for
M‚ is an element of IsomfunctorpHomfiltpM‚,´q, HpX,gqq.
Given Φ a filtered basis for M‚, one recovers a more concrete version of the notion of a
filtered basis, by means of Yoneda’s Lemma, taking ΦM‚pidM‚q : X Ñ M1. The image of
this map generates a free R-module that is dense in M1 (coinciding with M1 if and only if
X is finite, observe that for X infinite the resulting module is never free as an R-module).
Clearly, the functor HpX,gq depends only on the map cpX,gq. So from now on we will directly
speak of the functors Hf˚, where f
˚ is a map from Zě1 to the cardinal numbers.
We next give an internal criterion for a filtered module to be representing the functor Hf˚ ,
under the assumption that f˚ is supported in Tρ, that is, we assume that f
˚pImpρqq “ t0u.
Proposition 3.25. Let M‚ be an object of ρ-Filt-R-mod, and f
˚ as above. Then the follow-
ing are equivalent:
(a) For every positive integer i one has defectM‚piq “ codefectM‚piq “ 0. Moreover if i is in
Tρ, one has fipM‚q “ f˚piq.
(b) One has an isomorphism of functors Hf˚ »functor HomfiltpM‚,´q.
(c) One has an isomorphism of filtered modules M‚ »filt
ś
iPZě1
{
S
f˚piq
i .
Proof. The equivalence between (b) and (c) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.22
and Yoneda’s Lemma. It is a straightforward verification that (c) implies (a). We prove that
(a) implies (c).
For every positive integer i in Tρ, lift a basis of Mi{Mi`1 to Mi and denote it by Bi.
The inclusion
Ť
iPTρ
Bi Ď M1 consists of an element of Hf˜pM‚q, which thus gives, thanks
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to Proposition 3.22, a filtered morphism ϕ :
ś
iPZě1
{
S
f˚piq
i Ñ M‚. We claim that ϕ is an
isomorphism.
Indeed by construction Fipϕq is an isomorphism for every i in Tρ. But together with the
fact that for every positive integer i one has defectM‚piq “ codefectM‚piq “ 0, this easily
implies that for every positive integer i, the map Fipϕq is an isomorphism. So, since M‚ is
complete, we conclude by part (d) of Proposition 3.7. 
Definition 3.26. Let M‚ be an object of ρ-Filt-R-mod, and f a positive integer. Then
we call M‚ a pf, ρq-free filtered module if it satisfies any of the equivalent conditions of
Proposition 3.25, with respect to the constant map Tρ Ñ Zě1, i ÞÑ f .
We denote by Mρ :“
ś
iPTρ
Si, i.e. the p1, ρq-free filtered module. So Mfρ is the pf, ρq-free
filtered module.
We next introduce the class of filtered modules that, together with those described in this
paragraph, will suffice to classify the possible filtered structures of U1.
3.3.3. Quasi-free filtered R-modules. Recall that in case ρ is a shift with #Tρ ă 8, then we
denote by e˚ρ “ maxpTρq ` 1. Moreover we define e1ρ to be the unique positive integer such
that ρpe1ρq “ e˚ρ .
Definition 3.27. Let M‚ be an object of ρ-Filt-R-mod. Then we call it pf, ρq-quasi-free if
it satisfies the following three conditions:
(a) For every positive integer i, we have that fipM‚q “ f .
(b) If Tρ is finite (resp. if Tρ is not finite), for every positive integer i different from e
1
ρ (resp.
for every positive integer i), one has defectM‚piq “ codefectM‚piq “ 0.
(c) If Tρ is finite one has that defectM‚pe1ρq ď 1.
So we see that if Tρ is not finite the notion of a pf, ρq-quasi-free module coincides with
the notion of a pf, ρq-free module. We characterize this distinction with a module-theoretic
property:
Proposition 3.28. Let M‚ be a pf, ρq-quasi-free filtered module. Then the following are
equivalent:
(a) Tρ is finite,
(b) M1 is finitely generated.
Proof. (a)Ñ (b) Since all the FipM‚q are finite dimensional, (b) is equivalent to the statement
that for some positive integer n, the R-module Mn is finitely generated. But for n ą e1ρ,
the filtered R-module M‚`n is a pf, τ|Tρ|q-free-module, where for a positive integer m, the
symbol τm denotes the shift sending any positive integer x to x `m. So one concludes by
Proposition 3.25.
(b) Ñ (a) Since M1 is finitely generated, so is Mn. But for n ą e1ρ, one has that M‚`n
is a pf, ρ ˝ τn´1q-free module. So by Proposition 3.25 one has that Tρ˝τn´1 is finite, which is
equivalent to say that Tρ is finite. 
Until the end of the next paragraph, we will restrict to the case that Tρ is finite or
equivalently that M1 is finitely generated. We will work again in greater generality only
from Section 3.3.4 onward.
We now recover the distinction between pf, ρq-quasi-free and pf, ρq-free with a module-
theoretic property.
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Proposition 3.29. LetM‚ be a ρ-Filt-R-Mod such that fipM‚q “ f for every positive integer
i, and defectM‚pjq “ codefectM‚pjq “ 0 for every positive integer j ‰ e1ρ. Then the following
are equivalent:
(a) M‚ is pf, ρq-quasi-free.
(b) M1rpiRs is a cyclic R-module.
Proof. Given the hypothesis we have to prove that defectM‚pe1ρq ď 1 is equivalent to MrpiRs
cyclic. One has that multiplication by piR is a filtered morphism piR : M‚`e1ρ´1 Ñ M‚`e˚ρ´1.
Thus the conclusion follows immediately from Corollary 3.13. 
In particular we have the following.
Corollary 3.30. Let M‚ be a pf, ρq-quasi-free module which is not pf, ρq-free. Then we have
an isomorphism MrpiRs »R-mod R{piR and wM‚pMrpiRsq “ te1ρ,8u.
3.3.4. Presentations of a quasi-free modules are conjugate. We keep assuming that Tρ is
finite. Let f be a positive integer. We will proceed classifying pf, ρq-quasi-free modules with
the help of the additional free module M˚ρ :“Mρ‘Se˚ρ : we will use the module Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ .
This module is the free module over the map f˚ : Zě1 Ñ Zě1 defined as f˚piq “ f for i P Tρ,
f˚pe˚ρq “ 1 and f˚piq “ 0 for all the other i. So we fix an isomorphism between Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ
and Hf˚ , that is we fix a filtered basis for M
f´1
ρ ‘M˚ρ . Let now M‚ be a pf, ρq-quasi-free
module that is not pf, ρq-free. We call a subset B Ď M1 a quasi-basis if it consists of the
union of the lifting of a basis of Mi{Mi`1 for each i P Tρ together with the lifting of a
generator of cokerrpiRse1ρ (this cokernel is 1-dimensional because the kernel is 1-dimensional
and we assume that fipM‚q is constantly f). By the universal property proved in Proposition
3.22, each inclusion of a quasi-basis B ĎM1 gives uniquely (via the above choice of a filtered
basis for Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ ) a morphism ϕB :Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ ÑM‚.
Proposition 3.31. For each quasi-basis B, one has that ϕB is a filtered epimorphism.
Proof. By construction for each i P T ˚ρ , one has that FipϕBq is surjective. But since for
both modules one has that rpiRsi is surjective for i different from e1ρ, and at e˚ρ a generator
of the co-kernel has been added, one clearly concludes that FipϕBq is surjective for all i, by
repeatedly using the above conditions and the multiplication by piR. Since M‚ is complete,
we conclude with Proposition 3.7. 
We have found for M‚ presentations with the easiest possible type of filtered module with
the given constraints (namely those on the ρ-map) and in a minimal way: M‚ andM
f´1
ρ ‘M˚ρ
have the same minimal number of generators as R-modules. This presentation is obtained via
the choice of a quasi-basis. To read off the intrinsic structure of M‚ via these presentations
we proceed looking at the action of AutfiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q on EpifiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ ,M‚q, in search
of invariants. The next proposition is then quite relevant for us.
Proposition 3.32. The action of AutfiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q on EpifiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ ,M‚q is transitive.
Proof. Recall from definition 3.3 that for a positive integer i we denote by F1,i the functor
F1,i : Filt-R-mod Ñ Filt-R-mod, defined as F1,ipN‚q :“ N1{Ni, with the quotient filtration,
on the objects, and on a morphism ϕ : M‚ Ñ N‚, one has that F1,ipϕq is defined as the
morphism induced by ϕ, from F1,ipM‚q to F1,ipN‚q. Fix B a quasi-basis of M‚. Take
ϕ P EpifiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ ,M‚q. We claim that we can find a filtered basis B1 of Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ
such that ϕpB1q “ B. We prove this in 2 steps.
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1) Firstly we observe that F1,eρ˚pϕq is an isomorphism. Indeed by construction Fipϕq “
FipF1,e˚ρ qpϕq is an isomorphism for each i P Tρ, and on both sides the rpisi-maps are iso-
morphisms for each i ă e1ρ since they are pf, ρq-quasi-free. So it follows that they are
isomorphisms for all i ă e˚ρ . So the observation is proved by Proposition 3.7. This provides
us with the piece of the filtered basis corresponding to the elements x P B with wpxq P Tρ.
2) Take the unique x P B with wpxq “ e˚ρ . By Proposition 3.10, together with Step 1),
we can find y P ϕ´1pxq with wpyq “ e˚ρ . Now we claim that y must generate cokerrpise1ρ.
Since this is a 1-dimensional R{ppiRq-vector space this is equivalent to claiming that y is
not the 0-class in that cokernel. But if it were the 0-class, then it there would exist z with
wpzq “ e1ρ, such that piRz “ y mod pMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ qe˚ρ`1. But, from Step 1), it follows that
wpϕpzqq “ e1ρ, but then, since x “ piRϕpzq mod pMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ qe˚ρ`1, we see that x is in the
0-class in cokerrpise1ρ, which is a contradiction.
So given ϕ1, ϕ2 P EpifiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ ,M‚q, there are two filtered basis B1,B2 ofMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ
mapping to B via respectively ϕ1, ϕ2 as explained above. It follows that there exists a
suitable bijection, θ, between B1 and B2 that respects the weights and such that ϕ2 ˝θ “ ϕ1
on B1. But then, by Proposition 3.22, we have that θ extends to a filtered automorphism
of Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ and ϕ2 ˝ θ “ ϕ1 holds on all Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ and we are done. 
Proposition 3.32 and Proposition 3.31 tell us that to classify-pf, ρq-quasi-free filtered mod-
ules we have to accomplish two tasks:
(a) Classify the orbits of vectors in Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ under AutfiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q.
(b) Recover which orbits of task (a) arise from pf, ρq-quasi-free filtered modules.
This is what we do next.
3.3.5. Jump sets parametrize orbits. We keep denoting by ρ a shift map, and by f a positive
integer. Whenever a star is added, and we refer to an extended jump set in the following
statements, we will be implicitly assuming that, in that case, Tρ is finite. On the other hand,
in the parts of the statements where there is no star and we refer to regular jump sets, we
only require ρ to be a shift. We begin by attaching to each jump set a vector.
Definition 3.33. Let pI, βq be a ρ-jump set (resp. an extended ρ-jump set). We denote by
vpI,βq the following vector of piRM
f
ρ (resp. piRpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q): for each i P Tρ (resp. in T ˚ρ )
with i R I, the projection of vpI,βq on Sfi (resp. the same and on Se˚ρ ) is 0. For each i P I, the
projection of vpI,βq on S
f
i (resp. the same and on Se˚ρ ) is the vector ppiβpiqR , 0, . . . , 0q, having
pi
βpiq
R on the first coordinate and 0 on all the others (resp. ppi
βpe˚ρ q
R q).
We now prove that with the map pI, βq ÞÑ vpI,βq we catch each orbit at least once. For a
vector v P piRMfρ (resp. piRMf´1ρ ‘piRM˚ρ ), denote by Av the set of elements of Tρ (resp. T ˚ρ ),
such that projipvq ‰ 0, where proji denotes the projection on the factor Sfi (resp. the same
if i P Tρ and we look at projS
e˚ρ
for i “ e˚ρ). For a P Av define bvpaq “ ordRpprojipvqq, the
valuation of the a-th projection. Recall the definition of pI´pAv ,bvq, β´pAv,bvqq from Proposition
2.7.
Proposition 3.34. For each v P piRMfρ (resp. piRMf´1ρ ‘ piRM˚ρ ) there exists an auto-
morphism θ P AutfiltpMfρ q (resp. θ P AutfiltpMf´1ρ ‘ M˚ρ q) such that θpvq “ vpI,βq, where
pI, βq :“ pI´pAv ,bvq, β´pAv,bvqq.
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Proof. Clearly we can find a filtered automorphism θ0 such that θ0pvq “ vpAv,bvq, where
vpAv ,bvq denotes the following vector of piRM
f
ρ (resp. piRpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q): for each i P Tρ (resp.
T ˚ρ ) with i R Av, the projection of vpAv ,bvq on Sfi (resp. the same and to Se˚ρ ) is 0, while for
each i P Av, the projection of vpAv ,bvq on Sfi is ppibvpiqR , 0, . . . , 0q (resp. the same and for i “ e˚ρ
is ppibvpe˚ρ qR q). So without loss of generality, we can assume that v has this special form.
Next, let pi, bvpiqq ăρ pj, bvpjqq. That means that either i ă j and bvpiq ă bvpjq, or that i ą
j and ρbvpiqpiq ă ρbvpjqpjq. Observe that in either case we have bvpiq ă bvpjq and the R-linear
automorphism θi,j on Mρ (resp. M
˚
ρ ), defined as θi,jppxhqhPTρq “ pxh ´ pibvpjq´bvpiqR δi,hxjqiPTρ
(resp. as θi,jppxhqhPT˚ρ q “ pxh ´ pibvpjq´bvpiqR δi,hxjqiPT˚ρ ) is filtered, precisely due to the above
inequalities. Clearly we can extend θi,j to a filtered automorphism ofM
f
ρ (resp. M
f´1
ρ ‘M˚ρ )
by simply letting it act as the identity on the complementary factor Mf´1ρ . The obtained
filtered automorphism θi,j satisfies the identity
Aθi,jpvq “ Av ´ tju, bθi,j pvq “ bv |Av´tju.
If Tρ is finite, by repeatedly applying transformations θi,j we end up precisely having con-
structed a θ as claimed in this Proposition. If Tρ is infinite, one can repeatedly apply such
elementary transformations θi,j in a a sequence that converges to a filtered automorphism θ
as we wanted to prove this Proposition. 
For a vector v P piRMfρ (resp. in piRMf´1ρ ‘ piRM˚ρ ), denote by gv the map gv : Zě0 Ñ
Zě0Y t8u defined as gvpiq :“ wMfρ {piiRMfρ pvq (resp. gvpiq :“ wMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ {piiRpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ qpvq). Here
w
M
f
ρ {piiRM
f
ρ
pvq (resp. w
M
f´1
ρ ‘M
˚
ρ {piiRpM
f´1
ρ ‘M
˚
ρ q
pvq) denotes the weight of v in the R-module
Mfρ {piiRMfρ (resp. Mf´1ρ ‘ M˚ρ {piiRpMf´1ρ ‘ M˚ρ q) viewed as a filtered R-module with the
quotient filtration (see Section 3.2.4). Say that gv breaks at i if gvpiq ‰ gvpi` 1q.
Proposition 3.35. Let pI, βq be a ρ-jump set (resp. an extended ρ-jump set). Let vpI,βq P
piRM
f
ρ (resp. vpI,βq P piRMf´1ρ ‘piRM˚ρ ). Then gv breaks at i if and only if i P βpIq. Moreover
if i P I, then we have that gvpβpiq ` 1q “ ρβpiqpiq.
Proof. Let n be a positive integer such that there exists an i P I with βpiq ă n. Denote by
i0 the smallest such i. Fix the standard basis for M
f
ρ (resp. for M
f´1
ρ ‘M˚ρ ) and denote it
by tbij : i P Tρ, j P t1, . . . , fuu (resp. denote it by tbij : i P Tρ, j P t1, . . . , fuu Y tbe˚ρ ,1u). In
this notation we have that vpI,βq “
ř
iPI pi
βpiq
R ei,1. It is clear that
vpI,βq ”
ÿ
iPI:βpiqăn
pi
βpiq
R ei,1 mod pi
n
RM
f
ρ .
(resp. vpI,βq ”
ř
iPI:βpiqăn pi
βpiq
R ei,1 mod pi
n
R ¨ pMf´1ρ ‘ M˚ρ q). Observe that, thanks to the
definition of a jump set, we have that
w
M
f
ρ
p
ÿ
iPI:βpiqăn
pi
βpiq
R ei,1q “ ρβpi0qpi0q.
(resp. w
M
f´1
ρ ‘M
˚
ρ
přiPI:βpiqăn piβpiqR ei,1q “ ρβpi0qpi0q). Therefore we conclude that
w
M
f
ρ {pi
n
RM
f
ρ
p
ÿ
iPI:βpiqăn
pi
βpiq
R ei,1q ě ρβpi0qpi0q.
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(resp. wpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q{pinR¨pM
f´1
ρ ‘M
˚
ρ q
přiPI:βpiqăn piβpiqR ei,1q ě ρβpi0qpi0q). We next prove that this
inequality is actually an equality which clearly gives the desired result.
Let x P Mfρ (resp. in Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ ). We claim that
w
M
f
ρ
ppinRx`
ÿ
iPI:βpiqăn
pi
βpiq
R ei,1q ď ρβpi0qpi0q.
(resp. w
M
f´1
ρ ‘M
˚
ρ
ppinRx`
ř
iPI:βpiqăn pi
βpiq
R ei,1q ď ρβpi0qpi0q). Indeed if this claim would not hold
we must conclude that
w
M
f
ρ
ppinRxq “ ρβpi0qpi0q.
(resp. w
M
f´1
ρ ‘M
˚
ρ
ppinRxq “ ρβpi0qpi0q). But, by construction of the free filtered modules, we
have that w
M
f
ρ
ppinRxq “ ρnpwMfρ pxqq (resp. wMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ ppinRxq “ ρnpwMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ pxqq). This im-
plies that ρn´βpi0qpw
M
f
ρ
pxqq “ i0, contradicting that i0 P Tρ, since n ą βpi0q by construction
(resp. it implies that ρn´βpi0qpw
M
f´1
ρ ‘M
˚
ρ
pxqq “ i0. In case i0 ă e˚ρ , it again contradicts that
i0 P Tρ. If i0 “ e˚ρ we would conclude that be˚ρ ,1 P piR ¨ pMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ ), which is not possible).
This ends the proof. 
This allows us to conclude the following important corollary.
Corollary 3.36. In each orbit O of piRMfρ under AutfiltpMfρ q (resp. Mf´1ρ ‘ M˚ρ under
AutfiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q), there exist at most one ρ-jump set (resp. extended ρ-jump set) such
that vpI,βq belongs to O.
Proof. Clearly the function gv is preserved by applying a filtered automorphism. But by
Proposition 3.35 it follows that from the function gvpI,βq one can reconstruct pI, βq. The
conclusion follows. 
So, putting together Proposition 3.34 and 3.36, we see that with the map pI, βq ÞÑ vpI,βq
we catch each orbit exactly once:
Theorem 3.37. The map pI, βq Ñ vpI,βq induces a bijection between the set of ρ-jump sets
(resp. extended ρ-jump sets) and the set of orbits of piRM
f
ρ under the action of AutfiltpMfρ q
(resp. orbits of piRM
f´1
ρ ‘ piRM˚ρ under the action of AutfiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q).
Given a vector v P piRMfρ (resp. in piRMf´1ρ ‘ piRM˚ρ ) we define filt-ordpvq to be the jump
set corresponding to the orbit of v under the above bijection. As the terminology suggests,
the map filt-ord can be considered as the filtered analogue of the map ord, which gives
the valuation of the vector v. Indeed in the latter case knowing ordpvq gives exactly the
orbit, under R-linear automorphisms, of v, likewise in the former case knowing filt-ordpvq
gives exactly the orbit, under filtered R-linear automorphisms, of v. Moreover as ordpvq
is computed by taking the minimum valuation of the coordinates of v, with respect to an
R-linear basis, so filt-ordpvq is computed by taking the set of minimal points with respect
to ďρ for the graph of valuations of the coordinates of v, with respect to a filtered basis (see
definition 3.24).
3.3.6. Jump sets parametrize quasi-free filtered module. Now we fix ρ a shift with Tρ finite
and f a positive integer. Let M‚ be a pf, ρq-quasi-free filtered module that is not free.
By Proposition 3.31 and 3.32 we see that M‚ correspond to a unique orbit of vectors in
Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ under AutfiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q. So, together with Theorem 3.37, we obtain a unique
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extended ρ-jump set pIM‚, βM‚q that determinesM‚ as a filtered module. Thus the mapM‚ ÞÑ
pIM‚, βM‚q gives an injection of the set of isomorphism classes of pf, ρq-quasi-free module that
are not pf, ρq-free to the set of extended ρ-jump sets. We now want to describe the image.
By Proposition 3.35, together with Corollary 3.30, we find that ρβpminpIM‚ qqpminpIM‚qq “
e˚ρ. Conversely one checks immediately that for an extended ρ-jump set pI, βq such that
ρβpminpIqqpminpIqq “ e˚ρ, the filtered R-module pMf´1ρ ‘ M˚ρ q{RvpI,βq is a pf, ρq-quasi-free
module. We call these jump sets admissible. We have thus proved the following theorem.
Theorem 3.38. The map sending an admissible extended ρ-jump set pI, βq to pMf´1ρ ‘
M˚ρ q{RvpI,βq induces a bijection from the set of admissible extended ρ-jump sets to the set of
pf, ρq-quasi-free filtered modules that are not pf, ρq-free.
3.3.7. Reading the jump set inside the module. We have classified pf, ρq-quasi-free modules
(which are not free) via admissible extended ρ-jump sets. We have proceeded by introducing
an external module, Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ , presenting each of them, and proving that the invariant of
each presentation is an admissible extended pf, ρq-jump set.
We now provide a description of the jump set pIM‚, βM‚q, internally fromM‚, without any
further reference to an external module Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ . In other words we face the task of
providing the inverse of the bijection in Theorem 3.38, without reference toMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ . We
will proceed by imitating the way we reconstructed the jump set belonging to each orbit in
Proposition 3.35. For v P M‚ denote by gv,M‚ the map gv,M‚ : Zě0 Ñ Zě0 Y t8u defined as
gv,M‚piq :“ wM‚{piRiM‚pvq. Say that gv breaks at i if gv,M‚piq ‰ gv,M‚pi`1q. Fix m˜ a generator
of pM1qtors, denote by N the exponent of the torsion, that is N :“ minti P Zě1 : piiRm˜ “ 0u.
The following proposition can be proved by a straightforward imitation of the proof of
Proposition 3.35.
Proposition 3.39. The function gm˜,M‚ breaks exactly at the elements of βM‚pIM‚q ´ N ,
moreover if i P IM‚ then gm˜,M‚pi` 1q “ ρβM‚ piq´N piq.
So we deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 3.40. Let M‚ be a pf, ρq-quasi-free filtered module that is not free. Let m˜ P M1
be a generator of pM1qtors, then the map gm˜,M‚ determines M‚ as a filtered module.
The following simple corollary of Theorem 3.38 will be often useful. Recall the notation
pI´pA,bq, β´pA,bqq introduced in Proposition 2.7.
Corollary 3.41. Let M‚ be a pf, ρq-quasi-free filtered module that is not free. Let I be a
subset of T ˚ρ and b a map from I to Zě1. Suppose that for each i P I we have mi P Mi
satisfying the following three conditions.
(1) For each i P I we have that wM‚pmiq “ i.
(2) We have that ÿ
iPI
pi
bpiq
R mi “ 0.
(3) If e˚ρ P I then me˚ρ R piRM1.
Then it must be that
pI´pA,bq, β´pA,bqq “ pIM‚ , βM‚q.
The following proposition shall be often used to recover the structure of the R-module
M1rpi8R s :“ pM1qtors from pIM‚, βM‚q. This goes as follows.
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Proposition 3.42. Let M‚ be a pf, ρq-quasi-free filtered R-module. Then we have that
M1rpi8R s » R{piβpmaxpIM‚qqR R,
as R-modules.
Proof. Using Theorem 3.38 we deduce that
M1rpi8R s » R{piminpβpIM‚ qqR R.
Since pIM‚ , βM‚q is a jump set, the map βM‚ is in particular decreasing. Hence minpβpIM‚qq “
βpmaxpIM‚qq, which gives precisely the desired conclusion. 
4. Jumps of characters of a quasi-free module
4.1. Motivation and main results. In section 5 we will see that U1 as a filtered module
is quasi-free. So, as we will see in detail in 6, via the local reciprocity map the question of
determining the possible upper jumps of a cyclic p-power totally ramified extension of a given
local field is a special case of the question of determining the jumps of a cyclic character of
a given pf, ρq-quasi-free filtered module, which is the goal of the present section.
Let R be a complete DVR. We denote by QpRq the fraction field of R. We equip QpRq{R
with the discrete topology.
Definition 4.1. (a) Let M‚ be a filtered R-module. A character of M‚ is a continuous
R-linear homomorphism χ : M1 Ñ QpRq{R, where the implicit topology on M1 is the one
coming from the filtration, see 3.2.2.
(b) Let χ be a character of M‚. A positive integer i is said to be a jump of χ, if χpMiq ‰
χpMi`1q. We denote the collection of jumps of χ by Jχ. Finally we denote by JM‚ the
collection of all Jχ as χ varies among characters of M‚.
One can easily show that if M‚ is linear (see definition 3.18), then for each character χ of
M‚ the set Jχ is finite. We fix a shift map ρ, and a positive integer f . Recall that pf, ρq-
quasi-free modules are in particular linear. The goal of this section is to understand exactly
which are the possible sets of jumps:
Goal. Let M‚ be a pf, ρq-quasi-free module. Characterize the sets A Ď Zě1 such that A “ Jχ
for some character χ of M‚.
We will proceed as follows: in 4.2 we prove that J
M
f
ρ
“ Jumpρ and JMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ “ Jump˚ρ.
Next in 4.3 we examine the case of pf, ρq-quasi-free modules that are not free. Given such a
module M‚, we know from Theorem 3.38 that all we need to know to understand M‚ as a
filtered module is the extended jump set pIM‚ , βM‚q. So it must be possible to predict JM‚
from pIM‚ , βM‚q. We achieve this in Theorem 4.8, where it is shown that JM‚ Ď Jump˚ρ, and
the missing jump sets are characterized by a combinatorial criterion involving pIM‚ , βM‚q.
4.2. Set of jumps are jump set for a free module. We proceed in the same way as we
did for orbits of vectors in 3.3.5. Clearly the set of jumps of a character does not change
if we apply to it a filtered automorphism of M‚. Therefore we shall take advantage of this
symmetry. It turns out that, for free filtered modules, knowing the set of jumps of a character
χ is equivalent to knowing to which orbit χ belongs (under the action of the group of filtered
automorphisms).
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Definition 4.2. (a) Let χ be a character of Mfρ (resp. of M
f´1
ρ ‘M˚ρ ). Denote by Aχ the
set of i in Tρ (resp. T
˚
ρ ), such that χpprojiq ‰ t0u, where proji denotes the projection on Sfi
(resp. the same if i P T ˚ρ , where the projection is on Se˚ρ for the last coordinate).
(b) For a in Aχ, denote by bχpaq “ mintr P Zě1 : pirRχpprojaq “ t0uu.
We next show that, after applying a suitable filtered automorphism, one can make the pair
pAχ, bχq a jump set (resp. an extended jump set). Recall the notation pA`χ , b`χ q introduced
in Proposition 2.7.
Proposition 4.3. Let χ be a character of Mfρ (resp. of M
f´1
ρ ‘M˚ρ ). Then there exists
θ P AutfiltpMfρ q (resp. AutfiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q) such that pAχ˝θ, bχ˝θq “ pA`χ , b`χ q. In particular
pAχ˝θ, bχ˝θq is a ρ-jump set (resp. an extended ρ-jump set).
Proof. The structure of the proof is the same as the one given for Proposition 3.34, we just
mention some differences. Just as in that proof, as a first step we can assume χ is a character
vanishing on the factorMf´1ρ ‘0 and, as a character of the factorMρ (resp.M˚ρ ), it is defined
as follows. If i R Aχ, then we have χ|Si “ 0. If i P Aχ, we have χ|Sip1q “ pi´bχpiqR . Next if for
two points pi, bχpiq, pj, bχpjqq in Graphpbχq we have pi, bχpiq ăρ pj, bχpjqq, it follows that the
transformation θi,j , introduced in the proof of Proposition 3.34, is filtered. Now, the only
difference with that proof, is that the effect of applying θi,j is to erase the smaller point,
namely pi, bχpiqq. Indeed the character χ ˝ θi,j will send to 0 all the factors Sa with a R Aχ,
and it will be 0, additionally also on Si. On the other hand, on all the other factors Sa, with
a P Aχ ´ tiu it coincides with χ. Thus by repeatedly applying this type of transformation
the sequence of filtered automorphism so produced converges to a filtered automorphism θ
with pAχ˝θ, bχ˝θq “ pA`χ , b`χ q, concluding the proof. 
We now show that if pAχ, bχq is a ρ-jump set (resp. an extended ρ-jump set), then, if
viewed as a subset of Zě1, it is the set of jumps of χ.
Proposition 4.4. Let χ be a character of Mfρ (resp. of M
f´1
ρ ‘M˚ρ ), such that pAχ, bχq is
a jump set (resp. an extended jump set). Then Jχ “ JpAχ,bχq.
Proof. For a general χ we have the following formula
ordpχpMfρ qiq “ maxptbχpjq ´ vρpj, iqujPTρq,
where for i P Zě1 and j P Tρ (resp. T ˚ρ ) we have that vρpj, iq “ minpts P Zě0 : ρspjq ě iuq
(respectively we have the formula
ordpχpMfρ qiq “ maxptbχpjq ´ vρpj, iqujPT˚ρ qq.
Since pAχ, bχq is a jump set (resp. an extended jump set), it is visible from the definition
that the right hand side, as a function of i, changes value precisely in the set JpAχ,bχq, which
is precisely giving the desired identity JpAχ,bχq “ Jχ. 
So for two characters of Mfρ or M
f´1
ρ ‘M˚ρ the equivalence relation “having the same
set of jumps” and “being in the same filtered orbit” are precisely the same relation and one
obtains the following fact.
Theorem 4.5. Let ρ be a shift map, and let f be a positive integer. We have that J
M
f
ρ
“
Jumpρ, and if Tρ is finite, then JMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ “ Jump˚ρ.
The similarity with Theorem 1.4 is noteworthy: in both cases jump sets parametrize orbits.
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4.3. Sets of jumps for a quasi-free module. Let ρ be a shift map with Tρ finite. Let f be
a positive integer. LetM‚ be a pf, ρq-quasi-free module that is not free. Then from Theorem
3.38 we know that the knowledge of M‚ as a filtered module is equivalent to the knowledge
of the extended ρ-jump set pIM‚ , βM‚q. So the invariant JM‚ is completely determined once
we know pIM‚, βM‚q. Here we explain how. We know from Proposition 3.31 that M‚ admits
a presentation ϕ : Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ Ñ M‚, with cokerpFipϕqq “ 0 for every positive integer i, so
from Proposition 3.11 we know that ϕ|pMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ qi is a map onto Mi for each positive integer
i. It follows that given a character χ of M‚, the induced character on M
f´1
ρ ‘M˚ρ obtained
by post-composition to ϕ, has the same set of jumps of χ. So together with Theorem 4.5 we
obtain:
Proposition 4.6. Let M‚ be a pf, ρq-quasi-free module. Then JM‚ Ď Jump˚ρ.
Thus we see that to characterize which elements of Jump˚ρ belongs to JM‚ we need to see
which jump sets are ruled out when on a character χ ofMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ we impose the condition
χpvpIM‚ ,βM‚qq “ 0. The following simple lemma will be relevant to this end. For x P QpRq{R
we denote by ordpxq the smallest non-negative integer n such that pinRx “ 0. Equivalently we
can say that ordpxq is the unique non-negative integer such that Rx is isomorphic to R{pinRR
as R-modules.
Lemma 4.7. Let n be a positive integer and pv1, . . . , vnq P pQpRq{Rqn. Write Y :“ ti P
t1, . . . , nu : 0 ă ordpviq, ordpviq “ maxtordpvjq, j P t1, . . . , nuuu. Then the following hold:
(a) Assume |R{mR| ‰ 2. Then there exists a vector pa1, . . . , anq P pR˚qn such thatřn
i“1 aivi “ 0 if and only if |Y | ‰ 1.
(b) Assume |R{mR| “ 2. Then there exists a vector pa1, . . . , anq P pR˚qn such thatřn
i“1 aivi “ 0 if and only if |Y | ” 0 mod 2.
Proof. (a) Assume |Y | ‰ 1. We can assume |Y | ‰ 0 because otherwise pv1, . . . , vnq is the
zero vector and any pa1, . . . , anq P pR˚qn would prove the conclusion. Since |R{mR| ‰ 2 we
can find λ P R˚ such that λ ı 1 mod mR. Now pick i, j distinct elements of Y , and observe
that at least one of the following two hold:
1) ordpviq “ ordpvj `
ř
hRti,ju vhq.
2) ordpviq “ ordpλvj `
ř
hRti,ju vhq.
In each case, 1) and 2), we can find µ P R˚ such that, respectively µvi “ vj `
ř
hRti,ju vh, or
µvi “ λvj`
ř
hRti,ju vh. In each of the two cases we obtain the desired conclusion. Conversely
assume that there exists a vector pa1, . . . , anq P pR˚qn such that
řn
i“1 aivi “ 0. Suppose that
|Y | “ 1, call k its unique element: then we have ordpvkq “ ordp
řn
i“1 aiviq “ 0, contradicting
the definition of Y .
(b) Assume |Y | ” 0 mod 2. We can assume |Y | ‰ 0 because otherwise pv1, . . . , vnq is
the zero vector and any pa1, . . . , anq P pR˚qn would prove the conclusion. So pick i P Y .
Then observe that, since |Y ´ tiu| ” 1 mod 2 and |R{mR| “ 2, we have that ordpviq “
ordpřh‰i vhq. Thus, it follows that there exists µ P R˚ such that µvi “ řh‰i vh, which is
the desired conclusion. Conversely assume there exists a vector pa1, . . . , anq P pR˚qn such
that
řn
i“1 aivi “ 0. Suppose that |Y | ” 1 mod 2. Then pick k P Y and observe that, since
|R{mR| “ 2, we have ordpvkq “ ordp
řn
i“1 aiviq “ 0 contradicting the definition of Y . 
We can now give a criterion to decide if an extended jump set pI, βq is realizable as a
set of jumps of a character of M‚. Such a criterion consists in a combinatorial comparison
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between pI, βq and pIM‚ , βM‚q. The precise condition for pI, βq to be ruled out are conditions
2.1) and 2.2) of the following theorem (in case (a) and (b) respectively).
Theorem 4.8. Let f be a positive integer and let ρ be a shift. Let M‚ be a pf, ρq-quasi-free
filtered R-module that is not free. Let pI, βq P Jump˚ρ. Define MaxppI, βq, pIM‚, βM‚qq :“ ti P
I X IM‚ : βpiq ´ βM‚piq ą 0^ @j P I X IM‚ , βpiq ´ βM‚piq ě βpjq ´ βM‚pjqu. In what follows
we denote by Max :“ MaxppI, βq, pIM‚, βM‚q.
(a) Suppose |R{mR| ‰ 2. Then one has that pI, βq R JM‚ if and only if the following two
conditions are satisfied:
(a.1) |Max| “ 1 and if f ą 1 then Max “ te˚ρu.
(a.2) Let j be the unique element of MaxM‚ppI, βqq. For every i P IM‚´I, the point pi, βpjq´
βM‚pjq` βM‚piqq is maximal in GraphpβqY tpi, βpjq ´ βM‚pjq ` βM‚piqqu, with respect to the
ordering ďρ.
(b) Suppose |R{mR| “ 2. Then pI, βq R JM‚ if and only if the following two conditions
are satisfied:
(b.1) |Max| ” 1 mod 2 and if f ą 1 then Max “ te˚ρu.
(b.2) Let j be any element of Max. For every i P IM‚ ´ I, the point pi, βpjq ´ βM‚pjq ` βpiqq
is maximal in Graphpβq Y tpi, βpjq ´ βM‚pjq ` βM‚piqqu, with respect to the ordering ďρ.
Proof. (a) Denote by tbi,j : i P Tρ, j P t1, . . . , fuu Y tbe˚ρ ,1u the standard filtered basis for
Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ ). With this notation we have that
vpIM‚ ,βM‚q “
ÿ
iPI
pi
βM‚piq
R bi,1.
We divide the proof in 9 elementary steps.
1) We fix a presentation ϕ : Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ Ñ M‚ as in Proposition 3.31, with kerpϕq “
RvpIM‚ ,βM‚q as in Theorem 3.38.
2) The task of realizing pI, βq from a character is equivalent to the task of finding a
χ :Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ Ñ QpRq{R such that pIχ, βχq “ pI, βq, and
ř
iPIM‚
pi
βM‚piq
R χpbi,1q “ 0.
3) Suppose that IXIM‚ is either empty or that β´βM‚ does not assume a strictly positive
maximum on I X IM‚ . We claim that then task 2) is realizable. Indeed thanks to Lemma
4.7 part (a), we can find for each i P I X IM‚ a unit εi P R˚ with the property thatÿ
iPIXIM‚
εi
pi
βpiq´βM‚ piq
R
“ 0.
Therefore we can realize task 2) with the following character χ. For i P I X IM‚ we put
χpb1,iq :“ εi
pi
βpiq
R
. For i P I ´ IM‚ we put χpb1,iq :“ 1piβpiqR . For any pi, hq P Tρ ˆ t1, . . . , fu Yte˚ρu ˆ t1u with i R I or h ą 1 we put χpbi,hq “ 0. With Proposition 4.4 we conclude
immediately that Jχ “ pI, βq and we are done. So we can assume that I X IM‚ is non-empty
and that β ´ βM‚ assumes a positive maximum at a unique point of I X IM‚ , which we shall
call j.
4) Assume that j ‰ e˚ρ and f ą 1. Then we proceed by distinguishing two cases.
4.1) There is no other k P I X IM‚ different from j such that βpkq ´ βM‚pkq ą 0. Then we
consider the following character χ. For each i in I ´ te˚ρu we put χpbi,2q “ 1piβpiqR . If e
˚
ρ P I we
put χpbe˚ρ ,1q “ 1
pi
βpe˚ρ q
R
. For all the other pi1, hq in T ˚ρ ˆ t1, . . . , fu we put χpbi1,hq “ 0. We see
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that since f ą 1 and j ‰ e˚ρ we trivially obtainÿ
iPIM‚
pi
βM‚piq
R χpbi,1q “ 0.
Hence task 2) is accomplished thanks to Proposition 4.4. So we can assume that such a k
exists.
4.2) Suppose that there exists k1 P I X IM‚ different from j such that βpk1q ´ βM‚pk1q ą 0.
Choose a k such that βpkq ´ βM‚pkq ě βpk1q ´ βM‚pk1q for each k1 P I X IM‚ with k1 different
from j. Next observe that thanks to Proposition 4.7 part (a), we can find for each i P IXIM‚
a unit εi P R˚ in such a way thatÿ
iPpIXIM‚q´tju
εi
pi
βpiq´βM‚ piq
R
` εj
pi
βpkq´βM‚ pkq
R
“ 0.
Now we proceed constructing a character χ. We put χpbj,1q “ εj
pi
βpkq´βM‚pkq`βM‚pjq
R
and χpbj,2q “
1
pi
βpjq
R
. For all i P pIXIM‚q´tju we put χpbi,1q “ εipiβpiqR . For all i P I´IM‚ we put χpbi,1q “
1
pi
βpiq
R
.
For all remaining vectors b of the basis we put χpbq “ 0. Since βpkq ´ βM‚pkq ` βM‚pjq ă
βpjq we conclude by Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.4 that Jχ “ pI, βq. Moreover, by
construction, ÿ
iPIM‚
pi
βM‚piq
R χpbi,1q “ 0.
Hence we have realized task 2) in this case as well.
5) Thanks to Step 1)–4) we can assume that |Max| “ 1, and that either f “ 1 or Max “
te˚ρu. Otherwise we have shown, in the previous steps, that we can accomplish task 2). Keep
denoting by j the unique point of Max.
6) Assume there is i1 P IM‚ ´ I such that the point pi1, βpjq ´ βM‚pjq ` βM‚pi1qq is not
maximal in GraphpβqY tpi1, βpjq´βM‚pjq`βM‚pi1qu, with respect to the ordering ďρ. Then
we can accomplish task 2) constructing a character χ in the following manner. Observe that,
thanks to Proposition 4.7 part (a), we can attach to each i P pI X IM‚q Y ti1u a unit εi P R˚
in such a way that ÿ
iPIXIM‚
εi
pi
βpiq´βM‚
R
` εi1
pi
βpjq´βM‚pjq
R
“ 0.
For each i P I X IM‚ put χpbi,1q “ εipiβpiqR . Moreover put χpbi1,1q “
1
pi
βpjq´βM‚pjq`βM‚pi
1q
R
and
χpbi,1q “ 1
pi
βpiq
R
for each i P I ´ IM‚ . By construction we obtainÿ
iPIM‚
pi
βM‚piq
R χpbi,1q “ 0.
Finally the hypothesis that the point pi1, βpjq ´ βM‚pjq ` βM‚pi1qq is not larger, with respect
to ďρ, than some point in Graphpβq, tells us, through Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.4,
that Jχ “ pI, βq.
7) Steps 1)–6) prove that if (a.1) and (a.2) are not both satisfied then pI, βq P JM‚. We
next proceed proving the converse implication.
8) Observe that if a set A Ď Z2 is given, together with a point px, yq P A that is maximal
in A with respect to ďρ, then any point of the form px, y˜q with y˜ ě y is maximal in A, with
respect to ďρ.
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9) Suppose (a.1) and (a.2) both hold. Denote by j the unique element of Max. Let χ be
a character of Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ with Jχ “ pI, βq. We shall prove thatÿ
iPI
pi
βM‚piq
R χpbi,1q ‰ 0.
We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that
ř
iPI pi
βM‚piq
R χpbi,1q “ 0. By Proposition 4.3 and
Proposition 4.4 we have that ordpχpbj,1qq “ βpjq: this is clear for f “ 1 and if f ě 2 we are
using that in this case j must be e˚ρ . Next using Lemma 4.7 part (a), we see that at least
one i P IM‚ ´ tju must satisfy ordpχpbi,1qq ě βM‚piq ` βpjq ´ βM‚pjq. Such an i cannot be
in I. Indeed in that case we would conclude by Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.4 that
Jχ ‰ pI, βq since we would have βpiq ě βM‚piq ` βpjq ´ βM‚pjq, which would contradict the
defining property of Max. Hence it must be that i P IM‚ ´ I. But then Step 8) together
with assumption (a.2) and Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.4 imply again that χ does not
belong to the orbit of characters χ1 having Jχ1 “ pI, βq. This ends the proof.
Statement (b) can be proved by the same 9 steps of part (a) of this proof, replacing each
time, part (a) of Lemma 4.7 with part (b) of Lemma 4.7. 
5. U1 as a filtered module
In this section we apply the results of Section 3 to classify the possible structures of U‚ as
a filtered Zp-module. Let p be a prime number and let e be in pp´ 1qZě1Y t8u. Recall the
definition of ρe,p from Example 2.1.
Let K be a local field with residue characteristic p. Denote by fK the residue degree,
fK “ rOK{mK : Fps. Denote by ρK :“ ρeK ,p. Recall that e˚ρK “ peKp´1 and e
1
ρK
“ eK
p´1
.
Proposition 5.1. One has that U‚pKq is a pfK , ρKq-quasi-free filtered Zp-module.
Proof. Firstly one has that Ui{Ui`1 »ab.gr. O{m, which gives for every positive integer i
that fipU‚pKqq “ fK (for a definition of fipU‚pKqq see 3.19). Observe that the formula
p1 ` xqp “ 1 ` px ` . . . ` xp implies that given u P UipKq then up P UρKpiq. Moreover if
u P UipKq ´ Ui`1pKq and up P UρKpiq`1, then pi “ i` eK , which implies that i “ e1ρK . So we
have firstly that ρU‚pKq ě ρK (for a definition of ρU‚pKq see subsection 3.3.1), which means that
U‚pKq is a ρK-filtered-Zp-module (see subsection 3.3.2), and secondly that defectU‚pKqpiq “
codefectU‚pKqpiq “ 0 for every positive integer i ‰ e1ρK (for a definition of defectU‚pKqpiq and
codefectU‚pKqpiq, see 3.19). On the other hand we know that µppU1pKqq is a cyclic group.
Thus we conclude by Proposition 3.29. 
Therefore we deduce the following.
Theorem 5.2. One has that U‚pKq is a free pfK , ρKq-filtered module if and only if µppKq “
t1u. In other words, U‚pKq »filt MfKρK if and only if µppKq “ t1u.
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.25, Proposition 3.29 and Corollary 3.30
combined. 
If instead µppKq ‰ t1u the following holds.
Theorem 5.3. Let K be a local field with µppKq ‰ t1u. Then there is a unique pIK , βKq P
Jump˚ρK such that
U1 »MfK´1ρK ‘ pM˚ρK{ZpvpIK ,βKqq
as filtered Zp-module.
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Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 3.38 combined. 
We now fix eK “ e, and therefore we have ρK “ ρe,p. Fix as well fK “ f . Our next
goal is to show that every pρe,p, fq-quasi-free filtered module can be realized as U‚pKq for
some K, a totally ramified degree e
p´1
extension of Qpf pζpq. In view of Theorem 3.38, this is
tantamount to prove that every jump set realizable from a filtered module can be realized by
a local field. Recall from Theorem 3.38 that the latter are precisely the admissible extended
ρe,p-jump sets. For a definition of these jump sets see the discussion immediately before
Theorem 3.38.
Theorem 5.4. Let pI, βq be an extended admissible ρe,p-jump set. Then there is a totally
ramified extension K{Qpf pζpq with eK “ e and with
pIK , βKq “ pI, βq.
During the proof we will make use of the two propositions that follow below. Recall
that if ζp P K, then the extension L{K :“ Kp p
b
U peK
p´1
{U peK
p´1
`1q{K is the unique unram-
ified extension of degree p of K. Indeed rL : Ks “ p, so if eL{K ą 1 then eL{K “ p.
Observe that the inclusion UpeKpKq Ď UpeLpLq would, in case that eL{K “ p, induce an iso-
morphism U peK
p´1
pKq{U peK
p´1
`1pKq Ñ U peL
p´1
pLq{U peL
p´1
`1pLq, which, by construction would imply
that codefectU‚pLqpe1Lq “ 0, which is impossible since ζp P L. So it must be that eL{K “ 1
and fL{K “ rL : Ks.
Proposition 5.5. Let K be a finite extension of Qppζpq. Then e˚K P IK if and only if
Kp paµp8pKqq{K is unramified.
Proof. Let ζpj be a generator of U1pKqtors. Thanks to Proposition 3.39, we have that e˚K P IK
if and only if wU1pKq{U1pKqppζpjq “ peKp´1 . On the other hand this is equivalent to Kpζpj`1q “
Kp p
b
U peK
p´1
{U peK
p´1
`1q, which, as explained just above this proposition, is the unique unramified
degree p extension of K. 
Let j be a positive integer. The following notation will be helpful. Consider the composi-
tum extension Qppf pζpjq ¨Qpf pζpj`1q{Qpf pζpjq, which is a Galois extension with Galois group
Cp ˆ Cp. So one is provided with p ` 1 degree p sub-extensions. We denote the unique
unramified one as Qpf pζpjqp0q (which of course is just Qppf pζpjq). Further we list the p ´ 1
totally ramified ones without an element of order pj`1 as Qpf pζpjqpiq with i running through
t1, . . . , p´1u. And we will sometimes make use of an extended notation for i “ p, by letting
Qpf pζpjqppq :“ Qpf pζpj`1q.
Proposition 5.6. Let j be a positive integer. Let K be a totally ramified extension of Qpf pζpq
with eK “: e. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) e˚ P IK and βKpe˚q “ j.
(2) There is exactly one i P t1, . . . , p´ 1u such that K contains Qpf pζpjqpiq.
Proof. p1q Ñ p2q Thanks to Proposition 5.5, we have that p1q implies that Kpζpj`1q{K is
unramified, thus we have that Kpζpj`1q{Qpf pζpjq contains Qpf pζpj`1q ¨ Qppf pζpjq. But this
last one must then intersect K non-trivially, otherwise one would have rKpζpj`1q : Ks “ p2,
which is impossible. At the same time the intersection cannot be Qppf pζpjq because fK “ f ,
and it cannot be Qpf pζpj`1q. Indeed we have βKpe˚q “ j and Proposition 3.42 implies that
pj “ #µp8pKq. So there must be an i P t1, . . . , p´ 1u such that K contains Qpf pζpjqpiq. But
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there must be exactly one since otherwise the whole extension Qpf pζpj`1q ¨ Qppf pζpjq would
be in K, which has been already explained to be not possible.
p2q Ñ p1q We have that Kp paU1pKqtorsq{K contains Qpf pζpjqpiqpζpj`1q Ą Qppf , thus one
concludes that Kp paU1pKqtorsq{K is unramified and by Proposition 5.5 one concludes that
e˚ P IK . Moreover we must have that βKpe˚q “ j. Indeed K contains in particular ζpj ,
which, by Proposition 3.42, implies that βKpe˚q ě j. If we would have βKpe˚q ą j then,
still by Proposition 3.42, the field K would contain also Qpf pζpj`1q. Hence K would contain
the compositum of Qpf pζpj`1q and Qpf pζpjqpiq. Therefore K would contain the field Qppf
providing a contradiction with fK “ f . Hence, since βKpe˚q ě j and βKpe˚q ă j`1, it must
be that βKpe˚q “ j. 
In particular we derive the following:
Corollary 5.7. Let j, f be positive integers, and i P t1, . . . , p´ 1u. Then
IQ
pf
pζ
pj
qpiq “ t1, pj`1u, βQ
pf
pζ
pj
qpiqp1q “ j ` 1 and βQ
pf
pζ
pj
qpiqppj`1q “ j.
Proof. Since the jump set must be admissible, we know that 1 P IQ
pf
pζ
pj
qpiq with βQ
pf
pζ
pj
qpiqp1q “
j ` 1. By Proposition 5.5, we know that pj`1 P IQ
pf
pζ
pj
qpiq with βQ
pf
pζ
pj
qpiqppj`1q “ j.
Moreover we certainly have that 1 “ minpIQ
pf
pζ
pj
qpiqq and pj`1 “ maxpIQ
pf
pζ
pj
qpiqq since 1
and pj`1 are respectively the smallest and the largest elements of T ˚ρ , for ρ :“ ρe,p with
e :“ pjpp ´ 1q. Moreover the very beginning of this proof gives us in particular that
βQ
pf
pζ
pj
qpiqp1q ´ βQ
pf
pζ
pj
qpiqppj`1q “ 1. Therefore, recalling that the map β is strictly de-
creasing (by definition of a jump set), we must conclude that between 1 and pj`1 no other
value of IQ
pf
pζ
pj
qpiq can be found. This gives us the desired conclusion. 
Now we can proceed proving Theorem 5.4. Take pI, βq an extended admissible ρe,p-jump
set. We distinguish two cases, depending on whether e˚ P I. First assume that e˚ R I. Next
define the polynomial
Gpxq :“
ź
iPI
p1` xiqpβpiq´1 ´ ζp P Qpf pζpqrxs.
Using the fact that pI, βq is admissible (for a definition see immediately before the state-
ment of Theorem 3.38) one finds that the Newton polygon of Gpxq consists of the segment
connecting p0, 1q and p e
p´1
, 0q continued with a horizontal segment starting from p e
p´1
, 0q.
Therefore there exists a degree e
p´1
Eisenstein polynomial gpxq P Qpf pζpq, such that gpxq
divides Gpxq. Define
K :“ Qpf pζpqrxs{gpxq.
Clearly pi :“ x is a uniformizer in K. Moreover we have thatź
iPI
p1` piiqpβpiq “ 1
with vKpp1` piiq ´ 1q “ i, thus giving
pIK , βKq “ pI, βq,
thanks to Corollary 3.41. Now suppose that e˚ P I and write j :“ βpe˚q. We prove that
pjpp ´ 1q|e. Indeed we have that minpIq ă e˚ giving that βpminpIqq ě j ` 1. Thus, since
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we have that ρβpminpIqqpminpIqq “ pβpminpIqqpminpIqq “ pe
p´1
, we obtain that pjpp´ 1q|e. Next,
pick u1, u2 P Qpf pζpjqp1q such that
vQ
pf
pζ
pj
qp1qpu1 ´ 1q “ 1, vQ
pf
pζ
pj
qp1qpu2 ´ 1q “ pj`1, u2 R pQpf pζpjqp1qq˚p
and
u
pj`1
1 u
pj
2 “ 1
as guaranteed by Corollary 5.7. Now define
G˚pxq :“
ź
iPI,iăe˚
p1` xiqpβpiq´j´1 ´ u1 P Qpf pζpjqp1qrxs.
Using the fact that pI, βq is admissible one finds that the Newton polygon of G˚pxq con-
sists of the segment connecting p0, 1q and p e
pjpp´1q
, 0q continued with a horizontal segment
starting from p e
pjpp´1q
, 0q. Therefore there exists a degree e
pjpp´1q
Eisenstein polynomial
g˚pxq P Qpf pζpjqp1qrxs such that g˚pxq divides G˚pxq. Define
K˜ :“ Qpf pζpjqp1qrxs{g˚pxq.
Clearly pi :“ x is a uniformizer in K˜. Moreover we have that
p
ź
iPI,iăe˚
p1` piiqpβpiqqupj2 “ 1
with vK˜pp1 ` piiq ´ 1q “ i for each i P I, with i ă e˚ and with vK˜pu2 ´ 1q “ e˚. Thus, in
order to apply Corollary 3.41, we are only left with checking that u2 R K˜˚p. But this follows
at once from the fact that Qppf Ď Qpf pζpjqp1qp p?u2q and the fact that g˚pxq is an Eisenstein
polynomial and thus K˜{Qpf pζpjqp1q is totally ramified. This ends the proof of Theorem 5.4
and therefore of Theorem 1.6 in the Introduction.
6. Upper jumps of cyclic extensions
In this section we use Theorem 4.8, together with Theorem 5.1, to establish Theorem 6.2,
a classification in terms of jump sets for the possible sets of upper jumps of a cyclic wild
extension of a local field K. We next prove combinatorially that the classification obtained is
equivalent to that obtained by Miki [6], Maus [5] and Sueyoshi [11]: in this way those results
are deduced from Theorem 6.2. Finally we give a sense of how in practice the classification of
Theorem 6.2 may look, by examining it for several possible values of the triple ppI, βq, f, pq,
and in particular we do so for the most typical occurrences of pI, βq in the sense of Theorem
1.7. We also show that forK{Qppζpq totally ramified, the knowledge of the filtered Zp-module
U‚pKq is equivalent to the knowledge of all possible sets of upper jumps of cyclic wild totally
ramified extensions of K (see Corollary 6.12).
6.1. Classification of possible sets of jumps. In the rest of the section K will denote
as usual a local field of residue characteristic a prime number denoted by p. We fix Ksep a
separable closure of K and we denote by GK :“ GalpKsep{Kq the absolute Galois group of
K. Let H be a normal closed subgroup of GK . Recall that for every α P Rě0 the Galois
group GK{H is provided with a subgroup pGK{Hqα via the so-called upper ramification
filtration (see [9]). Let L{K be a finite cyclic totally ramified extension of K, with degree a
power of p. Denote by G the Galois group GalpL{Kq. A number α P Rě0 is said to be an
upper jump for L{K if Gα Ľ Gα`ε for each ε ą 0. We denote by JpL{Kq the set of upper
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jumps for L{K. From the Hasse–Arf Theorem (see [9]) we have that JpL{Kq Ă Zě1. We
denote by JK the collection of all such subsets of Zě1 as L varies among all cyclic, p-power,
totally ramified extensions of K. The set JK can be also described as follows. We consider
all totally ramified continuous homomorphisms
χ : GK Ñ Qp{Zp,
where χ is said to be totally ramified if the corresponding field extension is totally ramified.
The set of upper jumps for χ are the α P Rě0 such that χpGαKq ‰ χpGα`εK q for all ε ą 0.
This set is denoted by Jχ. One has that Jχ “ JppKsepqkerpχq{Kq, so that JK consists of the
collection of all Jχ as χ varies among continuous totally ramified characters χ : GK Ñ Qp{Zp.
Of course the set of such continuous totally characters χ : GK Ñ Qp{Zp can be equivalently
described as the set of all χ : GabK Ñ Qp{Zp continuous totally ramified. Finally it is not
difficult to see that JK is also the collection of all Jχ for all continuous homomorphisms
χ : pGabK q1 Ñ Qp{Zp. On the other hand pGabK q1 »Zp-filt U‚pKq via the Artin local reciprocity
law. Therefore we see that the definition of JK given in this section is equivalent to the
one given in the introduction: we have JK “ JU‚pKq, where the right hand side is defined
at the beginning of Section 4. Therefore we are in a position to apply the results of Section
4, notably Theorem 4.8. To make the statements simpler we first make a definition. Let
ρ denote a general shift with Tρ finite, f a positive integer, and p a prime number. Let
moreover pI, βq, pI 1, β 1q be in Jump˚ρ .
Definition 6.1. We say that pI, βq is ppI 1, β 1q, f, pq-incompatible if the following conditions
hold.
p1q The set IXI 1 is non-empty. Moreover the subset MaxppI, βq, pI 1, β 1qq of IXI 1 consisting
of those i in I X I 1 where βpiq ´ β 1piq is strictly positive and assumes the maximal possible
value, which we denote by c, has precisely one element if p ą 2 and an odd number of
elements if p “ 2.
p2q If f ą 1 then MaxppI, βq, pI 1, β 1qq “ te˚ρu.
p3q Given any i P I 1 ´ I, there is no j P I such that pj, β 1pjqq ěρ pi, c` β 1piqq.
We say that pI, βq is ppI 1, β 1q, f, pq-compatible if it is not ppI 1, β 1q, f, pq-incompatible.
Combining Theorem 4.5 and Theorem 4.8 together with Theorem 5.1 we obtain the fol-
lowing.
Theorem 6.2. Suppose that µppKq “ t1u. Then JK “ JumpρK . Suppose that µppKq ‰ t1u.
Then JK consists precisely of the elements of Jump
˚
ρK
that are ppIK , βKq, fK , pq-compatible.
We conclude this subsection by proving that the notion of ppI 1, β 1q, f, pq-incompatibility is
equivalent to a slightly simpler criterion. This is given by the next proposition, which will
be repeatedly applied in the next subsection. We make first the following definition.
Definition 6.3. Let a be a positive integer and let pI, βq be an extended ρ-jump set with
I ‰ ∅. Suppose that a ě minpIq, then we denote by tauI the largest element i of I such
that i ď a. Suppose that a ď maxpIq, then we denote by rasI the smallest element i of I
such that a ď i.
Let now pI, βq and pI 1, β 1q be two extended ρ-jump sets.
Proposition 6.4. The jump set pI, βq is ppI 1, β 1q, f, pq-incompatible if and only if the fol-
lowing holds.
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(a) Conditions p1q and p2q from definition 6.1 hold. If that is the case, let cpI, I 1q :“
βpi0q ´ β 1pi0q for any i0 P MaxppI, βq, pI 1, β 1qq.
(b) For every point i P I 1 ´MaxppI, βq, pI 1, β 1qq, we have that
β 1piq ` cpI, I 1q ą βprisIq,
whenever i ě minpIq and
ρβ
1piq`cpI,I 1qpiq ą ρβptiuI qptiuIq,
whenever i ď maxpIq.
Proof. This follows immediately by noticing that condition p3q of definition 6.1, requires only
the comparisons with tiuI and risI , as soon as they are defined, since the two inequalities in
part (b) of the present statement must certainly hold, but they trivially imply all the others
since j ÞÑ βpjq is strictly decreasing and j ÞÑ ρβpjqpjq is strictly increasing, by definition of a
jump set. 
6.2. Comparison with Miki-Maus-Sueyoshi. In this subsection we give a direct com-
binatorial verification that Theorem 6.2 and the main Theorem of [5] are indeed classifying
precisely the same sets. Of course this follows also from applying both theorems, but both
criteria being of a purely combinatorial form, it is natural to provide a combinatorial proof of
their equivalence, not relying on local fields. As an upshot we can deduce Miki’s classification
from Theorem 6.2 and the bit extra of combinatorial work of this subsection. Moreover the
combinatorial nature of the equivalence between the two classification is highlighted from the
fact that it follows from a statement about a general shift, see Proposition 6.7. Recall indeed
that the case discussed in the present section is only a very special case of the classification
we provide Theorem 4.8, which is about a general pf, ρq-quasi-free R-module (see Definition
3.27), where R is any complete DVR, f is any positive integer and ρ is a general shift. In
the case µppKq “ t1u the two descriptions are literally equal. So we pass to examine the
case µppKq ‰ t1u, where both Theorems say that JK Ď Jump˚ρK and they both provide a
criterion for an element of Jump˚ρK to be realizable as the set of jumps of a character. In the
case of Theorem 6.2, this is precisely the notion of being ppIK , βKq, fK , pq-compatible. For
the convenience of the reader we recap the formulation of Miki’s criterion as stated in [11]
in terms of a general definition, valid for any shift ρ with Tρ finite. As usual, let p denote a
prime number and f a positive integer. Let moreover pI, βq and pI 1, β 1q be in Jump˚ρ, with
both I, I 1 being non-empty.
Definition 6.5. We say that pI, βq is ppI 1, β 1q, f, pq-inadequate if the following holds. Write
JpI,βq “ tt1, . . . , tmu and JpI 1,β1q “ tλ1, . . . , λlu (see immediately above Proposition 2.3 for
the notation JpI 1,β1q) with ttiu1ďiďm and tλiu1ďiďl written in increasing order. Write s “
β 1pmaxpI 1qq. Then there is a positive integer L with L ă m´ps´1q such that the sequences
txiu0ďiăl´ps´1q, tyiu0ďiăl´ps´1q defined as xi :“ tL´i, yi :“ λl´i´ps´1q, with xi “ 0 when L ď i,
satisfy the following condition. Whenever yi P I 1, then xi ď yi, with equality occurring,
among these inequalities, precisely once if p ą 2, and an odd number of times if p “ 2.
Moreover, in case f ą 2, equality occurs precisely once, for all p, and it occurs for i “ 0 with
x0 “ y0 “ e˚ρ P I X I 1 (i.e. x1, y1 ă e1ρ). Recall that e˚ρ “ maxpTρq ` 1 and that e1ρ is the
unique positive integer such that ρpe1ρq “ e˚ρ.
We say that pI, βq is ppI 1, β 1q, f, pq-adequate if it is not ppI 1, β 1q, f, pq-inadequate.
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Remark 6.6. In [11], the final condition requires only that x1 ă e1ρ (i.e. that e˚ρ P I) because
in that case pI 1, β 1q is admissible (since it is the jump set of a local field, see definition right
after Theorem 1.6), so the condition y0 “ e˚ρ , which is equivalent to e˚ρ P JpI 1,β1q, is actually
equivalent to e˚ρ P I 1.
We next furnish a direct combinatorial proof that incompatibility and inadequacy are the
same notion.
Proposition 6.7. Let ρ be a shift with finite Tρ, let p be a prime number and f a positive
integer. Let pI, βq and pI 1, β 1q be in Jump˚ρ. Then pI, βq is ppI 1, β 1q, f, pq-inadequate if and
only if it is ppI 1, β 1q, f, pq-incompatible.
Proof. Suppose that pI, βq is ppI 1, β 1q, f, pq-inadequate. Let L ă m ´ ps ´ 1q and the two
sequences txiu0ďiďl´ps´1q, tyiu0ďiďl´ps´1q be as in definition 6.5. Let M be the set of non-
negative integers i0, with i0 ď l ´ ps ´ 1q, yi0 P I 1 and xi0 “ yi0: the size of M must be, by
definition, equal to 1 if p ą 2, and odd if p “ 2. We claim that tyiuiPM “ MaxppI, βq, pI 1, β 1qq
(for a definition of MaxppI, βq, pI 1, β 1qq see Theorem 4.8). We know that, in either case, M
is non-empty. Let i0 be one of its elements. Firstly, from the fact that L ă m ´ ps ´ 1q we
deduce precisely that the set JpI,βqXryi0,8q has strictly more elements than JpI 1,β1qXryi0,8q.
In other words yi0 P I X I 1 with βpyi0q ´ β 1pyi0q ą 0. Next let 0 ď i ď l ´ ps ´ 1q be any
other index such that yi P I X I 1. Assume yi ą yi0 , i.e. that i ă i0. From the fact that
xi ď yi, we conclude that in the interval ryi0, yis there are at least as many points of JpI,βq
as there are points of JpI 1,β1q, which amounts to βpyi0q ´ βpyiq ě β 1pyi0q ´ β 1pyiq, which can
be rewritten as βpyi0q ´ β 1pyi0q ě βpyiq ´ β 1pyiq, with equality iff i P M . A completely
analogous reasoning in the case i ą i0 brings us to the same conclusion. In other words we
have just shown that yi0 P MaxppI, βq, pI 1, β 1qq and all other i P M are precisely the i such
that yi P MaxppI, βq, pI 1, β 1qq. Therefore we conclude by the very definition of inadequacy
that conditions p1q ´ p2q of definition 6.1 hold. We are left with proving condition p3q.
Let i1 be an index such that yi1 P I 1 ´ I. Take i0 P M , and suppose i1 ă i0. Since
|JpI,βq X ryi0, xi1s| “ |JpI 1,β1q X ryi0, yi1s|, we have that βpyi0q ´ βpryi1sIq ą β 1pyi0q ´ β 1pyi1q,
which can be rewritten as c ` β 1pyi1q ą βpryi1sIq. This last inequality is precisely the
first of the two inequalities in Proposition 6.4. Next, always assuming i1 ă i0, consider
the two possible cases: xi1 ă tyi1uI or tyi1uI ď xi1 ă ryi1sI . In the first case observe
that βpyi0q ´ βptyi1uIq ą β 1pyi0q ´ β 1pyi1q, which can be recast as c ` β 1pyi1q ą βptyi1uIq.
This last inequality trivially implies that ρc`β
1pyi1 qpyi1q ą ρβptyi1 uI qptyi1uIq, since ρ is strictly
increasing. So in the first case one, trivially, obtains the second inequality of Proposition
6.4. In the second case observe that pβ 1pyi0q ´ β 1pyi1qq ´ pβpxi0q ´ βptyi1uIqq “ vρpxi0q, i.e.
ρβ
1pyi0 q´β
1pyi1 qq´pβpyi0 q´βptyi1 uIqptyi1uIq “ xi1 ă yi1, which can be rewritten as ρβptyi1 uIqptyi1uIq ă
ρc`β
1pyi1 qpyi1q. This last inequality is precisely the second inequality in Proposition 6.4.
The case i1 ą i0 can be treated in the same way. Altogether this proves that pI, βq is
ppI 1, β 1q, f, pq-incompatible.
The proof of the converse implication proceeds analogously, and basically it can be ob-
tained by inverting the above arguments. 
From Proposition 6.7 we can infer the main Theorem in [11].
Theorem 6.8. (Miki’s Theorem) Suppose that µppKq ‰ t1u. Then JK consists precisely
of the elements of Jump˚ρK that are ppIK , βKq, fK , pq-adequate.
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 6.2 and Proposition 6.7 together. 
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6.3. Examples and special cases. We begin by providing several cases where Theorem 6.2
specializes to something much simpler, the interesting case being clearly that µppKq ‰ t1u,
which we will assume in the rest of this subsection.
Corollary 6.9. Let pI, βq P Jump˚ρ, with I X IK “ ∅. Then pI, βq P JK .
Proof. Indeed, in this case condition p1q of definition 6.1 cannot possibly hold if pI 1, β 1q :“
pIK , βKq, f :“ fK , p :“ charpOK{mKq. Therefore pI, βq is ppIK , βKq, f, pq-compatible and the
conclusion follows from Theorem 6.2. 
As soon as fK ě 2 we can say the following.
Corollary 6.10. Suppose that fK ě 2. Then the following facts holds.
(a) Suppose that e˚ρK R IK. Then JK “ Jump˚ρK .
(b) Suppose that e˚ρK P IK. Then JumpρK Ď JK Ĺ Jump˚ρK .
(c) Suppose that e˚ρK P IK. Then each pI, βq P Jump˚ρK with e˚ρK P I and βpe˚ρKq ď βKpe˚ρK q
is in JK.
Proof. Let pI, βq be in Jump˚ρK . Then condition p2q of definition 6.1 cannot possibly hold ifpI 1, β 1q :“ pIK , βKq, f :“ fK , p :“ charpOK{mKq, therefore by Theorem 6.2, we obtain that
pI, βq P JK , thus giving (a). Similarly if e˚ρK R I, which amounts to saying that pI, βq P
JumpρK , then condition p2q from definition 6.1 cannot possibly hold, giving JumpρK Ď JK
from (b). The inclusion JK Ď Jump˚ρK always holds, thanks to Theorem 6.2, so, to conclude
the proof of (b), we only need to prove the strict inclusion, i.e. to provide, under the
conditions of (b), an element of Jump˚ρK that is not in JK . Consider pte˚ρKu, pe˚ρK ÞÑ nqq
with n ą βKpe˚ρK q: it trivially satisfies condition (a) from Proposition 6.4. Condition (b)
amounts to saying that for any i P IK ´ te˚ρKu we need to have n ´ βKpe˚ρK q ` βKpiq ą n.
This last inequality is equivalent to the inequality βKpiq ´ βKpe˚ρK q ą 0 and this inequality
holds by definition of jump set. Hence we conclude by Theorem 6.2 and Proposition 6.4 that
pte˚ρKu, pe˚ρK ÞÑ nqq R JK . This concludes the proof of (b).
For (c), notice that the assumption βpe˚ρK q ă βKpe˚ρK q together with fK ě 2 makes condi-
tion p2q of 6.1 impossible to hold for pI, βq, giving by Theorem 6.2 that pI, βq P JK . 
If instead fK “ 1, then there are always exceptions.
Corollary 6.11. If fK “ 1, then JK Ĺ Jump˚ρK .
Proof. We proceed as in (b) of the previous corollary. For any i P IK we consider the jump
set ptiu, pi ÞÑ nqq with n ą βKpiq. We proceed to show that this jump set is ppIK , βKq, 1, pq-
incompatible. Condition (a) of Proposition 6.4 is clearly satisfied, so we proceed to ver-
ify condition (b) of that Proposition. Taking j P IK with j ă i, we need to check that
βKpjq ` n ´ βKpiq ą n, or equivalently that βKpjq ą βKpiq. This last inequality follows
from the definition of a jump set. Take now j P IK with j ą i, we need to check that
ρ
βKpjq`n´βKpiq
K pjq ą ρnKpiq, which, ρK being strictly increasing, reduces to ρβKpiq´βKpjqK piq ă j,
which follows from the definition of a jump set. Therefore we conclude from Theorem 6.2
and Proposition 6.4 that ptiu, pi ÞÑ nqq R JK . 
We remark that if we would have put n ď βKpiq during the proof of Corollary 6.11 we
would have found, thanks to Theorem 6.2, that ptiu, pi ÞÑ nqq P JK , since condition p1q
of 6.1 is not satisfied. This will be helpful in the next corollary. It turns out that in the
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case fK “ 1 there are even enough exceptions to reconstruct the full structure of the filtered
Zp-module U‚pKq out of JK . Namely we have the following.
Corollary 6.12. Let K1, K2 be two totally ramified extensions of Qppζpq. Then JK1 “ JK2
if and only if U‚pK1q »Zp-filt U‚pK2q.
Proof. Firstly observe that T ˚ρK consists precisely of the positive integers i P Zě1 such thatptiu, pi ÞÑ nqq P JK for some positive integer n. Indeed if i R IK , then by Corollary 6.9 any
n P Zě1 is allowed. If instead i P IK then any n ď βpiq will be allowed, since in that way
Maxpptiu, pi ÞÑ nqq, pIK , βKqq “ ∅ (for the definition of Maxpptiu, pi ÞÑ nqq, pIK , βKqq “ ∅
see Theorem 4.8). Conversely, by definition of a jump set, it is clear that for any i P Zě1
such that ptiu, pi ÞÑ nqq P JK for some positive integer n, one has i P T ˚ρK . Hence T ˚ρK can
be reconstructed from JK , and, since eK “ |T ˚ρK | ´ 1, we can reconstruct eK from JK .
Next, from the proof of the previous corollary, it is clear that under the assumption
fK “ 1, the set IK can be reconstructed from JK as the set of i P T ˚ρK for which there
exists a positive integer n such that the extended ρK-jump set ptiu, pi ÞÑ nqq is not in JK .
Moreover in that proof we saw that, for i P IK , the set of such integers consists precisely of
the left interval rβKpiq ` 1,8qX Zě1, hence also βK can be reconstructed from JK . Hence
we can reconstruct pIK , βKq.
So given K1 and K2 as in the statement we have that 1 “ fK1 “ fK2, and we have shown
above that we have eK1 “ eK2 and so ρK1 “ ρK2. Moreover by the reasoning just made, from
JK1 “ JK2 we conclude that pIK1, βK1q “ pIK2, βK2q. Hence we conclude by Theorem 5.3
that U‚pK1q »Zp-filt U‚pK2q. The converse is a triviality. 
In other words, for K1, K2, totally ramified extension of Qppζpq, one has JK1 “ JK2 if
and only if eK1 “ eK2 and pIK1, βK1q “ pIK2, βK2q.
We conclude this subsection providing a more explicit description of JK in a family of
simple cases, namely when |IK | ď 2. Observe that thanks to Theorem 1.7, the equality
|IK | “ 2 is the most typical phenomenon. If vQppeq ě 2, the probability that |IK | ą 2 is
at most p1
q
qp´1 ¨ q´1
q
and at least p1
q
qp´1 ¨ p q´1
q
q2, while if vQppeq ď 1, then |IK | ď 2 always.
Observe also that |IK | “ 1 if and only if K is a tame extension of QpfK pζpnq where n
is the unique element of βKpIKq. The classification for |IK | “ 1 takes a very simple form.
Denoting by e0pKq the part of eKp´1 coprime to p, recall that, from the definition of admissible
jump sets, one has that |IK | “ 1 if and only if IK “ te0pKqu. Recall by admissibility that
βKpe0pKqq “ vQppeKq ` 1.
Corollary 6.13. (a) Suppose |IK | “ 1, fK “ 1. An extended ρK-jump set pI, βq belongs to
JK if and only if either e0pKq R I or both e0pKq P I and βpe0pKqq ď vQppeKq ` 1.
(b) Suppose |IK | “ 1, fK ě 2. Then JK “ Jump˚ρK .
Proof. (a) If e0pKq R I we conclude by Corollary 6.9. If e0pKq P I and βpe0pKqq ď
βKpe0pKqq, then condition p1q of definition 6.1 cannot possibly hold, hence we conclude
by Theorem 6.2. Suppose instead that βpe0pKqq ą βKpe0pKqq. Then all three conditions of
definition 6.1 are trivially satisfied and we conclude by Theorem 6.2, finishing the proof.
(b) This follows immediately from Corollary 6.10, given the fact that e˚ρK ‰ e0pKq P
IK . 
We next proceed providing an explicit classification in the case |IK | “ 2, fK “ 1.
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Corollary 6.14. Suppose |IK | “ 2, fK “ 1. Write IK “ te0pKq, iu. Let pI, βq P Jump˚ρK .
Then pI, βq P JK if and only if one of the following two conditions holds.
p1q One has that IK X I “ ∅.
p2q One has that IK Ď I, with MaxppI, βq, pIK, βKqq “ IK or MaxppI, βq, pIK, βKqq “ ∅.
Proof. From Corollary 6.9 we see that condition p1q indeed implies that pI, βq P JK . On
the other hand condition p2q implies that |MaxppI, βq, pIK, βKqq| is even, which makes the
condition p1q of definition 6.1 impossible to hold. Hence we see that condition p2q also
implies that pI, βq P JK . Conversely, assume that |MaxppI, βq, pIK, βKqq| “ 1 but IK Ď I.
Then conditions p1q ´ p2q ´ p3q of definition 6.1 are clearly satisfied, since IK ´ I “ ∅. So
are left with the case MaxppI, βq, pIK, βKqq “ I X IK . Suppose I X IK “ te0pKqu. Then
we have to check that ρ
βKpiq`βpe0pKqq´βKpe0pKqq
K piq ą ρβpe0pKqqK pe0pKqq which is equivalent to
ρ
βKpe0pKqq´βKpiq
K pe0pKqq ă i: this follows from the definition of a jump set. Suppose that
I X IK “ tiu. Then we have to check that βKpe0pKqq ` βpiq ´ βKpiq ą βpiq which is saying
that βKpe0pKqq ą βKpiq: this follows from the definition of a jump set. 
Remark 6.15. The reason why for |IK | “ 2 one gets such a simple criterion can be learned
from the proof of the previous corollary. Namely the inequality in condition (3) in definition
6.1 will always hold when tested against elements of MaxppI, βq, pI 1, β 1qq, but if IK has two
elements and I X IK has only one, then that is the only possible test to do. So one is
left with either IK Ď I or I X IK “ ∅, where in both cases it is very easy to say what
Theorem 6.2 prescribes. Indeed the ease of the latter case was formalized in Corollary 6.9.
For convenience we formalize also the ease of the case IK Ď I in the following last corollary.
Corollary 6.16. Suppose that fK “ 1. Suppose that pI, βq P Jump˚ρK , with IK Ď I.
Then pI, βq P JK if and only if |MaxppI, βq, pIK, βKqq| ‰ 1 when charpOK{mKq ą 2 and
|MaxppI, βq, pIK, βKqq| ı 1 mod 2 when charpOK{mKq “ 2.
Proof. The third condition of definition 6.1 becomes trivially satisfied, and the first two
conditions are precisely translated in the statement. 
7. The shooting game
The goal of this section is to explain the rules of a certain Markov process, which we called
the shooting game, and some of its variants. This process is the bridge between the two sides
of the equality in Theorem 1.7. This will be explained in detail in the next two sections. We
shall begin with an informal description.
Let ρ be a shift, and let r be a positive integer. Let p be a prime, f a positive integer and
let q :“ pf . We will use the following notation: given m P Zě1, denote by vρpmq :“ maxpi P
Zě0 : m P impρiqq. Denote by n :“ vρprq. Imagine there are n ` 1 shooters S0, S1, . . . , Sn,
and a rabbit R placed in initial position r. The activity of the shooters is to shoot at the
rabbit in turns. If the rabbit sits in position x the shooter will always shoot from the y P Tρ
such that ρvρpxqpyq “ x. We shall call such a y the shooting position of the shot. The value
vρpxq is called the length of the shot. The rules describing how the shooters take turns and
what the outcome of each turn is are the following.
p1q The shooter Si cannot perform any shot of length strictly smaller than i.
p2q Whenever it turns out (with the above rules) that a shot of length strictly smaller
than i must be performed, then Si leaves the game forever.
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p3q A shooter Si can start shooting only when all the other shooters Sj with j ą i had to
leave the game by rule p2q. In this case he will actually shoot.
p4q The rabbit R moves only when someone shoots. At each shot the rabbit moves some-
where forward on Zě1. If h is a positive integer, then R moves exactly h steps forward with
probability q´1
qh
.
p5q The rabbit R starts in position r.
We next explain a natural way to attach to a shooting game G a ρ-jump set pIG, βGq.
Suppose that during the game G we keep track of the shooting positions where a new
shooter came in. Let’s call this set IG. To each element of IG we attach the length of the
corresponding shot plus one, and call βG the resulting map from IG to Zě1. Observe that,
thanks to the rules, it is clear that βG gives also exactly one plus the number of shooters
still participating in that round. Indeed this is true for n by the assumption that the first
round must be played with length n (and so must be played necessarily by Sn otherwise rule
p3q would be contradicted). For b ă n, the shooter Sb cannot enter the game playing a shot
of length smaller than b by virtue of rule p1q, moreover, by virtue of rule p3q, it must be
that Sb`1 has left the game if Sb is playing so the length of the shot cannot be more than b,
otherwise Sb`1 is still allowed to play and, still by rule p3q, he will do so. Thus the length
must be b. So the map βG is strictly decreasing. Moreover, by rule p4q, the rabbit moves
forward, which means that the map iÑ ρβGpiqpiq is strictly increasing on IG. In other words
we have shown the following fact.
Proposition 7.1. For each game G, the pair pIG, βGq is a ρ-jump set.
Shooting games can be conveniently formalized in the language of discrete-time Markov
processes. We recall the basic definition in the generality that will be relevant for us.
A discrete-time Markov process consists of a set S, called the state space, equipped with
a transition function
P : S ˆ S Ñ r0, 1s,
and with a point x0 P S, called the initial state of the process. Moreover we require that
for each x in S the function y ÞÑ P px, yq is a probability measure on S, with respect to the
discrete sigma-algebra on S. In other words we require that
ř
yPS P px, yq “ 1. We shall refer
to P px, yq as the probability to transition from x to y. The data pS, P, x0q with the above
properties, suffice to construct a probability space that models the behavior of a discrete
random walk in S starting at x0 and proceeding at each stage from x to y with probability
P px, yq. To do so we consider the space of paths
Ω :“ SZě1 ,
as a topological space with the product topology, where S is viewed as a topological space
with the discrete topology. On BpΩq, the sigma-algebra of Borel sets of Ω, a unique prob-
ability measure µP,x0 is defined with the following property. Take m a positive integer. Let
y1, . . . , ym be elements of S. For convenience put y0 :“ x0. Let Y be the cylinder set
Y :“ ty0u ˆ . . .ˆ tymu ˆ SZěm`1. We have that
µP,x0pY q “
m´1ź
i“0
P pyi, yi`1q.
Moreover we ask that µP,x0ptx0u ˆ SZě2q “ 1. The existence of such a measure is a simple
consequence of the Kolmogorov extension theorem [14, Theorem 2.4.3].
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For the shooting game the triple pS, P, x0q is as follows. We take as state space
S :“ tpx1, x2q P Zě1 ˆ Zě0 : vρpx1q “ x2u.
In the informal description being in state px1, x2q P S, means that the rabbit R is in position
x1 and that the next shot will be of length x2 “ vρpx1q. The initial point is
x0 :“ pr, nq.
The transition function is defined as follows. Let x :“ px1, x2q and y :“ py1, y2q be in S with
y1 ą x1. Then we put
P px, yq :“ q ´ 1
qy1´x1
.
For all other choices of x, y P S we put P px, yq “ 0. We shall denote by pS pρ, r, qq, µq,rq
the pair pΩ, µP,x0q defined in the above paragraph. This is the space of shooting games.
Sometimes we shall also use the notation S pρ, rq to denote merely the topological space
Ω “ SZě1. Observe that
µq,rptpω1, ω2q P S pρ, rq : ω1 is strictly increasinguq “ 1.
The informal description, at the beginning of this section, gives us a map
S pρ, rq Ñ Jumpρ,
which can be described as follows. Let pω1, ω2q be in S pρ, rq with ω1 strictly increasing.
Define
Ipω1,ω2q :“ ti P Zě1 : for all positive integers j smaller than i we have ω2piq ă ω2pjqu.
We put βpω1,ω2q to be the restriction of ω2 ` 1 to Ipω1,ω2q. One readily sees that if G is the
shooting game corresponding to pω1, ω2q, then the jump set pIpω1,ω2q, βpω1,ω2qq coincides with
pIG, βGq. In the subspace, having measure 0, of pω1, ω2q such that ω1 is not an increasing map,
we let Ipω1,ω2q “ ∅. Extended jump sets arise from a natural modification of the shooting
game, called the extended shooting game. From now on we assume that Tρ is finite. Moreover
from now on we shall restrict the variable r to be smaller than e˚ρ “ maxpTρq ` 1. The key
difference with a shooting game is that in an extended shooting game the shooters can shoot
from T ˚ρ and not only from Tρ. We shall directly introduce the extended shooting game in
terms of Markov processes.
For the extended shooting game we consider the following triple pS˚, P ˚, x0q. For any two
positive integers k1, k2 define vρpe˚ρ , k1, k2q :“ #tm P Zě0 : k1 ă ρmpe˚ρq ď k2u. We take as
state space the set S˚ of points px1, x2q P Zě1ˆZě0 such that one of the following two holds.
Either we have vρpx1q “ x2: in this case px1, x2q is said to be of the first kind. Or we have
that ρx2pe˚ρq “ x1: in this case px1, x2q is said to be of the second kind. The initial point is
x0 :“ pr, vρprqq.
The definition of the transition function is slightly more involved. However, right after the
definition, we will give an intuitive perspective on such functions. Let x :“ px1, x2q and
y :“ py1, y2q be in S with y1 ą x1. If y is of the first kind we put
P ˚px, yq :“ q ´ 1
qy1´x1pvρpe
˚
ρ ,x1,y1q
.
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If y is of the second kind we put
P ˚px, yq :“ p´ 1
qy1´x1´1pvρpe
˚
ρ ,x1,y1q
.
In all the other cases we put P ˚px, yq “ 0. A straightforward calculation shows that this
function P ˚ satisfies the equations of a transition functions. We shall instead explain this
in a different way, which offers a more intuitive perspective on the formula for P ˚. This
can be done by considering an auxiliary family of Markov processes: informally these can
be imagined as the Markov processes modeling the behavior of a repeated coin toss that is
stopped at the first win. Fix x1 P Zě0. Let the state space be Sx1 :“ t0, 1u ˆ Zěx1 . Let the
initial point be x0 :“ p1, x1q. Let y be an integer larger than x1. We put Px1pp1, yq, p1, yqq :“
1, and Px1pp1, yq, zq “ 0 for all the other values of z in Sx1. Moreover we put Px1pp0, yq, p0, y`
1qq “ 1
q
and Px1pp0, yq, p1, y ` 1qq “ q´1q . Finally we put Px1pp1, x1q, p0, x1 ` 1qq “ 1q and
Px1pp1, x1q, p1, x1` 1qq “ q´1q . For all the other values of z1, z2 in Sx1 we put Px1pz1, z2q “ 0.
In this manner one obtains a Markov process where with probability 1 a path is eventually
constant, with second coordinate strictly greater than x1. In this manner a probability
measure on Ząx1 is induced, with respect to the discrete sigma-algebra. This measure is
precisely the one used in the shooting games: it gives to each x P Ząx1 weight equal to q´1qx´x1 .
We can imagine a path in Sx1 as given by the following scenario. A walker is equipped with
a coin C giving 1 with probability q´1
q
and 0 with probability 1
q
. He starts his walk at x1
and moves at x1 ` 1 to see if he will stop there forever. He tosses C and if the result is 1 he
will stop there forever, otherwise he has to move at x1` 2 and repeat the operation. On the
other hand, to obtain the formula for P ˚ we are in the following scenario. Our walker has
also a second special coin C˚, this coin takes 1 with probability p´1
p
and 0 with probability
1
p
. The rule is that he can use C˚ only when he arrives at a position x such that there is a
nonnegative integer m with ρmpe˚ρq “ x. In this case before using C he uses C˚. In case C˚
gives 1 he will remain in x forever and he is also provided with a cash prize. If C˚ gives 0
he will use C that will still follow the rules as before, telling him if he will stay forever at
x (though without cash prize) or if he has to move to x ` 1 to try again his luck. In this
manner we obtain a natural probability measure on t0, 1u ˆ Ząx1 , which we denote by P˚x1,
where the first coordinate is 1 precisely when the walker has obtained also a cash prize. One
has that if py1, y2q is of the first type, then
P˚x1pp0, y1qq “ P ˚ppx1, x2q, py1, y2qq,
and if py1, y2q is of the second type, then
P˚x1pp1, y1qq “ P ˚ppx1, x2q, py1, y2qq.
The triple pS˚, P ˚, rq gives rise to the probability space of extended shooting games. This
is the pair pS ˚pρ, r, qq, µ˚q,rq :“ pΩ˚, µP˚,rq, where Ω˚ “ pS˚qZě1 is the space of paths and
µ˚q,r is the natural probability measure on it, as explained above. Sometimes we shall use
the notation S ˚pρ, rq to denote merely the topological space Ω˚ “ pS˚qZě1 .
Imitating what we have done in the case of shooting games, we obtain a map
S ˚pρ, rq Ñ Jump˚ρ.
Equip Jump˚ρ with the discrete sigma algebra. Pushing forward µ
˚
q,r via the map S
˚pρ, r, qq Ñ
Jump˚ρ, we obtain a probability measure on Jump
˚
ρ, which we will denote also by µ
˚
q,r. Let
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pI, βq be in Jump˚ρ. Observe that for r “ e1ρ the measure µ˚q,r gives positive probability to
pI, βq if and only if pI, βq is admissible (for a definition see immediately before Theorem
3.38).
We devote the next subsection to describe a number of subspaces and quotients of S ˚pρ, rq
that will play an important role in the proof of Theorem 1.7.
7.1. Subspaces and quotients of extended shooting games. For any positive integer
j we define S ˚ějpρ, rq to be the set of G P S ˚pρ, rq such that IG ‰ ∅ and minpβGq ě j.
We denote by S ˚ějpρ, r, qq the above set viewed as a measure space with the restriction of
µ˚q,r. If we normalize the measure in the unique way to get a probability space, we will
denote the resulting probability space as S ˚ějpρ, r|qq: this is the probability space of games
G conditioned to never invoke a shooter of lower index then Sj.
Next we define S ˚“jpρ, rq to be the set of G P S ˚pρ, rq such that IG ‰ ∅ and minpβGq “ j
and e˚ρ R IG. We denote by S ˚“jpρ, r, qq the above set viewed as a measure space with the
restriction of µ˚q,r. If we normalize the measure in the unique way to get a probability space,
we will denote the resulting probability space as S ˚“jpρ, r|qq: this is the probability space of
games G conditioned to invoke as a last shooter Sj, with his first shot being not from e
˚
ρ.
We define S ˚“j,˚pρ, rq to be the set of G P S ˚pρ, rq such that minpβGq “ j and e˚ρ P IG.
We denote by S ˚“j,˚pρ, r, qq the above set viewed as a measure space with the restriction
of µ˚q,r. If we normalize the measure in the unique way to get a probability space, we will
denote the resulting probability space as S ˚“j,˚pρ, r|qq: this is the probability space of games
G conditioned to invoke as a last shooter Sj, and by letting him shoot for the first time from
e˚ρ.
Finally for any positive integers x we define Sx,stoppρ, r, qq as the quotient probability
space of S ˚pρ, r, qq, where two games are identified precisely when the trajectories of the
rabbit are identical as long as the rabbit stays below x.
For all the following remarks m will denote vρpe˚ρq. We will assume that ρ is such that
m ě 2. Equivalently we are assuming that in S ˚pρ, e1ρ, qq the subspace S ˚“1pρ, e1ρ, qq has
probability strictly smaller than 1: in case the subspace S ˚“1pρ, e1ρ, qq has probability equal
to 1, then the shooting game gives constantly the jump set pte1ρu, e1ρ ÞÑ 1q.
For a positive integer x and a nonnegative integer m1, such that x P Impρm1q we denote by
ρ´m
1pxq the unique positive integer y such that ρm1pyq “ x.
Remark 7.2. Let j P t1, . . . , mu. Given G an element of S ˚pρ, ρ´pj´1qpe1ρqq, by applying
ρj´1 to it, we obtain an element of S ˚ějpρ, e1ρq, this map is a bijection. Moreover the map
ρj´1 induces an isomorphism of measure spaces S ˚ějpρ, e1ρ|qq »meas. space S ˚pρ, ρ´pj´1qpe1ρq, qq.
The map induced on jump sets consists simply of shifting β by j´ 1. We call ψj the inverse
of the isomorphism given by ρj´1.
Remark 7.3. The map described in Remark 7.2 induces an isomorphism of measure spaces
S ˚“jpρ, e1ρ, qq »meas. space S ˚“1pρ, ρ´pj´1qpe1ρq, qq.
Remark 7.4. For all elements G of a given equivalence class C in Sx,stoppρ, r, qq the set
ti P IG : ρβGpiqpiq ď xu will be the same, and similarly the restriction of βG to this set will
be the same. The resulting pair pIC , βCq is also an extended ρ-jump set. In particular the
set S ˚“1pρ, e1ρq consists of a union of equivalence classes for the projection to Se˚ρ ,stoppρ, e
1
ρq.
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Moreover in each such equivalence class C, the jump set pIC , βCq coincides with the jump
set pIG, βGq for any G belonging to C.
Remark 7.5. Let j be in t1, . . . , m ´ 1u. Observe that the projection of S ˚“j,˚pρ, e1ρ|qq to
Sρjpe˚ρ q,stoppρ, e
1
ρ, qq lands in the image of S ˚ěj`1pρ, e1ρ, qq. Thus we can apply to it ψj`1, land-
ing in S ˚
e
1
ρ,stop
pρ, ρ´jpe1ρq, qq. We denote by ψ˚j : S ˚“j,˚pρ, e1ρ|qq Ñ Sρ´j`1pe1ρq,stoppρ, ρ´jpe
1
ρq, qq
the resulting map. If C “ ψ˚j pGq then IG “ ICYte˚u with βG|IC “ βC`j´1 and βGpe˚q “ j.
This provides a reconstruction of pIG, βGq from pIψpGq, βψpGqq.
Remark 7.6. Given j P t1, . . . , nu, it can be easily shown that one has always that
pp´ 1qµ˚
q,e
1
ρ
pS ˚ěj`1pρ, e
1
ρ, qqq “ µ˚q,e1ρpS
˚
“j,˚pρ, e
1
ρ, qqq.
In the setting of local fields this fact is mirrored by Proposition 5.6.
8. Shooting game and filtered orbits
Fix p a prime number. Using the notation of Section 3, we take R “ Zp, and we fix f a
positive integer and ρ a shift. Let q :“ pf , and we recall that the module Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ was
defined on top of subsection 3.3.4. On the other hand recall from Theorem 3.37 that the
set of extended jump sets is in bijection with the set of AutfiltpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q-orbits of vectors
in piRpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q. Thus, by using the Haar measure, this induces naturally a probability
measure on the set of extended admissible ρ-jump sets. We call this measure µq,Haar: given
pI, βq an admissible extended ρ-jump set, we have that µq,HaarpI, βq :“ µHaarpfilt-ord´1pI, βqq,
where the Haar measure is normalized giving total mass 1 to the set of orbits corresponding
to admissible jump sets (for a definition of admissible see right before Theorem 3.38).
On the other hand Section 7 provides us with another measure on admissible extended
jump sets, namely the probability that a shooting game in S pρ, e1ρ, qq gives the jump set
pI, βq. We denoted by µ˚
q,e
1
ρ
this probability measure on Jump˚ρ.
Proposition 8.1. For any extended admissible ρ-jump set pI, βq one has that
µq,HaarpI, βq “ µ˚q,e1ρpI, βq.
Proof. We prove slightly more. Namely we construct a map Gp´q sending an admissible
vector v into a shooting game Gpvq P S ˚pρ, e1ρ, qq, in such a way that G˚pµHaarq “ µ˚q,e1ρ and
that pIv, βvq “ pIGpvq, βGpvqq.
To construct such a map fix a filtered basis B for Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ , in the sense of Definition
3.24. This provides us for each i P Tρ with elements bi,1, . . . , bi,f of Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ with weights
obeying wpbi,jq “ i, and for e˚ρ we are provided with an element be˚ρ with wpbe˚ρ q “ e˚ρ and
be˚ρ R piR ¨ pMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q. Next fix A :“ tα1, . . . , α|R{mR|´1u a set of representatives in R of
pR{mRq˚. For every i P Tρ, denote by Fi :“ A ¨ Bi the set of ab with a P A and b P B.
Denote by i˚ the unique element of Tρ such that there exists a positive integer m with
e˚ρ “ ρmpi˚q. Furthermore denote by Fe˚ρ :“ pi
vρpe˚ρ q
R Fi˚ `A tbe˚ρ u. The sets Fi as i runs in
T ˚ρ are pairwise disjoint. For any vector z PMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ , there exists a unique i P T ˚ρ , which
we denote by iz, such that there exist bz P Fiz and vpzq P Zě0 with wp´pivpzqR bz ` zq ą wpzq,
where ρvpzqpizq “ wpzq and bz P Fiz . The elements bz, vpzq are unique.
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Now let v P piRpMf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ q be a vector in an admissible orbit. Let x be the vector in
Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ such that piRx “ v. We inductively construct a sequence of vectors by letting
x1 “ x and setting xj`1 “ xj ´ pivpxj qR bxj the unique expression explained above. We use this
sequence of vectors to attach to v a shooting game Gpvq as follows: we consider the map
pf1, f2q : Zě1 Ñ Zě1 ˆ Zě1, given by the relation f1piq “ wpxiq and f2piq “ vpxiq. One can
easily verify that the pushforward with Gp´q of the Haar measure is µ˚
q,e
1
ρ
and that the map
Gp´q preserves jump sets. 
9. A mass-formula for U1
Let p be a prime number, f be a positive integer, denote by q “ pf , let e P pp ´ 1qZě1
and let pI, βq be an extended admissible ρe,p-jump set. The goal of this section is to provide
a proof of Theorem 1.7. In virtue of Proposition 8.1, this task is equivalent to proving the
following Theorem.
Theorem 9.1.
µ e
p´1
,Q
pf
pζpqptK P Sp
e
p´ 1 ,Qpf pζpqq : pIK , βKq “ pI, βquq “ µ
˚
q,e
1
ρ
pI, βq.
If F is a local field and h is a positive integer, then Eisph, F q denotes the set of degree h
Eisenstein polynomials in F rxs. These are monic polynomials fpxq with coefficients in OF ,
that reduced modulo mF , the maximal ideal of OF , become x
h and such that fp0q R m2F .
9.1. Proof outline. Since our proof of Theorem 9.1 is quite long, we shall first explain
its basic idea. In subsection 9.1.1 we give an overview of the main ideas of the proof. In
subsection 9.1.2 we explain how the proof reduces to the construction of certain maps from
certain spaces of Eisenstein polynomials to shooting games. Finally we spend the rest of the
section to construct such maps and to show that they meet all the requirements explained
in subsection 9.1.2.
9.1.1. The idea of the proof. In this subsection the discussion is informal. Our priority here
is to provide some intuition about how the proof of Theorem 9.1 goes. For a formal proof
see from subsection 9.1.2 on.
The starting idea is to proceed as in the proof of Proposition 8.1. One has immediately a
difference between the set-up of Proposition 8.1 and the one of Theorem 9.1. In Proposition
8.1 one has a fixed free-filtered module where it is possible to successively “shoot at elements
of Mf´1ρ ‘M˚ρ ” as done in that proof, using a fixed filtered basis. In this manner a measure-
preserving map is obtained sending each vector of Mf´1ρ ‘ M˚ρ to an extended shooting
game. By measure-preserving here we mean that the push-forward of the measure on the
source is equal to the measure on the target. In Theorem 9.1 we have a varying quasi-free
filtered module, namely U‚pKq, so we need firstly to find a common manner to successively
“shoot at the units” in order to proceed as in the proof of Proposition 8.1. This step can
be done by fixing the set of polynomials B :“ tp1` γxiq : i P Tρe,p, γ P TeichpQpf q ´ t0uu Y
t1` ε1x pep´1 u, where TeichpQpf q denotes the set of Teichmu¨ller representatives of Fpf in Qpf .
Here ε1 is a Teichmu¨ller representative of a fixed element ε1 P Fpf with TrFpf {Fppεq ‰ 0.
To keep a stricter analogy with the proof of Theorem 8.1, we should only allow a set of
Teichm¨uller representatives that, once it is reduced modulo pZpf , it becomes a basis of Fpf .
Since this restriction would make the description of the next steps heavier and is irrelevant
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for the present discussion, we shall disregard it. One can attempt to proceed precisely
as in the proof of Theorem 8.1 in order to construct a measure-preserving function from
the set of Eisenstein polynomials to the set of shooting games. As we will see, we will
use only a part of this idea, one that is still good enough to obtain a proof of Theorem
9.1 and that combined with a different set of observations (explained at the end of this
subsection) leads to more informative results. More concretely one starts with an Eisenstein
polynomial gpxq “ x ep´1 ` ř ep´1´1i“0 aixi. Next one finds a unit u in Zpf rζps˚ in such a way
that ugpxq “ ux ep´1 `ř ep´1´1i“1 uaixi`1´ ζp. Hence in the field Qpf pζpqrxs{gpxq one can write
ζp “ 1`
ř e
p´1
´1
i“1 uaix
i`ux ep´1 “: g1pxq. At this point one multiplies g1pxq by p1`γxe0qp
vQp
peq
for a suitable γ P TeichpQpf q, where e0 denotes the largest divisor of ep´1 coprime to p. After
expanding the product, we replace all the powers of x having degree larger than e
p´1
with their
remainder upon division by gpxq. In this way a second expression g2pxq “ 1`
ř pe
p´1
´1
i“1 aip2qxi
is obtained. Now we would like to iterate this. We do so as long as this unit has weight
less than pe
p´1
. In this case we have precisely one way to choose an element of B that does
the same job 1 ` γxe0 did for g1pxq: in particular we do not use the element 1 ` ε1x
pe
p´1 . If
we iterate this procedure as long as the weight stays below pe
p´1
, we obtain a sequence of
polynomials g1pxq, . . . , gkpxq where gs`1pxq is obtained by “shooting” gspxq with an element
of B in the way hinted above. Moreover it is relatively easy to determine that the change
of weight from gspxq to gs`1pxq obeys the same rule as the change of positions of the rabbit
during the shooting game. Indeed, as we shall see in the proof, although the expressions
for gs`1pxq can become increasingly complicated, there is a simple way to get the probability
that the weight of gs`1pxq will be larger than a given y, with y ă pep´1 . The reason for this is
that we can divide in two pieces the expressions that decide whether the weight of gs`1pxq
will be larger than y. One piece comes from “lower order terms” and it behaves in the proof,
from the probabilistic point of view, as a constant. The other piece comes in a very simple
manner from the Eisenstein polynomial gpxq and one sees, directly from the definition of
Haar measure on Eisenstein polynomials, that it is a uniform random variable in TeichpQpf q.
In this way we can prove Theorem 9.1 for all pI, βq with minpβq “ 1 and pe
p´1
R I. To proceed
further we need to deal with the case that, in the above “shooting process”, the unit has
reached a weight at least pe
p´1
and we have not yet used a shot of length 0. That means
that either pe
p´1
P IK with βp pep´1q “ 1 or ζp2 P K. The last remark in Section 7.1 tells us
that the former possibility should occur precisely p´ 1 times as often as the latter. On the
other hand Proposition 5.6 tells us that the same happens for local fields. Indeed the fields
tQpf pζpqpsq : s P t1, . . . , pu have all the same mass, therefore by Proposition 5.6 we conclude
that they partition the set of local fields K, having either pe
p´1
P K or ζp2 P K, into p disjoint
sets X1, . . . , Xp having all the same mass, with K P Xs if and only if Qpf pζpqpsq Ď K. For
s P t1, . . . , p´ 1u we have that the total mass of Xs equals 1p´1 of the total mass of the fields
K with pe
p´1
P IK and βKp pep´1q “ 1. On the other hand Xp consists of those fields K with
ζp2 P K. So we deal with the set X1, . . . , Xp´1 working with Eisenstein polynomials over
Qpf pζpqp1q, . . . ,Qpf pζpqpp ´ 1q and we deal with Xp using Qpf pζp2q. Thanks to Proposition
5.6, by repeating the above “shooting argument” for the sets X1, . . . , Xp´1, Theorem 9.1 is
proved also in the case that pe
p´1
P I with βp pe
p´1
q “ 1. The idea is to repeat this whole proof
structure over Qpf pζp2q.
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9.1.2. Proof strategy. The plan of the proof is the following. Let n :“ vQppeq. We will use
the notation from Section 7 and in particular from Section 7.1. For each j P t0, 1, . . . , nu we
construct maps
σj : Eisp e
pjpp´ 1q ,Qqpζpj`1qq Ñ S pep´1 ,stoppρe,p,
e
pjpp´ 1q , qq
and for each j1 P t0, . . . , n´ 1u and j2 P t1, .., p´ 1u we construct maps
σj1,j2 : Eisp
e
pj1`1pp´ 1q ,Qqpζpj1`1qpj2qq Ñ S ep´1 ,stoppρe,p,
e
pj1`1pp´ 1q , qq,
having the following two properties.
pP.1q For any j P t0, 1, . . . , nu and fpxq P Eisp e
pjpp´1q
,Qqpζpj`1qq, denoting by Kfpxq :“
Qqpζpj`1qrxs{fpxq, we have that
ti P IKfpxq : ρ
βKfpxq
´pj`1q
e,p piq ă pe
p´ 1u “ Iσjpfpxqq
and for each i P Iσjpfpxqq we have that
βKfpxqpiq “ βσjpfpxqqpiq ` j.
For any j1 P t0, . . . , n´ 1u, j2 P t1, . . . , p´ 1u and fpxq P Eisp epj`1pp´1q ,Qqpζpj1`1qpj2qq , we
have that
IKfpxq “ Iσj1,j2 pfpxqq Y t
pe
p ´ 1u.
For i P Iσj1,j2 pfpxqq we have
βKfpxqpiq “ βσj1,j2 pfpxqqpiq ` j1 ` 1.
Finally we have
βKfpxqp
pe
p´ 1q “ j1 ` 1.
pP.2q For any j P t0, 1, . . . , nu pushing forward µHaar, the natural probability measure on
Eisp e
pjpp´1q
,Qqpζpj`1qq coming from the Haar measure on the coefficients, with σj one obtains
µ˚q, e
pj pp´1q
,ρe,p
, the probability measure on S pe
p´1
,stoppρe,p, epjpp´1q , qq introduced in Section 7.
For any j1 P t0, 1, . . . , n´1u and j2 P t1, . . . , p´1u, pushing forward µHaar with σj1,j2 from
EispQqpζpj1`1qpj2qq to S e
pj1 pp´1q
pρe,p, epj1`1pp´1q , qq, one obtains µ˚q, e
pj1`1pp´1q
,ρe,p
.
The construction of such maps σj and σj1,j2 satisfying pP.1q and pP.2q as above, is sufficient
to prove Theorem 9.1 and thus Theorem 1.7. Indeed, thanks to Remark 7.4, we can conclude
with σ0 that Theorem 9.1 holds for all pI, βq with minpβq “ 1 and pep´1 R I. At that point we
know that the probability of the event tminpβq ą 1 or pe
p´1
P Iu has equal probability on both
sides (Eisenstein polynomials and shooting games). We remark that this conclusion can be
reached alternatively also by a direct computation. By Remark 7.6 we know that, at the level
of shooting games, the probability of the event t pe
p´1
P I, βp pe
p´1
q “ 1u is p´1 times as large as
the event tminpβq ą 1u. On the other hand this is clearly true also at the level of Eisenstein
polynomials: the fields Qqpζpqpjq have the same mass as j runs through t1, . . . , pu, and by
Proposition 5.6, precisely the first p ´ 1 of them give the event t pe
p´1
P I, βp pe
p´1
q “ 1u, while
the last (which is Qqpζp2q) gives the event tminpβq ą 1u. Thus we can go on in the proof of
Theorem 9.1 by conditioning on both sides with either the event t pe
p´1
P I, βp pe
p´1
q “ 1u or
the event tminpβq ą 1u. Thus by Remark 7.5, and with the σ0,j2 we conclude the validity
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of Theorem 9.1 for pI, βq with pe
p´1
P I and βp pe
p´1
q “ 1. Here we are using that if F {K is a
totally ramified Galois extension of local fields, then, for an extension F {E and a positive
integer d P rF : EsZě1, the conditional probability measure µd,Ep´|tF is a subfielduq equals
the probability measure µ d
rF :Es
,F
1. That justifies the passage to Eisenstein polynomials over
the extensions Qqpζppjqq.
Now we continue working over Qqpζp2q and we proceed precisely as above. Namely we first
use the map σ1 to show that Theorem 9.1 holds for pI, βq with minpβq “ 2 and pep´1 R I. If
n “ 1 we are done. Otherwise we again obtain that the measure of the event tminpβq ą
2 or pe
p´1
P Iu coincides on both sides of Theorem 9.1. Finally Remark 7.6 gives that, at the
level of shooting games, the event t pe
p´1
P I, βp pe
p´1
q “ 2u is p ´ 1 times as frequent as the
event tminpβq ą 2u. This holds also for Eisenstein polynomials thanks to the fact that the
extensions Qqpζp2qpjq of Qqpζp2q for j P t1, . . . , pu have all the same mass, and by Proposition
5.6 we have that the first p ´ 1 give the event t pe
p´1
P I, βp pe
p´1
q “ 2u while the last (which
is Qqpζp3q) gives the event tminpβq ą 2u. Thus we use the maps σ1,j to prove Theorem 9.1,
with the same considerations made above, and we go on working over Qqpζp3q. Iterating this
argument we prove Theorem 9.1 for every pI, βq, an extended admissible jump set. Therefore
to finish the proof, we are left with constructing the maps σj , σj1,j2 and showing that they
have properties pP.1q and pP.2q. This done in the next two subsections.
9.2. Construction of the maps σj , σj1,j2. Let j P t0, . . . , nu, we begin with the construc-
tion of σj . To lighten the notation, denote ej :“ epjpp´1q . An element
fpxq :“ xej `
ej´1ÿ
i“0
aix
i
in Eispej,Qqpζpj`1qq can be equivalently represented as
f˜pxq :“ 1`
ejÿ
i“1
a˜ix
i
where f˜pxq :“ 1´ζpj`1
a0
fpxq ` ζpj`1. This gives us an embedding of Eispej ,Qqpζpj`1qq into
HejpQqpζpj`1qq :“ tg P Zqrζpj`1s : degpgq ď ej, gp0q “ 1, gpxq ” 1 or gpxq ” 1`axej mod p1´
ζpj`1q for some a P Zqrζpj`1s˚u. Starting with f0pxq :“ f˜pxq, we define inductively a sequence
tfnpxqunPZě0 with fnpxq P Hej pQqpζpj`1qq for every n P Zě0. To do so we first define a weight
map on HejpQqpζpj`1qq by
wp1`
ejÿ
i“1
bix
iq “ min1ďiďej :bi‰0pejvQqpζpj`1 qpbiq ` iq.
Now, suppose that wpfnpxqq ě pep´1 , then declare
fn`1pxq “ fnpxq.
So, suppose that wpfnpxqq ă pep´1 . Observe that
fnpxq P UwpfnpxqqpQqpζpj`1qrxs{fpxqq ´ Uwpfnpxqq`1pQqpζpj`1qrxs{fpxqq,
1Here we are using the following standard notation. If pX,µq is a probability space and A Ď X is
a measurable subset with µpAq ą 0, then µp´|Aq denotes the probability measure on A, defined by the
formula µp´|AqpBq :“ µpBq
µpAq for each B Ď A measurable.
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thus there exist unique in P Tρe,p, βn P Zě0 and unique εn, a Teichmu¨ller representative in
Qq, such that
p1` εnxinqpβnfnpxq P Uwpfnpxqq`1pQqpζpj`1qrxs{fpxqq.
It is not difficult to show that there exists a unique element of HejpQqpζpj`1qq congruent
to p1 ` εnxinqpβnfnpxq modulo fpxq and of degree at most ej . We put fn`1pxq to be this
element. It follows by construction that wpfn`1pxqq ě wpfnpxqq with equality occurring iff
wpfnpxqq ě pep´1 . Moreover in the case of equality we have fn`1pxq “ fnpxq. Thus we define
σjpfpxqq :“ tn ÞÑ pwpfn´1pxqq, βn´1qunPZě1 P S pep´1 ,stoppρe,p,
e
pjpp´ 1q , qq.
Let now j1 P t0, . . . , n ´ 1u and j2 P t1, . . . , p ´ 1u. The map σj1,j2 is defined similarly
to how the maps σj were defined. We briefly explain the modifications. Fix units u1, u2 P
Qqpζpj1`1qpj2q with
u
p
1u2 “ ζpj1`1, vQqpζpj1`1 qpj2qpu1 ´ 1q “ 1, vQqpζpj1`1 qpj2qpu2 ´ 1q “
pe
p´ 1
and u2 R pQqpζpj1`1qpj2qq˚p, as guaranteed by Proposition 5.7 and Corollary 3.41 together.
Next, given fpxq :“ xej1`1 `řej1i“0 aixi P Eispej1`1,Qqpζpj1`1qq, define this time
f˜pxq :“ 1´ u1
a0
fpxq ` u1.
Also change Hej1`1pQqpζpj1`1qpj2qq to be the set
tg P Zqrζpj1`1, u1s : degpgq ď ej1`1, gp0q “ 1, gpxq ” 1 or gpxq ” 1` xej mod p1´ u1qu,
and set the cut-off for concluding fn`1pxq “ fnpxq to be wpfnpxqq ě ej . Following the above
procedure, with these modifications, we get the construction of
σj1,j2pfpxqq P S ep´1 ,stoppρe,p,
e
pj1`1pp´ 1q , qq.
9.3. The maps σj , σj1,j2 satisfy properties pP.1q, pP.2q. Let us begin showing that, for
j P t0, . . . , nu, the map σj obeys the property pP.1q. By construction, we know that for
fpxq P Eispej,Qqpζpj`1qq, we have that
ζpj`1 ¨
ź
n:wpfnpxqqă
pe
p´1
p1` αnxinqpβn P U pe
p´1
pQqpζpj`1qrxs{fpxqq,
with pβnin “ wpfnpxqq, so the sequence n ÞÑ pβnin is strictly increasing as n runs with the
constraint wpfnpxqq ă pep´1 . Of course, the weight of 1 ` αnxin in U‚pQqpζpj`1qrxs{fpxqq
is precisely in. Therefore one sees that the values of n such that in P IQqpζpj`1 qrxs{fpxq are
precisely those where βn reaches a new minimum. This is precisely the same rule that
implies in P Iσjpfpxqq. For such an in it easily follows from Corollary 3.41 that
βn ` j ` 1 “ βQqpζpj`1 qrxs{fpxq.
This shows that σj enjoys the property pP.1q for each j P t0, . . . , nu.
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We next show that for j1 P t0, . . . , n ´ 1u and j2 P t1, . . . , p ´ 1u, the map σj1,j2 satisfies
pP.1q. Recall the definition of the units u1, u2 introduced during the construction of the map
σj1,j2. By construction, we know that for fpxq P Eispej1`1,Qqpζpj1`1qpj2qq, we have that
u1 ¨
ź
n:wpfnpxqqăej1
p1` αnxinqpβn P U e
p´1
pQqpζpj1`1qpj2qrxs{fpxqq.
This implies that
u
´pj1
2 ¨
ź
n:wpfnpxqqăej1
p1` αnxinqpβn`j1`1 P U pj1`1e
p´1
pQqpζpj1`1qpj2qrxs{fpxqq.
Therefore all the other units that will be employed in order to write the full relation, cannot
give a contribution to pIQqpζpj1`1qpj2qrxs{fpxq, βQqpζpj1`1qpj2qrxs{fpxqq, due to the presence of
pe
p´1
in IQqpζpj1`1 qpj2qrxs{fpxq, with βQqpζpj1`1 qpj2qrxs{fpxqp
pe
p´1
q “ j1 as guaranteed by Proposition 5.6.
Thus one concludes using the same argument employed for σj .
We next prove that the maps σj , σj1,j2 satisfy pP.2q. We will do so for σj , the argument
for σj1,j2 being basically the same with different notation.
Given f P Eispej,Qqpζpj`1qq, let us begin expanding each of the coefficients of
f˜pxq :“ 1`
ejÿ
i“1
a˜jx
j
as
a˜i “
8ÿ
k“1
εk,ip1´ ζpj`1qk,
for 1 ď i ă ej and for i “ ej we write
a˜ej “
8ÿ
k“0
εk,ejp1´ ζpj`1qk,
where all εk,i are Teichmu¨ller representatives of Zq. We can consider any finite subset of the
εk,i as independent random variables taking values in all possible Teichmu¨ller representatives
with the uniform distribution if pk, iq ‰ p0, ejq and uniformly in the non-zero Teichmu¨ller
representatives of Zq for ε0,ej .
Next, for each n P Zě1, we set
fnpxq “ 1`
ejÿ
i“1
aipnqxi,
and we let
aipnq :“
8ÿ
k“1
εk,ipnqp1´ ζpj`1qk.
the corresponding Teichmu¨ller expansion with respect to p1´ζpj`1q. The fact that the second
sum started with k “ 1 is a consequence of the fact that the weights of fnpxq are strictly
increasing as n increases together with the definition of Hej pQqpζpj`1qq.
For any fixed n P Zě0 the monomials εk,ipnqp1´ ζpj`1qkxi can be given the weight kej` i if
εk,ipnq ‰ 0 and 8 otherwise. This induces a total order on the various non-zero monomials,
and the weight wpfnpxqq of fnpxq as defined before, equals the minimum weight of the
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various monomials as long as there is a monomial with weight less than pe
p´1
, otherwise we
have already arrived at the point where the sequence fnpxq is eventually constant.
From the rule to obtain fm`1pxq out of fmpxq we see that for any n P Zě1, and any positive
integer pe
p´1
ą w0 ą wpfn´1pxqq, there exists a function Fw0,n taking as input the sequence of
pεk,iqejk`iăw0 and giving as output a Teichmu¨ller representative of Zq, in such a way that if
we write w0 “ ejq1 ` h, the division with remainder of w0 by ej , we have that
εq1,hpnq “ rFw0,nppεk,iqejk`iăw0q ` εq1,hsTeich,
where for a P Zq, the symbol rasTeich denotes the unique Teichmu¨ller representative ε in
Zq such that ε ” a mod p. It thus follows at once that for the collection of pq1, hq with
pe
p´1
ą ejq1 ` h ą wpfn´1pxqq, the variables εq1,hpnq are independent random variables taking
values in the Teichmu¨ller representatives of Zq with the uniform distribution. Therefore
the change of weights from wpfn´1pxqq to wpfnpxqq is governed precisely by the rules of the
shooting game. This ends the proof.
10. Finding jump sets inside an Eisenstein polynomial
The primary goal of this Section is to establish Theorem 10.1, which is a generalization of
Theorem 1.11 from the Introduction. We will next specialize Theorem 10.1 to obtain several
consequences that aim to give a sense to the reader on how efficiently one can establish the
value of pI, βq in the range of the Theorem. Most notably we will see that for q odd or
for j ě 1, the set of strongly Eisenstein polynomials (see Definition 10.2) over Qqpζpj`1q is
precisely the set of polynomials giving the jump set that has the highest probability. Also we
will see the relation between Theorem 10.1 and Theorem 9.1. Indeed we shall prove Theorem
10.1, by establishing the equality between the jump set of a shooting game coming from the
valuation of the coefficients of an Eisenstein polynomial (denoted as σ˜j below) and (part of
the) jump set of the shooting game constructed using the maps introduced during the proof
of Theorem 9.1 (denoted as σj). Also we observe that Theorem 9.1 partially follows as a
direct counting from Theorem 10.1, namely it does so for the jump sets coming from the
region of Eisenstein polynomials where Theorem 1.11 applies (which for instance for p “ 2
and j “ 0 (i.e. over Q2) is empty, and for general p it misses an open set of Eisenstein
polynomials). Finally we shall give examples, showing that without the main assumption on
the different, the conclusion of Theorem 10.1 is not anymore valid in general.
Let j P Zě0, p a prime number, f P Zě1 and q :“ pf . Let e P pjpp ´ 1qZě1. Recall the
notation ej :“ epjpp´1q , used during the proof of Theorem 9.1. Let gpxq P Eispej,Qqpζpj`1qq
(see notation from the proof of Theorem 9.1). We proceed to define a stopping shooting
game attached to g, which will be denoted as
σ˜jpgpxqq P Se,stoppρe,p, ej , qq.
It is defined with the following simple rule. Write gpxq “ xej ` řej´1i“0 aixi and give to
each monomial aix
i weight wpaixiq :“ ejvQqpζpj`1 qpaiq ` i. Arrange wpaixiq as an increasing
sequence n ÞÑ wpainxinq. Then the sequence
σ˜jpgpxqq :“ tpwpainxinq, vppinqqun:wpainxin qďe
is an element of
Se,stoppρe,p, ej, qq.
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One can now see that the pair pIgpxq, βgpxqq defined in the Introduction right before Theorem
1.11 is simply the jump set of the shooting game σ˜jpgpxqq. We now explain more closely
how one calculates this pair. It is clear that the smallest weight is precisely ej “ wpxejq,
consistently with the fact that in σ˜jpgpxqq the rabbit is supposed to start from ej . So
we start with α0 “ ej . Next, given αh (thus the rabbit being at vQqpζpj`1 qpaαhqej ` αh),
to obtain a larger weight, either we find other weights that are contained in the interval
rvQqpζpj`1 qpaαhqej, pvQqpζpj`1 qpaαhq ` 1qejs or there are no such other weights. In the first case
the contribution comes only from the weights α that are larger than αh (otherwise the weight
is smaller). Among these, in order to have a change of shooters and thus a contribution to
the jump set, we are only interested in those requiring a smaller shot-length, i.e. with smaller
vQppαhq, in good harmony with rule p3q of the shooting game. Thus the first such weight with
smaller vQp is precisely where the shooter is changed. In the second case, the weight will be
larger anyway, thus (as long as larger weight matters) we are now interested in examining all
α with vQqpζpj`1 qpaαq ą vQqpζpj`1 qpaαhq. Again, among these we are only interested in those
where vQppαq becomes smaller. The smallest such weight, again, is the first place where the
shot length became smaller and a new shooter came in giving the next contribution to the
jump set of the shooting game. We formalize this explanation in the following procedure.
Procedure. Let gpxq :“ xej ` řej´1i“0 aixi P Eispej,Qqpζpj`1qq. Set α0 “ ej . Given αh,
construct αh`1 as follows. Search if there is α such that vQqpζpj`1 qpaαq “ vQqpζpj`1 qpaαhq and
α ě αh. If such an α exists, search if there is among them one with vQppαq ă vQppαhq. If
there is such α, pick the smallest such α and declare αh`1 “ α. If no such α exists, then
look if there is an α such that vQqpζpj`1 qpaαq ą vQqpζpj`1 qpaαhq and ejvQqpζpj`1 qpaαq ă e. If
no such α exists then set αh`1 “ αh. Otherwise let d be the next valuation that attains
the above constraints. Look if there is α with vQppαq ă vQppαhq and vQqpζpj`1 qpaαq “ d,
in that case take the smallest such α as αh`1. If there is none, go to the next valuation
with the above constraints and do the same search, iterating until you either have to set
αh`1 “ αh, or you have found an αh`1 ‰ αh. In this way the sequence tαiu is produced.
With this notation, writing Iσ˜jpgpxqq “ ti1 ă . . . ă isu, we have that βσ˜j pikq “ vppαkq and
p
βσ˜j pikqik “ ejvQqpζpj`1 qpaαkq ` αk.
Let j be a positive integer. Recall that for an integer e in pjpp ´ 1qZě1 we define ej :“
e
pjpp´1q
.
Theorem 10.1. Let j be a positive integer and let e P pjpp ´ 1qZě1. For any gpxq P
Eispej ,Qqpζpj`1qq, we have that the set
i1 ă . . . ă is,
described in the above procedure, is equal to the set
ti P IQqpζpj`1 qrxs{gpxq : p
βQqpζpj`1
qrxs{gpxqpiq´j´1
i ă eu
and for each k P t1, .., su we have that
βQqpζpj`1 qrxs{gpxqpikq “ vQppαkq ` j ` 1.
Proof. We proceed by looking more closely at the construction of the maps σj in the proof
of Theorem 9.1. One first crucial ingredient is that, thanks to the shape of the conclusion,
we can disregard, in the setting of the proof of Theorem 9.1, monomials with weights larger
than e, so that we can perform p-th powering as if we were in a characteristic p field. Keeping
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this in mind one sees from the construction of the sequence gnpxq in the proof of Theorem
9.1, that given an αk as above, then as long as n satisfies wpgnpxqq ă ejvQqpζpj`1 qpaαkq ` αk,
then for each positive integer w0 with
wpgnpxqq ă w0 ď ejvQqpζpj`1 qpaαkq ` αk,
and
vQppw0q ď vQppαkq,
one sees that
Fw0,nppεk,iqejk`iăejaαk q “ 0.
This is seen by induction on n and direct inspection. The key observation is that, once we
can disregard the multiples of p in p-powering, when we perform a shot, as in the proof of
Theorem 9.1, it sends all the monomials having weight smaller than ejvQqpζpj`1 qpaαkq ` αk
only to monomials having an index with larger p-adic valuation. With this, the formula
appearing at the end of the proof of Theorem 9.1 gives
εw0,hpnq “ rFw0,nppεk,iqejk`iăw0q ` εq1,hsTeich “ rεq1,hsTeich,
where w0 “ ejq1 ` h. In terms of the shooting game σjpgpxqq, this means precisely that the
rabbit will visit the position ejvQqpζpj`1 qpaαkq ` αk, and that all the shots used before that
event are of length strictly larger than vQppαkq. Indeed the rabbit doesn’t visit any of the
positions w0 ă ejvQqpζpj`1 qpaαkq ` αk with vQppw0q ď vQppαkq. But these are precisely the
positions where a stop of the rabbit would have given a shot of length at most vQppαkq before
the position ejvQqpζpj`1 qpaαkq ` αk was reached.

Observe that from the Procedure it is clear that the set of Eisenstein polynomials gpxq
such that the full jump sets of the field Qqpζpj`1qrxs{gpxq can be reconstructed from Theorem
10.1, consists precisely of those polynomials gpxq having a coefficient ai, with pi, pq “ 1, such
that vQqpζpj`1 qpaiq ă vQqpζpj`1 qppq “ pjpp ´ 1q. This condition is precisely equivalent to the
condition on the different
vQqpζpj`1 qpδpQqpζpj`1qrxs{gq{Qqpζpj`1qq ă pjpp´ 1q.
For j “ 0, this shows Theorem 1.11 from the Introduction. The only case where this is an
empty set of Eisenstein polynomials is if p “ 2, j “ 0 and 2|e: one would get a non extremal
coefficient of an Eisenstein polynomial being a unit, which is impossible by definition. For
all other values of p and j one obtains, with Theorem 10.1, a positive proportion of the
Eisenstein polynomials where the jump set can be read off completely from the valuation
of the coefficients of the polynomial, also in a fairly easy way. For p or j getting large the
volume of this region gets quickly pretty large. In particular, if pp, jq ‰ p2, 0q, we next see
that one can identify the set of Eisenstein polynomials giving the most likely jump set.
Definition 10.2. If K is a local field, d ě 2 an integer, and gpxq :“ xd ` řd´1i“0 aixi P
Eispd,Kq, we say that gpxq is strongly Eisenstein if vKpa1q “ 1.
The following is a very special case of Theorem 10.1. Recall that if e P pjpp ´ 1qZě1 we
have the notation ej :“ epjpp´1q .
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Theorem 10.3. Let p, j, such that pp, jq ‰ p2, 0q. Let e P pj`1pp ´ 1qZě1, f a positive
integer and set q :“ pf . Then gpxq P Eispej ,Qqpζpj`1qq is strongly Eisenstein if and only if
IQqpζpj`1 qrxs{gpxq “ t
e
pvQp peqpp´ 1q , ej ` 1u
with
βQqpζpj`1 qrxs{gpxqp
e
pvQppeqpp´ 1qq “ vQppeq ` 1, βQqpζpj`1 qrxs{gpxqpej ` 1q “ j ` 1.
Observe that this gives, explicitly, the counting that the above jump set, t e
p
vQp
peq
pp´1q
, ej`1u
with e
p
vQp
peq
pp´1q
ÞÑ vQppeq ` 1 and ej ` 1 ÞÑ j ` 1, occurs with probability q´1q among all
totally ramified degree ej-extensions of Qqpζpj`1q: this is the jump set occurring with highest
probability. We know that this jump set occurs with probability q´1
q
also from Theorem
9.1. So in particular this fact is true also for p2, 0q. To see that explicitly for e “ 2, observe
that among the 6 totally ramified quadratic extension of Q2, the only ones not giving the
above jump set are Q2pζ4q and Q2pζ4qp1q “ Q2p
?
3q; they have same mass (as we saw in
general) and it equals 1
4
, hence the remaining mass equals 1
2
. But we can immediately see
that in this case the same conclusion of Theorem 10.3 does not hold. Consider for instance
x2`2x`2 P Eisp2,Q2q: it is a strongly Eisenstein polynomial. But Q2rxs{gpxq is isomorphic
to the extension Q2pζ4q, whose jump set is merely t1u, with 1 ÞÑ 2, in contrast to the
conclusion of Theorem 10.3. Thus in Theorem 10.3 the requirement pp, jq ‰ p2, 0q cannot be
dropped, and so in particular the assumption in Theorem 1.11 of being strongly separable
cannot be avoided.
11. Filtered inclusions of principal units
In this section we explain how to attach to any strongly separable extension of local fields,
L{K, a ρ8,p-jump set pIL{K , βL{Kq, which is an invariant of the filtered inclusion
U‚pKq Ď U‚pLq.
Moreover for K “ Qqpζpq, we will have that
pIL{K , βL{Kq “ pIL, βLq.
As we shall see, the fact that the extension is strongly separable will force pIL{K , βL{Kq to be
a ρeL,p-jump set as well for eL “ vLppq.
We will begin to attach to any u P U1pKq´U2pKq a ρeL,p-jump set pIL{Kpuq, βL{Kpuqq. We
will immediately see that it is also a ρ8,p-jump set, thanks to strong separability. Finally
we will see the big effect of assuming strong separability: the jump set pIL{Kpuq, βL{Kpuqq
is independent on the choice of u P U1pKq ´ U2pKq and can be computed, by means of
an immediate generalization of Theorem 1.11, from an Eisenstein polynomial giving the
extension L{K˜, where K˜ is the largest unramified extension of K in L.
Let u P U1pKq ´ U2pKq. Recall from Section 3.3.7 that we can attach to u the function
gu,U‚pLq. We have the following. The proof is along the same lines seen in Proposition 3.35
and is therefore omitted.
Proposition 11.1. There exists a unique jump set pIL{Kpuq, βL{Kpuqq such that gu,U‚pLq
breaks at the elements of ImpβL{Kpuqq ´ 1. Moreover if i P IL{Kpuq, then
gu,U‚pLqpi` 1q “ ρβL{Kpuqpiq´1eL,p piq.
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In the torsion-free case, the jump set pIL{Kpuq, βL{Kpuqq has a more familiar interpretation.
In what follows the function filt-ord (as introduced in Proposition 3.37) will always be with
respect to the filtered module (denoted as) U‚pLq.
Proposition 11.2. Let u, L,K as above and suppose moreover that µppLq “ t1u. Then
filt-ordpupq “ pIL{Kpuq, βL{Kpuqq.
Moreover for u1, u2 P U1pKq ´ U2pKq we have that
pIL{Kpu1q, βL{Kpu1qq “ pIL{Kpu2q, βL{Kpu2qq,
if and only if u1, u2 are in the same orbit under AutfiltpU‚pLqq.
Proof. This is a simple consequence of Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 3.37 combined. 
We now show that the jump set of Proposition 11.1 is independent of the choice of u P
U1pKq´U2pKq for all strongly separable extensions L{K. Recall the way we attached to any
strongly separable Eisenstein polynomial gpxq a jump set pIgpxq, βgpxqq right after Theorem
1.7 in the Introduction.
Theorem 11.3. Let L{K be any strongly separable extension of local fields. Let u1, u2 P
U1pKq ´ U2pKq. Then
pIL{Kpu1q, βL{Kpu1qq “ pIL{Kpu2q, βL{Kpu2qq.
Denote by pIL{K , βL{Kq :“ pIL{Kpuq, βL{Kpuqq for any u P U1pKq ´ U2pKq. Denote by K˜ the
maximal unramified extension of K in L, and let gpxq be any Eisenstein polynomial in K˜rxs
giving the extension L{K˜. We have that
pIL{K , βL{Kq “ pIgpxq, βgpxqq.
Proof. This can be shown by precisely the same argument used in the proof of Theorem
10.1. 
In particular we find the following corollary.
Corollary 11.4. Let L{K be a strongly separable extension of local fields, with µppLq “ t1u.
Then U1pKq ´ U2pKq is contained in one orbit under AutfiltpU‚pLqq. Call this orbit OL{K.
The set OL{K can be also characterized as follows
OL{K “ tu P U‚pLq : up P filt-ord´1ppIL{K , βL{Kqqu.
In positive characteristic the statement further simplifies.
Corollary 11.5. Let L{K be a separable extension of local fields with charpKq “ p. Then
U1pKq´U2pKq is contained in one orbit under AutfiltpU‚pLqq. Call this orbit OL{K. The set
OL{K can be also characterized as follows
OL{K “ tu P U‚pLq : up P filt-ord´1ppIL{K , βL{Kqqu.
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12. Jump sets under field extensions
Let K1{Qppζpq be a finite extension. Fix a positive integer d. Consider the following nat-
ural question.
Question: Which extended admissible ρdeK1 ,p-jump sets are realizable as pIK2 , βK2q for some
totally ramified extension K2{K1 of degree d?
In case pd, pq “ 1 the answer is very easy.
Proposition 12.1. Let K2{K1 be totally ramified degree d extension, with pd, pq “ 1. Then
IK2 “ dIK1
with
βK2pdiq “ βK1piq,
for each i P IK1.
Proof. First notice that, since pd, pq “ 1, we have dT ˚ρe,p Ď T ˚ρde,p . Moreover we notice that the
assignment pIK2, βK2q given in the statement is clearly an extended ρdeK1 ,p-jump set. Next
we write ź
iPIK1
u
p
βK1
piq´1
i “ ζp,
with ui P UipK1q ´ Ui`1pK1q for each i P IK1 , and peK1p´1 P IK1 implies u peK1
p´1
R K˚p1 . We thus
conclude with Corollary 3.41 by noticing that ui P UdipK2q´Udi`1pK2q for each i P IK1, and
that if
peK1
p´1
P IK1 then we must have that u peK1
p´1
R K˚p2 . Indeed taking a p-th root of u peK1
p´1
gives an unramified degree p extension of K1 which would contradict both that pd, pq “ 1
and that K2{K1 is totally ramified. 
The previous proof teaches us also what is the difficulty when pd, pq ‰ 1 in answering
Question. In this case the relation ź
iPIK1
u
p
βK1
piq´1
i “ ζp,
cannot be directly used to calculate pIK2 , βK2q, because vK2pui´1q R TρdeK1 ,p for each i ă
peK1
p´1
.
Nevertheless, a more careful inspection shows that this relation can sometimes be used to
extrapolate properties of pIK2, βK2q. This is the content of the next theorem, which, together
with Theorem 12.3, contains as a very special case Proposition 12.1.
Theorem 12.2. Let d be a positive integer and K2{K1 a degree d totally ramified extension.
Let i P IK1 with i ‰ peKp´1 . Suppose that if the set J :“ tj P IK1 : j ă iu is not empty, then
βK1pmaxpJqq ´ βK1piq ą vQppdq.
Then
d
pvQppdq
i P IK2
with
βK2p
d
pvQp pdq
iq “ βK1piq ` vQppdq.
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Proof. Take i ‰ peK1
p´1
as in the assumptions of this theorem. Write
ź
i1PIK1
u
p
βK1
pi1q´1
i1 “ ζp,
with ui1 P Ui1pK1q ´ Ui1`1pK1q for each i1 P IK1, and peK1p´1 P IK1 implies u peK1
p´1
R K˚p1 . Next,
for each i1 P IK1, write ź
jPApi1q
u
pβpi
1,jq
i1,j ,
with Api1q Ď T ˚ρK2 , vK2pui1,j ´ 1q “ j for each j P Api
1q and d
p
vQp
pdq i
1 P Api1q with βpi1, jq “
vQppdq and vK2pup
βpi1,i1q
i1,i1 ´ 1q ă vK2pup
βpi1,jq
i1,j ´ 1q for each j P Api1q ´ ti1u. We now proceed to
expand the above expression for ζp. Attach to each term ui1,j the pair pvK2pui1,j´1q, βK1pi1q`
βpi, jqq. We see that the point attached to ui,i, which is p d
p
vQp
pdq i, βK1piq ` vQppdqq, is strictly
smaller, with respect to ďρK2 , than all the other points (and hence occurs precisely once).
Indeed, using that pIK1, βK1q is a jump set, we see that it must be smaller than any term
coming from some ui1 with i
1 ą i. On the other hand for each i1 ă i, we use the fact that
βK2pi1q ą βK2piq ` vQppdq to conclude that the point attached to ui,i must be smaller than
any term attached to ui1,j with i
1 ă i. This is enough to conclude with Corollary 3.41.

The case of e˚K1 requires no special assumptions and can be treated more easily in a
different way.
Theorem 12.3. Let d be a positive integer and K2{K1 a degree d totally ramified extension.
Suppose peK
p´1
P IK1. Then di P IK2 and βK2pdiq “ βK1piq.
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 5.6 and Proposition 5.5. 
Remark 12.4. In the very special case K1 “ Qqpζpq one recovers the restriction that
pIK2, βK2q must be an admissible extended ρd,p-jump set as a very special case of Theorem
12.2, see Theorem 1.6.
In particular Theorem 12.2 implies the following fact.2
Corollary 12.5. Let d be a positive integer and K2{K1 a degree d totally ramified extension.
Suppose that for any two consecutive elements i, j in IK1 (that is pi, jq X IK1 “ ∅) we have
that
βK1piq ´ βK1pjq ą vQppdq.
Then
d
pvQppdq
pIK1 ´ te˚K1uq Ď IK2 ,
2We take the opportunity here to signal a typo in the way this result was mentioned in [1], where the
assumption of Theorem 12.2 and the conclusion of Corollary 12.5 were accidentally merged in transcribing
the statement. It was stated only with the assumption of Theorem 12.2, but the conclusion mentioned there
is about both consecutive indexes, which we can guarantee, instead, only under the assumption of Corollary
12.5.
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with
βK2p
d
pvQppdq
iq “ βK1piq ` vQppdq
for each i P IK1 ´ te˚K1u.
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